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Abstract

Unlike the maritime transport sector, there is no single EU
standard for the training and certification of fishers relating to
health and safety on board. Member State safety training and
certification requirements for fishers are complicated and vary
significantly between Member States. This complexity is an
obstacle to the free movement of fishers and it makes it harder to
comply with statutory training and certification requirements. It
may be contributing to illegal labour, and worker exploitation in
the fishing sector.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

The focus of this study is the training and certification of fishers relating to health, safety,
and sustainability on board. This study aims to compare the practices and standards for the
training and certification of fishers in different Member States (MS), and it highlights the
divergence between MS and the complexity and risks that this generates. The study also
draws on the experience of the transport sector to mark the difference it has made in the
maritime transport sector. While parts of the study include vocational training, the
conclusions and recommendations deal exclusively with health and safety training and
certification.

More specifically, the study considers:

 The situation and recent developments in the maritime transport sector and the EU
fisheries sector;

 The distribution of legislative and regulatory competences at European Union and MS
levels;

 Free movement of labour in the EU fishing industry;

 Training and education establishment and programmes, training paths, resources.

The findings and conclusions on these issues are informed by case studies covering 11 MS,
as well as a case study on scientific observers working at sea.

Findings and conclusions

17 years have passed since the report on the Mutual Recognition of Certificates in the Sea
Fishing Sector in Europe (the ‘Bénodet 2000’ report)1 predicted a likely increase in the
movement of fishers between MS due to declining interest in the industry amongst young
people in some MS. Many countries have joined the EU since then and there is now
considerable movement of fishers, not only between MS, but also into the EU, for example
from Asia and Africa. The Bénodet 2000 report pointed out the diverse and complex
requirements of MS with regard to the basic safety training and certification for fishers, and
it suggested that the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) STCW-F 95 convention could
serve as a reference for comparing requirements in different MS. Only six of the EU’s 21
coastal MS have ratified STCW-F 95, requirements remain diverse and complicated, and in
the absence of a common standard, the situation has inevitably become more complicated
following the accession of more coastal states since 2000. This has safety implications, not
only for fishers, but also for other users of EU waters. This situation is an obstacle to the free
movement of workers and may be contributing to illegal working and worker exploitation.

Furthermore, only three coastal MS have ratified C188 International Labour Organisation
(ILO) Work in Fishing Convention, 2007, and only seven have ratified SFV Protocol 93

1 Europećhe, Cogeca “fisheries” and E.T.F. (December 2000), ‘Mutual Recognition of Certificates in the Sea Fishing
Sector in Europe, Final Report, Study prepared for the Forum to be held on this subject at Bénodet (FR) 13 and
14 October 2000’, p9.
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(Torremolinos Protocol of 1993 Relating To The Torremolinos International Convention For
The Safety of Fishing Vessels, 1977). Nine coastal MS have not ratified these or STCW-F 95.

Situation and recent developments in the maritime transport sector and the EU
fisheries sector

Technological advances, such as improvements in ship design and navigation aids, have
reduced the frequency and severity of shipping incidents considerably within the maritime
transport sector. The reduction in technology failures has revealed the underlying level of
influence of human error in accident causation. As a result, focus has shifted towards the
‘human element’ in order to further improve safety and environmental performance in the
maritime transport sector.

Although fishers are also seafarers, maritime administrations frequently have difficulty in
adequately addressing the safety aspects of the fishing industry, thereby excluding fisheries
from the vast majority of provisions of international shipping conventions.

In contrast to the maritime transport sector, the fishing industry itself is highly diverse in
terms of type and size of vessels. The diversity in fishing vessels and techniques complicates
the development and spreading of training and education material specifically addressing
safety and sustainability issues in fisheries.

There is a lack of a harmonised system of standards on training, certification and
watchkeeping for fishers of the EU fishing fleet. This is different for the maritime transport
sector. Thanks to international legislation and standardisation, ensured by International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW-
2010), shipping is ahead of fishing with respect to safety/sustainability awareness, measures
and performance.

The ratification rates of international conventions on safety at sea in fishing by EU MS are
relatively low, especially compared to the ratification rates of international conventions for
seafarers. The lack of a common standard for the training and certification of fishers in the
EU is a safety risk, not only for fishers themselves, but also for other users of EU waters.

The distribution of legislative and regulatory competences at European Union and
Member State levels

While stakeholder feedback indicates that there are limited legislative competences and
powers relating to the training and certification of fishers at EU level, the shared
competences between the EU and the Member States in the areas of internal market
(art.4.2.a TFEU); fisheries (art. 4.2.d TFEU) and common safety (art. 4.2.k TFEU) mean there
is room for manoeuvre at the European level. A 2011 Commission impact assessment
suggests that this was a matter of interest to it at that time.

At MS level, commonly more than one minister has legislative competences.  In general,
there appears to be no overlap of competences, and clear division of responsibilities between
different ministers and other bodies involved (e.g. inspection agencies).  Inter-ministerial
cooperation appears to be effective in those countries where more ministers are involved.

Nevertheless, in one of the case study countries, published reports point to the possibility of
certain coordination challenges and gaps with regard to the protection of some groups of
fishers.
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Free movement of labour in the EU fishing industry

There appears to be significant movement of fishers between MS and into the EU, reportedly
due to the diminishing interest amongst young people in some MS to enter the industry.
Statutory safety training requirements for fishers are complicated and vary significantly
between MS. This complexity makes it harder to comply with statutory requirements and it
may be contributing to illegal labour, worker exploitation, and potentially also to human
trafficking in the fishing sector. The current situation is an obstacle to the free movement of
fishers and potentially involves a significant waste of time and effort on the part of authorities,
fishing companies, and fishers.

Stakeholder feedback indicates that the possible adoption of a common standard on the
training and certification of fishers would be a positive development, as it would facilitate the
free movement of fishers, contribute to the development of a ‘level playing field’, and
enhance the performance of the EU fishing fleet.

However, the adoption of STCW-F 95 as the common standard would be unlikely to eliminate
the need for additional training and certification when moving between some MS with more
demanding requirements. In principle, this is in line with the right to free movement since
workers who are nationals of another Member State are not treated differently from national
workers because of their nationality. Differing enforcement capacities between MS would also
be likely to constrain the introduction of a genuinely common standard in practice.

There is limited awareness of the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual recognition of
certificates in the sea-fishing sector in Europe, and stakeholders who are aware of it rarely
refer to it.

Training and education establishment and programmes, training paths, resources

Training and education establishments and programmes, training paths, and resources vary
greatly per EU MS assessed. There is no clear, widely-adopted international/ EU regulatory
framework on the training and education of fishers.

There is no up-to-date list describing all training and education institutions within the EU and
the majority of institutions contacted for this study did not respond to requests for
information.

Some EU MS have specific training and education programmes for fishers, while others have
no specific training and education programmes for fishers in place. Training paths differ
between MS, ranging from a father to son ‘learning by doing’ approach to formal, professional
(higher) education and everything in between. The content of training and education
programmes offered varies between MS and sometimes even within MS.

There appears to be sub-optimal utilisation of, and lack of awareness about, available EU
funds for the training of fishers.

Recommendations

1. There is a need to improve the attractiveness of the industry for young people in the EU
by, for example by making it easier for fishers to move between fishing and other maritime
work, and by developing professional fishing qualifications, that are recognised across the
EU;
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2. There is a need not only for a common standard for the training and certification (safety)
of fishers, but also for a common approach and methodology to ensure common application
of any standard across the EU;

3. Effective application of a common standard for the training and certification (safety) of
fishers would require more uniform definition of vocational certificates for fishery vessel crews
(navigational and fishing), in particular for skippers and other officers.

4. STCW F is considered the most relevant standard, as it is the intended IMO global standard
for the training and certification (safety) of fishers. However, STCW-F generally applies to
vessels of over 24 metres only and there would still leave out approximately 90% of all
European fishers. In the event that STCW-F is adopted by the EU, the EU should drive
inclusion of smaller vessels in the STCW-F obligations.

5. The introduction of a common standard will bring with it significant training and
certification costs for fishers and/ or authorities in some MS. It may therefore be necessary
to allocate funding to help meet the cost of training and certification, which in turn will
facilitate effective application of the common standard.

6. It may be necessary to support some MS with funding and capacity building to develop
the necessary education and training and control systems and capacities.

7. Opinions diverge on whether or not existing EU legislation already provides the necessary
common standard for the training and certification of fishers (safety) of fishers. In the event
that a new common standard is introduced (e.g. STCW-F), it will be important to ensure
clarity, and avoid duplication of, or overlap with, existing EU legislation.

8. Some MS currently have very limited, if any, requirements for the training and certification
(safety) of fishers. In order to facilitate and encourage effective application of a common EU
standard, it may be helpful to link safety training and certification with, for example,
sustainability training.

9. There is a need to enhance awareness of safety on board. This could be supported, through
various measures and could target not only fishers, but also family members, and employers.
AT EU level, the introduction of a focal point could support identification and dissemination
of relevant research.

The situation of fisheries in Europe is highly complex. This study should be considered as a
first step. More in-depth study is required, particularly on the following topics:

 Content and details of a safety and sustainability training standard (further
development of STCW-F) which would be effective for all MS;

 Strategy and process to develop such a standard and have it accepted/ adopted;

 Strategy and process to implement the new standard in European fishing;

 What tool is needed to replace the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual
recognition of certificates in the sea fishing sector in Europe, and if/ how such a tool
will facilitate the free movement of fishers within the EU, and enhance safety
standards.

 The declining interest among young people to work in the sector, and the
longer-term implications for the EU, with a view to developing policy to
address this negative trend, which was noted in the Bénodet 2000 report almost
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two decades ago. Various reasons for this trend have been put forward, including low
pay, particularly hard physical work, constraints on engaging in normal social life, lack
of career prospects, and lack of access to social welfare.

 The issue of illegal labour in the sector, including exploitation of workers on
fishing vessels. There is considerable movement of fishers between MS and into the
EU, apparently driven by the declining interest amongst young people in the EU to
work in the sector. The diversity and complexity of certification requirements and
cross-validation processes may incentivise some operators to recruit fishers illegally.
Conversely, it seems doubtful that fishers who are recruited illegally (e.g. to bypass
immigration rules) will meet basic safety training and certification requirements. Both
scenarios present safety risks, and fishers working illegally on EU fishing vessels are
more vulnerable to exploitation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The European Parliament’s Policy Department B: Structural and Cohesion Policies has
requested Blomeyer & Sanz to conduct this research assignment. The research has been
undertaken between October 2017 and April 2018.

This introduction presents research objectives of the study (section 1.1), outlines the study
methodology (1.2) and provides context for the study (1.3).

1.1 Research objectives

The focus of this study is on training and certification of fishers relating to health, safety, and
sustainability on board. While parts of the study include vocational training, the conclusions
and recommendations deal exclusively with health and safety training and certification.

This study aims to compare the practices and standards for the training and certification of
fishers in different Member States (MS), and it highlights the divergence between MS and
the complexity and risks that this generates. The study also draws on the experience of the
transport sector to mark the difference it has made in the maritime transport sector.

1.2 Methodology and approach

This study has utilised the following research methods:

 Desk research;

 Stakeholder consultations;

 A survey of training institutions;

 Country case studies

The structure of the study is presented below.

Section 1. Introduction

Section 2. Comparison of the situation and recent developments in the maritime transport
sector and the EU fisheries sector.

Section 3. The distribution of legislative competences relating to the training, education,
employment, and working conditions of fishers.

Section 4. Free movement of labour in the EU fishing industry.

Section 5. Training and education establishment and programmes, training paths, resources
across the EU including outermost regions.

Section 6. Country case studies. This section presents case studies for the following 10 MS:

 Bulgaria
 Croatia
 France
 Greece
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 Ireland
 Italy
 Latvia
 Netherlands
 Poland
 Slovakia (non-maritime case study)
 Spain

Section 7. Case study on training and certification of scientific observers on board

Section 8. Conclusion and recommendations

1.3 Context

The European Union (EU) and MS have taken steps to increase safety on board transport
vessels, consequently measures stemming from international conventions on safety
standards apply on those vessels. The study assesses the need for, and feasibility of, the
adoption of common basic standards for the training and certification of fishers regarding
health, safety, and sustainability. The reference standard in question is the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessel
Personnel, 1995 (STCW-F 1995)2, which has so far been ratified by only a few MS. The
ultimate aim is to describe application of standards that could help save seamen’s lives.

The 1978 IMO STCW convention excluded the fishing industry from training and safety
regulation, marking the need for STCW-F, which was however, only signed by 15 countries
(hence is not in force), leaving the majority of measures up to the competent national
authorities, and only dealing with vessels over 24m, which make up a small minority of the
international fishing fleet, but are nonetheless those making the most dangerous (distant)
journeys.3 The ILO Work in Fishing Convention took nine years to gather nine country
signatures and was only ratified in November 2017, a year after the tenth country, Lithuania,
signed.

According to the 2016 EMSA report, the majority of reported fishing accidents occur in the
North and Arctic Seas (1,446) compared to the Mediterranean (159).4 Fleet sizes are similar;
however, vessel sizes are not, and nor is the tonnage recorded. The most accident-prone
statistically are trawler-type vessels, on which 60% of recorded fishing incidents occur
worldwide, 10.1% of which are marked as very serious.

Letter of the Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee Sea-Fisheries to the President of
the European Commission in 2014

In September 2014, the Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee Sea-Fisheries (SSDC-F) sent a
letter to the President of the European Commission, in which it criticised the EU’s lack of

2 IMO, 2017. International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessel
Personnel (STCW-F), 1995, http://www.imo.org/en/ourwork/humanelement/pages/stcw-f-convention.aspx

3 European Commission (20/08/2013), COM(2013) 595 final Proposal for a Council Decision authorising Member
States to sign and/or ratify, in the interest of the European Union, the International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watch- keeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel, 1995, of the International Maritime
Organisation, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52013PC0595&from=EN

4 EMSA (2016), Annual overview of marine casualties and incidents 2016, data for 2011-2015, p.50-61.
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proactivity with regard to the training and certification of fishers, and to living and working
conditions on board fishing vessels. The letter states:

‘The Union’s recently reformed common fisheries policy focuses on planet and profit,
but wrongs the fishers where their safety at sea is concerned. And this, whilst fishing
is considered a hazardous occupation when compared to other occupations. All our
efforts to bring the Union’s social policies in line with international standards on training
and certification of fishers and decent living and working conditions on board fishing
vessels, which form part of the international safety at sea in fishing agenda, have been
frustrated by reluctance from the side of the Union’s responsible institutions. In doing
so, the Union not only forsakes its responsibilities towards fishers, it also forsakes its
statutory task to promote the role of its social partners and to facilitate social dialogue.
In a European Union that attaches so much importance to safety and health of its
workforce, such apparent political and bureaucratic disregard for safety at sea in fishing
is unjustified and a disgrace. It is therefore that we now ask for the President of the
Commission’s intervention and to attach urgency to the policy area of safety at sea in
fishing.’5

Among other things, the letter recommended that the International Convention on Standards
of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel, 1995 of the
International Maritime Organization (STCW-F 95) should be transposed into an EU directive.

The report that accompanied the letter points out that Under Article 94 of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, to which the EU and all MS are party, ‘every flag state has
the duty vis-à-vis ships flying its flag to take such measures as are necessary to ensure
safety at sea with regard, inter alia, to (a) the construction, equipment and seaworthiness of
ships, (b) the manning of ships, (c) the labour conditions of their crews, and (d) the training
of their crews’.6 The report notes that a majority of the present EU MS participated in the
conference that led, in July 1995, to the adoption of STCW-F 95, but, as noted below (Table
2), only six of the 20 coastal EU MS have ratified the convention to date.

With regard to ILO Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 (C188),7 the SSDC-F report notes that
‘The European Commission took a strong coordinating role during the three International
Labour Conferences that resulted in the agreement and nearly all of the present EU Member
States and their social partners voted for its adoption by the 2007 conference,’8 but this has
so far been ratified by only three coastal EU MS (see Table 2, below). With the
encouragement of the Commission, the SSDC-F developed an agreement on the EU-wide
implementation of C188, and in May 2013, the social partners ‘jointly requested its
implementation by a Council decision on a proposal from the Commission.’9

‘After having delayed the adoption of the agreement’s final version for about one year,
to date, more than another year later, despite the promising words we cited above, the
Commission has still not proposed implementation of the fisheries SPA, purportedly due

5 Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee Sea-Fisheries (15 September 2014), letter to Mr Jean-Claude Juncker ‘Social
responsibilities in sea-fisheries; the role of the European Union’.

6 Ment van der Zwan, with the collaboration of Marga Schaap, Daniel Voces de Onaíndi González, Romke Wybenga
(undated), ‘Safety at sea in fishing Europe’s underachievement’, p4.

7 International Labour Organization, ‘C188 - Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 (No. 188)’,
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C188

8 Ment van der Zwan, with the collaboration of Marga Schaap, Daniel Voces de Onaíndi González, Romke Wybenga
(undated), ‘Safety at sea in fishing Europe’s underachievement’, p6.

9 Ibid. p16.
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to resistance from unnamed Member States, a vague austerity policy which is said to
demand an impact assessment, and tarrying to put out a tender for such an
assessment.’10

The SSDC-F report is critical of the reformed EU Common Fisheries Policy, stating that it ‘has
not been aligned with the international standards and guidelines for safety at sea in fishing.’11

The report notes that while a Commission impact assessment on the proposed reforms
pointed out the hazardous nature of sea-fishing, the reformed Common Fisheries Policy does
not in fact address the safety or training of fishers, and although it does refer to ‘social and
employment benefits’, these terms are not defined.12

The SSDC-F report points out that standardised training and certification for fishers is not
only in the interest of fishers themselves, but is also in the interest of overall maritime safety
in EU waters:13

‘As fishers and seafarers and their vessels and ships share the seas and the oceans,
Union action concerning training and certification of fishers is not only in the interest of
the fishing sector but also in that of maritime transport. Fishing vessel personnel
operating their vessels in Union waters should, in the interest of safety at sea in general,
therefore be subjected to standardized Union rules on training, certification and
watchkeeping for fishing vessel personnel and the CFP [Common Fisheries Policy]
should respect these rules. So, a consistent level of training for the award of vocational
competency certificates to fishers should be ensured in the interest of safety at sea.’

A ‘standardised level of training’ is also important for ensuring that fishers from different MS
know what they can expect of each other when working together at sea,14 (this is particularly
important from the perspective of language, namely that fishers from different countries –
MS and non-MS - may not be fluent in each other’s languages, which could be critical in a
crisis situation).

The Bénodet 2000 report on the Mutual Recognition of Certificates in the Sea
Fishing Sector in Europe

The report on the Mutual Recognition of Certificates in the Sea Fishing Sector in Europe,
which was issued in 2000 (the ‘Bénodet 2000 report’), predicted that there would be
increased movement of fishers between MS:15

‘Even if we can observe only a few examples of mobility until now, this phenomenon is
likely to increase given the difficulties now being encountered in most European
countries in recruiting fishermen. One can suppose that countries like the United
Kingdom, France or the Netherlands, which already face recruiting problems, could be
attractive for qualified sailors from other Union countries (Spain and Portugal in
particular).’

10 SPA – Social Partners’ Agreement.
11 Ment van der Zwan, with the collaboration of Marga Schaap, Daniel Voces de Onaíndi González, Romke Wybenga

(undated), ‘Safety at sea in fishing Europe’s underachievement’, p3.
12 Ibid. p7.
13 Ibid. p13.
14 Ibid. p14.
15 Europećhe, Cogeca “fisheries” and E.T.F. (December 2000), Mutual Recognition of Certificates in the Sea Fishing

Sector in Europe, Final Report, Study prepared for the Forum to be held on this subject at Bénodet (FR) 13 and
14 October 2000, p9.
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With this in mind, the report suggested that ‘Comparative analysis of the training systems of
the various Member States with a view to a general system of mutual recognition would
therefore seem a topical subject.’ It also noted that ‘Analysis of the practice of Member
States’ national administrative practice shows that … national procedures are right now pretty
long and dissuasive.’

The Bénodet 2000 report also noted significant differences in the initial, compulsory training
that fishers were required to undertake prior to going to sea,16 which varied between eight
weeks in France, to three days in the United Kingdom. It suggested that although IMO STCW-
F had at that time been ratified by only two countries (Denmark and Russia), ‘the convention
could serve Member States as a reference for comparing certificates and advancing towards
harmonisation.’17

In the 17 years since the report was issued, the EU has grown significantly, and there is now
considerable movement of fishers, not only between MS, but also into the EU, for example
from Asia and Africa. At the same time, the basic safety training and certification
requirements for fishers remain diverse and complicated, and in the absence of
standardisation, the situation has inevitably become more complicated following the
accession of more coastal states.

16 Ibid. p41, ‘Initial training figure 6’.
17 Ibid. p8.
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2. COMPARISON OF THE SITUATION AND RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MARITIME TRANSPORT
SECTOR AND THE EU FISHERIES SECTOR

KEY FINDINGS

 Technological advances, such as improvements in ship design and navigation aids, have
reduced the frequency and severity of shipping incidents considerably within the maritime
transport sector.

 The reduction in technology failures has revealed the underlying level of influence of human
error in accident causation. As a result, focus has shifted towards the ‘human element’ in order
to further improve safety and environmental performances in the maritime transport sector.

 Although fishers are seafarers, maritime administrations frequently have difficulty in
adequately addressing the safety aspects of the fishing industry, thereby excluding fisheries
from the vast majority of provisions of international shipping conventions.

 In contrast to the maritime transport sector, the fishing industry itself is highly diverse in terms
of type and size of vessels. The diversity in fishing vessels and techniques complicates the
development and spreading of training and education material specifically addressing safety
and sustainability issues in fisheries.

 There is no harmonised system of standards on training, certification and watch keeping for
fishers of the EU fishing fleet. This is different for the maritime transport sector. Thanks to
international legislation and standardisation (STCW-2010), shipping is ahead of fishing with
respect to safety/sustainability awareness, measures and performance.

 The ratification rates of international conventions on safety at sea in fishing by EU Member
States are relatively low, especially compared to the ratification rates of international
conventions for seafarers.

2.1 European and International standards for education, training,
certification and watchkeeping on vessels

Marine environmental and safety standards including working conditions, particularly for
internationally operating sectors like shipping and fishing, are driven by developments at an
international level, namely at the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), the
International Labour Organisation (ILO), Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and by the
European Union (EU).18 These parties promote the ratification of international conventions to
regulate these (internationally operating) sectors.

18 Europêche (2017), EU Fishing sector presents a training tool for risk prevention and safety at sea in the European
Parliament, http://europeche.chil.me/post/149321/eu-fishing-sector-presents-a-training-tool-for-risk-
prevention-and-safety-at-sea
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Figure 1: Comparing the estimated number of persons employed in fisheries with
the number of seafarers

Source: Europêche

Due to great differences in design and operation of vessels operating in shipping compared
to fisheries, different conventions apply to fishing and shipping. When looking at the number
of persons being employed in a maritime profession, it becomes obvious that fishers exceed
other seafarers by a ratio of 24:1 (see Figure 1).19 However, when looking at the key
international conventions that have been implemented at EU and international level for
fisheries compared to shipping, there seems to be a bit of a paradox. Fishers, forming the
majority of persons employed in a maritime profession, seem to receive different treatment
when looking at the number of ratified conventions (see Figure 2). The ratification and
implementation of many international conventions on safety and social protection for fishers
is long overdue according to Flemming Smidt (spokesperson of the European Transport
Workers’ Federation).20

Figure 2: Overview of current situation concerning ratified global legislation in
fisheries and shipping

Source: Europêche21

19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 Europêche (2017), EU Fishing sector presents a training tool for risk prevention and safety at sea in the European

Parliament, http://europeche.chil.me/post/149321/eu-fishing-sector-presents-a-training-tool-for-risk-
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When specifically looking at international standards for education, training, certification and
watchkeeping on vessels, there are basically two relevant international conventions. These
international conventions are STCW-F (1995) for fishing and STCW (1978)22 for shipping
(amended on numerous occasions, e.g. Manila amendments 201023). The 1978 STCW
Convention was the first to establish basic requirements on training, certification and
watchkeeping for seafarers at an international level. STCW-F is the first convention to
establish basic requirements on training, certification and watchkeeping for fishing vessel
personnel at an international level, which countries are obliged to meet or exceed. The STCW-
F Convention is comparatively short and consists of 15 Articles and an annex containing
technical regulations in four chapters:

 Ch. I contains general provisions;

 Ch. II deals with certification of skippers, officers, engineer officers and radio
operators;

 Ch. III deals with basic safety training for all fishing vessel personnel; and

 Ch. IV deals with watchkeeping.

The European Commission supports the adoption of the STCW-F Convention, but cannot ratify
the Convention itself as only states can be parties thereto.24 25 EU Social Partners in the
fisheries sector now urge the European Commission to apply the same approach to STCW-F
as they did to the ILO Work in Fishing Convention C188 by transposing the convention into
EU legislation through a Directive.26 According to the EU Social Partners in the fisheries sector
this would bridge the legal gaps at EU level on harmonised vocational training, recognition of
certificates, free movement of workers, maritime safety and pollution.27

2.2 Recent developments in safety, training and certification on
fishing vessels compared to maritime transport sector

The IMO states on its website that: ‘Shipping is perhaps the most international of all the
world's great industries and one of the most dangerous’.28 Despite its reputation as being one
the most dangerous industries, shipping safety has greatly improved in the last century.29

prevention-and-safety-at-sea
22 IMO–STWC 78 - (Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers) 1978.
23 International Maritime Organisation (23 December 2011), STCW Manila seafarer training amendments enter into

force on 1 January 2012, http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/67-STCW-
EIF.aspx#.WubGFS_GzOQ

24 Council of the European Union (2014), Proposal for a COUNCIL DECISION authorising Member States to sign
and/or ratify, in the interest of the European Union, the International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watch-keeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel, 1995, of the International Maritime Organisation,
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15714-2014-INIT/en/pdf

25 UK Parliament, 2013, Draft Council Decision authorising Member States to sign and/or ratify, the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch-keeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel, 1995, of the
International Maritime Organisation, https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmeuleg/83-
xviii/8316.htm

26 Europêche (2017), EU Fishing sector presents a training tool for risk prevention and safety at sea in the European
Parliament, http://europeche.chil.me/post/149321/eu-fishing-sector-presents-a-training-tool-for-risk-
prevention-and-safety-at-sea

27 Ibid.
28 IMO (2017), Maritime Safety, http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Safety/Pages/Default.aspx
29 Sampson, H., Ellis, N., Gould. E., Tang, L., Turgo, N. and Zhao, Z. (2012), Safety and Shipping 1912-2012,

Report commissioned by Allianz, which underpins their subsequent publication Safety and Shipping 1912-2012:
From Titanic to Costa Concordia, an insurer’s perspective from Allianz Global Corporate and Specialty, available
from Allianz GCS.
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Technological advances, like improvements in ship design and navigation aids, have reduced
the frequency and severity of shipping incidents considerably.30 However, the reduction of
failures in technology has revealed the underlying level of influence of human error in
accident causation (Hetherington et al., 2006). As a result, focus has shifted towards the
‘human element’ in order to further improve safety and environmental performances in the
maritime transport sector.

Training and certification of seafarers is seen as one of the key factors in achieving better
safety performances. Despite the presence of a regulatory framework describing mandatory
safety and training requirements for seafarers and vessels, shipping companies are
increasingly starting to see that installing mandatory operational procedures alone will not
help to improve company performances on safety and environmental aspects. If seafarers do
not have the background knowledge and understanding of why these changes are being
enforced upon them, it is likely to generate negative attitudes towards the subject and lead
to possible negligence and/or a build-up in resentment between operational groups within
the company.31 Offering knowledge, through training and education, enables seafarers to
change their attitude and behaviour regarding safety and environmental requirements. A
study performed by Banks et al.32 on carbon emissions in shipping demonstrated that more
knowledgeable seafarers showed higher levels of motivation to implement improvements on
board.

Although fishers are seafarers, Petursdottir et al. suggest that maritime administrations
frequently have difficulty in adequately addressing the safety aspects of the fishing industry,33

thereby excluding fisheries from the vast majority of provisions of international shipping
conventions. The great differences in design and operation also formed a great obstacle for
the IMO to include fisheries in the Convention on Safety of Life at Sea and Load Lines.34

According to Hetherington et al.,35 fiscal drivers also played an important role in improving
the safety performance of the shipping sector, because ships are often chartered on the
strength of their safety performance. The International Labour Organisation also stated that
‘the life of a fisherman varies from that of the average merchant seaman;36 not only do they
perform different duties, but fishers are more exposed physically to the sea itself – and … to
the hazards associated with working directly with marine life’.

In addition to the huge differences between the shipping and fishing industry, the fishing
industry itself is highly diverse in terms of type and size of fishing vessels.37 Lucas et al.
(2014) found that the various studies on risk preferences and risk perceptions of fishing

30 Hetherington, C., Flin, R., and Mearns, K. (2006), Safety in shipping: The human element. Journal of safety
research, 37(4): 401-411.

31 Banks, C., Turan, O., Incecik, A., Lazakis, I., and Lu, R. (2012), Seafarers’ current awareness, knowledge,
motivation and ideas towards Low Carbon – Energy Efficient operations. Paper presented at LCS 2012 – 2nd
International Conference on Technologies, Operations, Logistics and Modelling for Low Carbon Shipping, 11-12
September, Newcastle.

32 Ibid.
33 Petursdottir, G., Hannibalsson, O., and Turner, J.M.M. (2001). Safety at sea as an integral part of fisheries

management. FAO Fisheries Circular. No. 966. Rome, FAO. 2001: 39p
34 Håvold, J. I. (2010), Safety culture aboard fishing vessels. Safety science, 48(8): 1054-1061.
35 Hetherington, C., Flin, R., and Mearns, K. (2006), Safety in shipping: The human element. Journal of safety

research, 37(4): 401-411.
36 International Labour Organisation (2003), Report V (1) Conditions of Work in the Fishing Sector: A

Comprehensive Standard (a Convention Supplemented by a Recommendation) on Work in the Fishing Sector
(Geneva: ILO). http://www.ilo.org/public/portugue/region/eurpro/lisbon/pdf/rep-v-1.pdf

37 Jensen, O. C., Petursdottir, G., Holmen, I. M., Abrahamsen, A., and Lincoln, J. (2014), A review of fatal accident
incidence rate trends in fishing. International Maritime Health 65(2): 47-52.
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industry workers resulted in mixed outcomes.38 Therefore, Lucas et al.39 concluded that: ‘The
inconsistent findings suggest that workers in different fisheries do not share the same risk
characteristics, indicating that solutions to safety problems must be tailored to specific
fisheries to address the particular barriers of the workers within those fisheries’. By targeting
fisheries specifically and by identifying their unique injury patterns, safety performances in
fisheries could be improved. The diversity in fishing vessels and techniques complicated the
development and spreading of training and education material specifically addressing safety
issues in fisheries. In this respect, the fishing sector also strongly differs from the maritime
transport sector.

Survey

Responses to the survey of training institutions (see section 5) generally agree that the
fishing sector is being increasingly regulated, following the example of the merchant navy –
for example, in Spain, certificates are no longer automatically renewed. Institutions in
Portugal and Spain report that they provide the same level of training to fishers and merchant
sailors.

2.3 Overview of the key fisheries-related conventions

Currently the three most relevant conventions specifically dealing with safety and training in
fisheries are:

 The Torremolinos Convention (1977) for the Safety of Fishing Vessels deals with the
technical part of fishing vessels. The Torremolinos Protocol (1993) and the Cape Town
Agreement (2012) further update and amend the Torremolinos Convention, including
providing a lower threshold for entry into force to a minimum of 3,600 fishing vessels
from a minimum of 22 States.40

 International Convention on Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Fishing
Vessel Personnel (STCW-F), 1995, dealing with minimum requirements of training
and education of fishers. The Convention sets standards for: the certification of
skippers, engineer officers and radio operators; the basic training required for
personnel on fishing vessels to which the Convention applies; and watchkeeping.

 International Labour Organization (ILO) C188 Work in Fishing Convention, 2007,
dealing with the softer side of labour like hours of work and rest, repatriation, the
content of a labour agreement, medical examination, accommodation, etc..

The Torremolinos Convention applies to fishing vessels of 24 metres and over. It has not
come into force to date, despite the amendments made to it in 1993 and 2012. This
Convention is implemented in the EU acquis through Directive 97/70/EC.41

38 Lucas, D. L., Kincl, L. D., Bovbjerg, V. E., and Lincoln, J. M. (2014). Application of a translational research model
to assess the progress of occupational safety research in the international commercial fishing industry. Safety
Science 64: 71-81.

39 Ibid.
40 New Zealand Government (2015), Discussion Paper Cape Town Agreement of 2012,

http://www.transport.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Sea/Documents/Cape-Town-Agreement-of-2012-Discussion-
paper-PDF.pdf

41 Europêche (2017), EU Social Partners keep up momentum on safety and labour conditions in fishing,
http://europeche.chil.me/attachment/3f6b020c-f570-48a6-adbf-9c571393111b
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STCW-F applies to officers of fishing vessels of 24 metres or over, or 750 kW or over. It also
sets out basic safety training requirements for all fishing vessel personnel regardless of a
vessel’s size/propulsion power.42 This Convention has been in force since 29 September 2012.
It comes into effect for those countries which have ratified it. However, this Convention has
been ratified by a limited number of EU MS and it is marginally implemented in the EU through
outdated Directive 93/103/EC (partial basic safety training).43

The Work in Fishing Convention applies to all fishers on all fishing vessels. However, it
contains more stringent standards for fishing vessels of 24 metres or.44 45

Table 1: Overview of relevant standards concerned safety at sea in fishing

Safety at sea in fishing
Torremolinos STCW-F C188

1977/ 1993/
2012 1995 2007

a. Safe construction, equipment, and
seaworthiness of fishing vessels

b. Safe manning of fishing vessels

c. Labour conditions of fishers

d. Training and certification of fishers

= main standards; = additional or copied standards

Source: Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee - Sea-Fisheries (SSDC-F)46

This means that smaller fishing vessels (< 24 metres) are represented to a limited extent in
the majority of regulations dealing with safety and training in fisheries. It is a paradox that
these vessels are represented to a limited extent in most regulations, since they account for
more than 80% of the European Union fishing.47

Table 2 below presents an overview of European Union/ European Economic Area (EEA)
coastal states that have ratified these conventions. STCW 78 is not included in the table as
it has been ratified by all countries in this list. STCW-F 95 has been ratified by eight of these
countries, including Iceland and Norway (thus only six EU MS). Nine have ratified SFV
Protocol 93 (including Iceland and Norway). Only four countries in the list have ratified
ILO C188 (including Norway). Only two countries, Lithuania and Norway, have ratified all
three conventions. Nine EU coastal states have not ratified any of the three conventions.48

42 Van der Zwan, M. (2016), Food for Thought; The Common Fisheries Policy does it create sustainable fisheries?,
http://www.fish-platform.eu/Library/Food%20for%20Thought.pdf

43 Ibid.
44 Van der Zwan, M. (2016), Food for Thought; The Common Fisheries Policy does it create sustainable fisheries?,

http://www.fish-platform.eu/Library/Food%20for%20Thought.pdf
45 Mathew, S. (2010), From Informal ‘Co-adventurers’ to Formal Workers? ILO’s Work in Fishing Convention, 2007.

Economic and Political Weekly: 49-55.
46 Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee - sea-Fisheries (SSDC-F) (2014), Safety at sea in fishing; Europe’s

underachievement, http://europeche.chil.me/download-doc/57847
47 European Commission, 2016. European guide for risk prevention in small fishing vessels :4.
48 Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Malta, Slovenia, United Kingdom.
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Table 2: Ratification of key conventions by EU/ EEA coastal states

STCW-F
Convention 95

SFV Protocol 93 ILO C188

Belgium

Croatia

Cyprus

Estonia x

Finland

France x x

Germany x

Greece

Iceland x x

Ireland

Italy x

Latvia x

Lithuania x x x

Malta

Netherlands x

Norway x x x

Poland x

Portugal x

Romania x

Slovenia

Spain x x

Sweden x

United Kingdom

Source: Based on IMO49 and ILO.50

49 IMO, Status of Conventions,
http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

50 ILO, Ratifications of C188 - Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 (No. 188),
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:11300:17233463170218::::P11300_INSTRUMENT_SORT:1.
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3. THE DISTRIBUTION OF LEGISLATIVE & REGULATORY
COMPETENCES

KEY FINDINGS

 Stakeholder feedback indicates that there are limited legislative competences and powers
relating to the training and certification of fishers at EU level. Nevertheless, the EU does have
competences and obligations in this area. The European Parliament, the Council and the
Commission are promoting safety at sea and safety at work as well as enhancement of the
professional qualifications for workers on board fishing vessels. The EU financially supports
training in the fishing sector, namely through the Fisheries Fund (Point (6) COUNCIL DECISION
(EU) 2015/799 of 18 May 2015 authorising Member States to become party, in the interest of
the European Union, to the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification
and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel, of the International Maritime Organization).

 At Member State level, commonly more than one minister has legislative competences. In
general, there appears to be no overlap of competences, and clear division of responsibilities
between different ministers and other bodies involved (e.g. inspection agencies). Inter-
ministerial cooperation appears to be effective in those countries where more ministers are
involved.

3.1 Distribution of legislative regulatory competences at EU level

At European level, it seems that the main EU institutions have limited legislative and
regulatory competences and powers with respect to the training of fishers. The EU has
exclusive competence in the area of conservation of marine biological resources under the
common fisheries policy. All other competencies related to the common fisheries policy are
shared between the EU and the Member States.

European Commission Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs and
Inclusion

European Commission Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion
(DG EMPL) has a specific Unit (B3) which deals with health and safety at work. DG EMPL B3
is a policy development unit whose outputs are legislative proposals. On this matter, they
follow the advice they receive from the ‘Advisory Committee on safety and health at work’,
which is a tripartite body51 set up in 2003 and composed of 81 members.

However, DG EMPL is not involved in any aspect of training other than that the legislation
requires it and even recognises the need for training.

In this context, the only exception is represented by the production of non-binding guides to
good practices, namely documents the European Commission has commissioned from
external contractors on specific subjects to help explain the legislation in terms of training
and what the employer should do. Recently, DG EMPL produced a non-binding guide

51 European Commission, Health and safety at work - Advisory Committee on Health and Safety at Work,
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=148&langId=en&intPageId=683.
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specifically to cover the fishers on fishing boats of less 50 metres. However, this was an ad
hoc action.

DG EMPL B3 has a limited, in-depth sector-specific knowledge, particularly for ‘small’ sectors
like fisheries. DG EMPL B3 regularly informs European Commission Directorate for Maritime
Affairs and Fisheries (DG MARE) about its work.

European Commission Directorate for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries

DG MARE does not have specific competences and responsibilities related to training.
DG MARE recognises that at EU level there is no curriculum by profession. There are agencies
that compare curricula, but it is not the case at DG MARE since for the fishing sector there
are none.

European Maritime Safety Agency

The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) deals with the safety of maritime transport
(e.g. operational, traffic control, support to the MS) and at the same time with legislation,
technical expertise on equipment, training standards and the related controls that might be
necessary.

EMSA is also in charge of investigating accidents at sea,52 covering all professional vessels,
passengers, cargo ships, service vessels and fishing vessels. However, only fishing vessels
over 15 metres are covered. Vessels under 15 metres are covered only if they are involved
in an accident with other vessels covered by EMSA.

In general, EMSA works mainly at the level of the vessel itself. EMSA has a small section
which deals with the training of sailors. Specifically, EMSA validates the training sailors might
receive in different MS, however this relates only to sailors and it does not take into account
fishers.

Although these EU bodies currently appear to have limited responsibilities with regard to the
training and certification of fishers, the report of the SSDC-F points out that the EU itself (as
well as the MS) is a party to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which
requires every flag state ‘to take such measures as are necessary to ensure safety at sea
with regard, inter alia, to (a) the construction, equipment and seaworthiness of ships, (b)
the manning of ships, (c) the labour conditions of their crews, and (d) the training of their
crews’ and to ‘ensure conformity with applicable international instruments’ (for example, IMO
STCW-F and ILO C188).53

The SSDC-F report also points out54 that Article 155 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union states that agreements at EU level between management and labour55 ‘shall
be implemented either in accordance with the procedures and practices specific to
management and labour and the Member States or, in matters covered by Article 153, at the

52 Including when there is a potential danger but nothing happened.
53 Ment van der Zwan, with the collaboration of Marga Schaap, Daniel Voces de Onaíndi González, Romke Wybenga

(undated), Safety at sea in fishing Europe’s underachievement, p4.
54 Ibid. p16.
55 Such an agreement was reached on 21 May 2012 on the implementation of ILO C188 Work in Fishing Convention

2007.
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joint request of the signatory parties, by a Council decision on a proposal from the
Commission. The European Parliament shall be informed.’56 Article 153 states that:

‘…the Union shall support and complement the activities of the Member States in the
following fields: (a) improvement in particular of the working environment to protect
workers' health and safety; (b) working conditions; (c) social security and social
protection of workers; (d) protection of workers where their employment contract is
terminated; (e) the information and consultation of workers; (f) representation and
collective defence of the interests of workers and employers, including co-
determination, subject to paragraph 5; (g) conditions of employment for third-country
nationals legally residing in Union territory; (h) the integration of persons excluded
from the labour market, without prejudice to Article 166; (i) equality between men and
women with regard to labour market opportunities and treatment at work; (j) the
combating of social exclusion; (k) the modernisation of social protection systems
without prejudice to point (c).’

A Commission impact assessment in 2011 accompanying its proposal for the reform of the
Common Fisheries Policy suggests that the safety and training of fishers was at that time on
its agenda:57

‘Fishing is, by definition, a risky activity. Injuries and fatalities are significantly higher
than elsewhere, including construction. Although, the number of injuries has been
reducing over the last ten years, the fatality rate has remained constant. Lack of
sufficient professional training and re-training, in particular as regards the SSCF [small-
scale coastal fleet], and poor maintenance of equipment are considered to be the two
main causes of injuries and fatalities. The legislation in force applies only to fishing
vessels longer than 24m. As a result, more than 90% of the EU fleet is excluded from
any social legislation. Seafaring workers (including fishers) are either excluded from
the scope of EU's labour legislation or the legislation permits MS to do so.’

3.2 Distribution of legislative and regulatory competences at
Member State level

Looking at legislative competences in specific MS covering the sea fishing sector in areas of
health and safety at sea, training and education, certification of crew etc., it appears that in
general more than one national minister is involved. Generally, there seems to be no overlap
and a relatively clear division of responsibilities between the various ministries and other
bodies involved (e.g. inspection agencies) and qualitative feedback suggests that in those
cases, like France, where various ministries are involved, inter-ministerial cooperation is
quite effective.

In France various ministries are involved in the education and training of fishers:

56 Official Journal of the European Union (26 October 2012), Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=EN.

57 European Commission (13 July 2011), SEC(2011) 891 final Commission Staff Working Paper Impact Assessment
Accompanying the document Commission proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council
on the Common Fisheries Policy [repealing Regulation (EC) N° 2371/2002], http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:1408dead-023b-448b-99c5-
a0fdd6a21b26.0001.01/DOC_1&format=PDF.
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 The Ministry of National Education which governs primary, secondary and higher
education and its Licence, Masters and Doctorate (LMD) system. The most qualified
maritime training courses leading to ‘shipping’ command jobs, previously under the
supervision of the ministry in charge of transport, have recently aligned themselves
with this LMD system, which is under the responsibility of the Ministry of National
Education.

 The Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity Transition, and its transport division via the
Directorate of Maritime Affairs and its sub-directorate of seafarers' affairs, that
coordinates the actions of the offices responsible for maritime training regulations and
their implementation in public and private training centres, and the Inspectorate
General of Maritime Education. The deckhand's certificate, minimum training of 300
hours, required to be able to embark on fishing without any special responsibilities,
is fully supported by these services from regulatory aspects to pedagogical
techniques. These services are also responsible at regional level for verifying the
certificates of foreign seafarers. Therefore, the services of the Maritime Affairs
Directorate at the Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity Transition are mainly
responsible for the training of fishers in maritime safety.

 The Ministry of Labour is responsible for everything concerning the conditions of
employment and rights of workers (including freedom of movement), and in particular
all obligations on employers to provide safety training for employees. Ministries of
labour of other EU countries have very similar functions in terms of having legislative
competences on matters of general labour law including establishing policy on working
conditions and employment (e.g. in Poland) and employers’ obligations on health and
safety (e.g. in Italy).

In the Netherlands, both the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management and the
Ministry of Education, Culture and Science play a relevant role. The first is responsible for
the creation of a legal framework for education, for the implementation of education laws
and for the provision of financial means to achieve this, and it deals with establishing policy,
legislation and rules with respect to education. The second is responsible for spatial planning,
traffic/transport and water management in the Netherlands, but more specifically deals with
safe navigation and the protection of the marine environment. Moreover, both ministries
have their own inspection authorities: the Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate
(ILT) and the Inspectorate of Education. The Inspectorate of Education is responsible for the
inspection and review of schools and all educational institutions. ILT monitors and encourages
compliance with both national and European legislation and regulations and it also inspects
the training courses, the fishing vessels and the crews on board fishing vessels for
compliance. ILT also assists the Inspectorate of Education with monitoring the education
institutions offering education programmes to become a fisher.

Tasks between different ministries are shared between the Ministry of Agricultural
Development and Food and the new Ministry of Maritime and Island-related Policy in Greece,
while in Spain the national-level authorities are responsible for the regulation of maritime
fisheries (Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of
Employment and Social Security), the basic legislation of planning of the fisheries sector, and
the marketing of fisheries products, although the relevant regional-level authorities are
responsible for inland waters fisheries and aquaculture, the legislation for the development
of the planning of the fisheries sector and the marketing of the fisheries products.

In Italy the situation is also well-defined, with the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport
in charge of all main aspects related to training of fishers and accreditations. While the
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Ministry of Labour and Social Policies manages health and security obligations of the
employers, different bodies are involved in the supervision of the application of the legislation
on work safety on board: the Maritime Authority (composed of the Ministry of Infrastructures
and Transport and the Corps of the Port Captaincies – Coast Guard), the Local Health
authorities, and the Health Ministry. The Maritime Authority is also responsible for
detecting any infringements and imposing administrative penalties.

The situation in Ireland is somewhat complicated. The Department for Agriculture, Food and
Marine is responsible for sea fisheries policy and quota management, and fishing boat
licensing. The Maritime Safety Policy Division of the Department of Transport, Tourism and
Sport (DTTAS) is responsible for safety policy and legislation. DTTAS has regulatory
responsibility for safety training in the fishing industry. Bord Iascaigh Mhara (BIM), Ireland’s
Seafood Development Agency, provides training and certification to meet statutory
requirements for working on fishing vessels. The Marine Survey Office, which also reports to
DTTAS, is responsible for vessel safety survey and enforcement, including compliance with
statutory training and certification requirements for fishers, rest period and maximum
working time regulations, and living and working conditions of all Irish ships and crews and
foreign flagged ships and crews in Irish ports. The Workplace Relations Commission is
responsible for monitoring and enforcing compliance with employment rights and
employment permits legislation. The Health and Safety Authority has responsibilities relating
to workplace safety and health. The Department of Justice (Irish National Immigration
Service) administers the fisheries sector Atypical Working Scheme, under which non-EEA
fishers are permitted to work on Irish fishing vessels. Garda Síochána and Garda National
Immigration Bureau have responsibility for the prevention and detection of human trafficking
and forced labour. Published reports point to the possibility of coordination difficulties in
certain areas, and some gaps with regard to the protection of some groups of fishers.

In Latvia, the Cabinet is responsible for Latvian basic legislation for fisheries under the
Fishery Law, which mainly addresses issues of sustainability, fair competition and access.
The exercise of fishing rights is organised by the Ministry of Agriculture in the Latvian
exclusive economic zone and territorial waters, and by local authorities in waters belonging
to local administrations. The Ministry of Agriculture is also responsible for determining
fisheries sector sustainability. The Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Regional Development, and the State Environment Service are the bodies that
have the final say regarding the allocation of fishing rights, permits and quotas. The Ministry
of Transport is the body responsible for the application of the STCW-F Convention. The
Maritime Administration of Latvia is responsible for the regulation of training, education and
certification and also the monitoring and enforcement of such requirements and standards
among seafarers, both fishers and merchant sailors. The Rural Support Service administers
EU and state support for fisheries. The Ministry of Welfare is responsible for setting health
and safety standards at work. The State Labour Inspectorate is responsible for monitoring
the application of those standards. The Transport Accident and Incident Investigation Bureau
has been responsible for the investigation of marine accidents since June 2011.

Looking at Poland, the picture is clear, and the competences of the Ministry of Maritime
Economy and Inland Navigation are related to work on fishing vessels, while, as mentioned
above, issues of general labour law remain within the competence of the Ministry of Family,
Labour and Social Policy. The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation is also
responsible for the training and education of fishers and it supervises marine educational
units. The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation also supervises marine
educational units by carrying out certification of these units, conducting audits for the
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purpose of renewal (or change of scope) of certification as well as by conducting ad hoc
audits.

In Bulgaria, three main ministries are involved in the fisheries sector: the Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Forestry; the Ministry of Transport; the Ministry of Environment and
Waters. Several agencies also have responsibilities: the Common Fishery and Hydro-
melioration Policy Agency within the Ministry of Agriculture; the Executive Agency Maritime
Administration (EAMA); and the Executive Agency for Fisheries and Aquaculture (EAFA).
EAMA is one of the main institutions with responsibilities covering sea fisheries in Bulgaria,
and is responsible vessel certification, survey, and monitoring the safe operation of fishing
vessels. EAMA is in charge of coordination activities related to the safety of shipping in
Bulgarian including checking on the working and living conditions of seafarers, organising
and conducting examinations of seafarers’ competencies, issuing certificates for seafarers,
maintaining registers of ships, seafarers, ports etc. EAFA is responsible for implementation
of national policies on fisheries and aquaculture (including application of the Common
Fisheries Policy), application of fisheries legislation, issuing fishing licenses, and control of
fisheries and first sale of products.

The Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure of the Republic of Croatia is responsible
for controlling STCW training for seafarers. Other education institutions and their
programmes (high schools, universities and colleges) are controlled by the Ministry of
Education of the Republic of Croatia. The Maritime Nautical and Fisheries Technician high
school programme is under the control of both ministries. The port authorities also play a
role in training.
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4. FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR IN THE EU FISHING
INDUSTRY

KEY FINDINGS

 The Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union provides for freedom of movement of
workers, and involves the abolition of any work-related discrimination based on nationality.
However, this right is subject to limitations justified on grounds of public policy, public security
or public health.

 There appears to be significant movement of fishers between Member States and into the EU.

 Statutory safety training requirements for fishers are complicated and vary significantly
between Member States.

 This complexity makes it harder to comply with statutory requirements and it may be
contributing to illegal labour and worker exploitation and potentially also to human trafficking
in the fishing sector.

 The current situation is a hinderance to the free movement of fishers and involves a significant
waste of time and effort on the part of authorities, fishing companies, and fishers.

 Stakeholder feedback indicates that the possible adoption of a common standard on the
training and certification of fishers would be a positive development, as it would facilitate the
free movement of fishers, contribute to the development of a ‘level playing field’, and enhance
the performance of the EU fishing fleet.

 However, the adoption of STCW-F would be unlikely to eliminate the need for additional
training and certification when moving between some Member States with more demanding
requirements. Differing enforcement capacities between Member States would also likely
constrain the introduction of a genuinely common standard in practice.

 There is limited awareness of the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual recognition of certificates.
A new, continuously updated tool may be useful.

4.1 Free movement of fishers & mutual recognition of certificates

The TFEU provides for freedom of movement of workers within the EU.58 It states that ‘Such
freedom of movement shall entail the abolition of any discrimination based on nationality
between workers of the Member States as regards employment, remuneration and other
conditions of work and employment.’

Article 46 of the TFEU states:

The European Parliament and the Council shall, acting in accordance with the ordinary
legislative procedure and after consulting the Economic and Social Committee, issue
directives or make regu lations setting out the measures required to bring about
freedom of movement for workers, as defined in Article 45, in particular:

58 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Title IV, Chapter 1, Article 45, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT
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(a) by ensuring close cooperation between national employment services;

(b) by abolishing those administrative procedures and practices and those qualifying
periods in respect of eligibility for available employment, whether resulting from
national legislation or from agreements previously concluded between Member States,
the maintenance of which would form an obstacle to liberalisation of the movement of
workers;

(c) by abolishing all such qualifying periods and other restrictions provided for either
under national legislation or under agreements previously concluded between Member
States as imposed on workers of other Member States conditions regarding the free
choice of employment other than those imposed on workers of the State concerned;

(d) by setting up appropriate machinery to bring offers of employment into touch with
applications for employment and to facilitate the achievement of a balance between
supply and demand in the employment market in such a way as to avoid serious threats
to the standard of living and level of employment in the various regions and industries.

Nevertheless, Article 45 of the TFEU also states that the right to freedom of movement of
works is ‘subject to limitations justified on grounds of public policy, public security or public
health’.

The country case studies indicate that there appears to be significant movement of fishers
between EU MS and into the EU (e.g. Ireland has possibly up to 42% non-EEA fishers), driven
largely by the difficulty in recruiting sufficient new entrants into the sector from within the
respective MS, and possibly also due to the need to minimise costs.

Statutory safety training requirements for working on fishing vessels are complicated, they
vary according to role on board, and they vary considerably between MS. This means that
there are multiple mechanisms (and in some cases, none), for validating and/ or checking
on the equivalence of certificates issued in different countries.

For some roles on fishing vessels, some MS accept certificates issued in other MS in
compliance with EU Directive 2008/106/EC, which specifically excludes fishing vessels (Article
2 (b)).

Some MS accept safety training certificates issued in other MS for certain roles without
additional requirements, while in other cases, additional training and/ or tests are required.
In some cases, due to the absence of a validation mechanism between MS, there is no
recognition at all of fishers’ safety training or certificates. In some countries (e.g. The
Netherlands), it is impossible to legally employ fishers from some other countries.

Such complexity inevitably makes it harder to comply with statutory requirements and it may
act as an incentive to circumvent the laws of MS.59 It may be contributing to and/ or
facilitating illegal practices and all the problems related to illegal labour in the fishing sector

59 It is interesting to note that the Commission itself has previously pointed out, in another context, that complexity
‘makes full compliance by stakeholders difficult which negatively affects stakeholder responsibility’. European
Commission (13 July 2011), SEC(2011) 891 final ‘Commission Staff Working Paper Impact Assessment
Accompanying the document Commission proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council
on the Common Fisheries Policy [repealing Regulation (EC) N° 2371/2002]’, p20, http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:1408dead-023b-448b-99c5-
a0fdd6a21b26.0001.01/DOC_1&format=PDF
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in Europe, including worker exploitation and potentially also human trafficking. Evidence
indicates that this has been happening in the EU at least since 2015. At the European level,
this complexity can best be described as lacking transparency. It also makes it harder for
stakeholders (e.g. non-governmental organisations, unions) to monitor compliance with
statutory requirements.

Furthermore, we suggest that the current situation involves a significant waste of time and
effort on the part of authorities, fishing companies, and fishers to:

 Maintain multiple different standards;

 Find out and understand what the standards are in different MS;

 Find out and understand what validation and/ or conversion steps are required in
different MS, and how to do this;

 Apply for validation of certificates issued in other countries;

 Validate the equivalence of safety training and certificates issued in different MS;

 Undergo conversion and/ or top-up training;

 Check for compliance against multiple standards when undertaking port-state control.

Overall, the current situation is a hinderance to the legal free movement of workers within
the EU, a driver of illegal and abusive practices, and a waste of resources.

Stakeholder feedback indicates that the possible adoption of a common standard on the
training and certification of fishers would be a positive development, as it would facilitate the
free movement of fishers and in doing so might promote interest amongst young people in
some MS to enter the industry. It would also contribute to the development of a ‘level playing
field’ in the fisheries sector, and could enhance the performance of the EU fishing fleet.

However, in some MS, standards are already further advanced than STCW-F, and differences
between MS would therefore remain, even with the adoption of STCW-F as the common
standard. For example, Latvia has ratified STCW-F, but Latvian fishers still have to undertake
additional training to work on United Kingdom fishing vessels. Differences between MS in
interpretation of the legislation and enforcement capacity would present a significant
challenge to the real implementation of a common standard, and this could lead to the
continuation of requirements for additional training and certification when moving between
MS, and/ or perverse outcomes due to fishers from some MS having lower levels of safety
training and knowledge than expected. Some concern is expressed about the potential for
creating additional unhelpful layers of regulation.

4.1.1 France

In 2016, 2,300 of 21,500 fishers who worked at least one day in fishing were from other EU
MS and third countries. This amounts to approximately 11%, or 18% when considering full-
time equivalents.

The employer and the seafarer are required to draw up a file containing supporting
documents of medical fitness, certificates (including safety certificates) corresponding to the
intended function, and experience in navigation and fishing (‘fascicule’ in France, ’targeta’ in
Spain, for example). This file is forwarded to the regional services of the administration in
charge of the sea, and the seafarer and his/her employer must await the approval of the
administration.
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For countries where many nationals want to work on French fishing vessels, equivalence
tables exist, which speeds up the procedure. Otherwise, officers will contact the applicant's
state. In case of doubt, and especially for functions with a high responsibility, the regional
services rely on the General Inspectorate of Maritime Education.

4.1.2 Greece

The movement of fishers into and out of Greece is rare, except for Egyptian nationals who
make up the majority of fishers in the Greek large-scale fleet, under a bilateral agreement
between the two countries concluded in 1984. The fishing sector in Greece is comprised
largely of small vessels, most of which operate with just one fisher - the skipper/owner - who
may bring someone (usually a family member) to assist. There is little hiring outside the
family, far less of foreign nationals. There is little change in the sector due to the closed
circulation of fishing permits.

Under the bilateral agreement with Egypt, fishers from that country may stay for a maximum
continuous period of 10 months, and they require a contract with a particular employer,
subject to national minimum wage regulations and a translated certificate of their knowledge
of the fishing occupation. These certificates could be based on experience and have no direct
equivalent.

4.1.3 Ireland

According to an official estimate for 2015, approximately 42% of fishers working on Irish
vessels were from non-EEA countries, 25% were from other EEA countries, and just 32%
were Irish (1% were of unknown nationality). Thus, on the basis of this estimate, some Irish
fishing vessels are close to the 50% limit for non-EEA crew stipulated in Sea-fishing Boat
Licences. Given the difficulty in establishing the number of non-EEA fishers with any certainty,
it is possible that the 50% limit has been exceeded. Non-EEA fishers are reported to come
largely from Egypt, the Philippines, Eastern Europe, and Africa. In 2016, Ireland introduced
a scheme to facilitate the formal employment of non-EEA fishers, the Atypical Worker
Permission scheme. Under this scheme, non-EEA fishers must have a formal contract of
employment which must be registered with the authorities – the permit applies only to a
specific employment contract, rather than to the fisher, and changing employer involves
applying for a new permit.

With regard to safety training and certification, the default requirement in Ireland is that all
fishers working on any Irish vessel must hold a BIM Safety Training Card, which is issued
upon successful completion of a 3-day basic safety training course. However, for deck officers
and engineer officers, Ireland also accepts certificates issued by other EU/ EEA MS in
accordance with EU Directive 2008/106, as amended, and Directive 2005/45. In addition,
Ireland accepts certificates from third countries in accordance with Regulation I/10 of the
IMO STCW Convention60 and Directive 2008/106.

While BIM basic safety training meets some of the requirements for working on a United
Kingdom fishing vessel, for example, additional training is required to work on a United
Kingdom fishing vessel.

60 IMO (24 January 2014), MSC.1/Circ.1450 Guidance On Arrangements Between Parties To Allow For Recognition
Of Certificates Under Regulation I/10 Of The STCW Convention,
http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/HumanElement/TrainingCertification/Documents/1450.pdf.
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4.1.4 Italy

In Italy there are some foreign fishers who come mainly from Tunisia, Morocco, Turkey,
Senegal, Albania and Egypt. They are normally employed in unskilled positions. Moreover,
existing laws do not allow them to have key responsibilities.

4.1.5 Latvia

Latvia has the highest emigration to population ratio in the EU, having lost 18.2% of its
population since 2000 to EU countries with greater opportunities. This suggests that very few
foreigners are attracted to work in Latvia as fishers. Its population today is just 1.93 million.61

Despite its small population, Latvian fishers represent 42% of EU fishers working in the United
Kingdom (UK).62 The majority of Latvian fishers choose to go to the UK due to the high pay.
In general, certificates obtained in Latvia are accepted and transposed into the local
equivalents in the UK. The STCW certificates are accepted by the UK Maritime and Coastguard
Agency and they issue the UK equivalent to officers when required. However, since 2010 an
increasing number of stakeholders have started to ask for a local basic training certificate on
top of the STCW-F approved basic training course passed in Latvia.

In addition to experienced fishers working abroad, significant interest is noted among young
people entering the industry at the trainee level. Those fishers going abroad through
recruiting agencies do not migrate, but work as international fishers on UK vessels, and
return to Latvia every 2 to 3 months to rest. Some crewing agencies also perform the function
of a certified training centre. This means that fishers are trained and registered in Latvia, and
then ‘exported’ for 9-10 months for work abroad, under a foreign flagged vessel. This method
is common in Latvia, as wages abroad are much more attractive than in Latvia. Additionally,
fishers never have to officially migrate to another country, which makes it more attractive
both from bureaucratic and cultural perspectives.

One of the two largest crewing agencies reports that it has 100 fishers employed abroad (all
certified to STCW-F standards), which is a significant number considering the country as a
whole only has 729 certified fishers.

Latvia’s adoption of STCW-F has had little benefit to date with regard to the free movement
of fishers, since few other MS have ratified the convention and this means that Latvian fishers
wishing to work on UK vessels still have to undertake additional safety training in the UK.

4.1.6 Netherlands

There are fishers from several EU MS (e.g. Poland) and non-EEA countries (e.g. Russia and
Peru) active in the Dutch fishing fleet. Navigation Certificates from these countries (as from
most countries) are not acknowledged in the Netherlands, with the exception of the STCW-
certificate for mechanics on board stern trawlers.

61 Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 08/03/2018,
http://data.csb.gov.lv/pxweb/en/Sociala/Sociala__isterm__iedz/IE0020c.px/table/tableViewLayout2/?rxid=562
c2205-ba57-4130-b63a-6991f49ab6fe

62 They represent 39 of the 92 sampled in the survey, which covered between 5.6% and 11.6% of jobs, depending
on the vessel type. Seafish, October 2017, Pilot fleet employment survey report, Sea Fish Industry Authority,
Edinburgh.
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According to feedback from the Pelagic Freezer-trawler Association (PFA), foreign, non-EU
personnel are in principle allowed on Dutch fishing boats, provided that:

 The non-EU crew are only allowed to perform work outside the 12-mile zone; or

 The non-EU crew have a work permit if they need to perform work within the 12-mile
zone of the Netherlands (Dutch: tewerkstellingsvergunning);

 Adequate certificates are in place.

In the pelagic fleet, this can be avoided if the foreign personnel are not actually working in
the 12-mile zone (e.g. fish processing personnel). For these workers a Basic Safety Fishery
Training is not a legal requirement but is mandatory based on pelagic trawler company policy.

Getting Dutch certificates accepted in other EU MS is not a straightforward process either.
According to a representative of an education institution, Dutch fishers working on board UK
and German-flagged vessels, for example, need to fulfil several additional requirements
concerning training and education.

4.1.7 Poland

The entire system of training and qualification of seafarers in Poland is based on international
standards and is fully certified by the International Maritime Organization (IMO), including
all States party to the STCW Convention. This system is embedded into national legislation
mainly through the Act of 18 August 2011 on Maritime Safety, together with executive acts.
In accordance with EU legislation, all MS must meet the minimum standards for the training
and qualification of seafarers set out in the STCW Convention and in Directive 2008/106/EC
on the minimum level of training of seafarers.

Citizens of EU MS, Switzerland or Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein (i.e. members of the
European Free Trade Association - party to the Agreement on the European Economic Area),
who have acquired qualifications in these countries (outside Poland) to practise as a sea
fisher (regulated profession), can apply for the recognition of their qualifications in Poland,
and work in their profession.

4.1.8 Spain

All the certificates issued by the relevant Spanish authorities are recognised in other
countries. This allows fishers to work on foreign vessels. All the certificates issued by other
MS are recognised in Spain, following verification of the register of the concerned MS.

Recognition of professional qualifications of fishers from different countries varies depending
on the country of origin. Spain has ratified STCW-F. If the country of origin of the fisher has
adopted the STCW-F, the Spanish authorities validate the qualifications (only skippers are
required to pass a test on Spanish maritime fisheries legislation). If the country of origin of
the fisher is an EU MS, the qualifications are validated and the fisher is required to pass a
test on Spanish maritime fisheries legislation. If the country of origin of the fisher is a third
country, it will depend on the bilateral agreements between Spain and the concerned country.

One of the main obstacles to the free movement of labour appears to be the poor level of
English of trained fishers. This limits the possibility for fishers trained in Spanish centres to
find a job on a vessel from a different country, since English language is always required.
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4.1.9 Survey results

The 17 training institutions that responded to the survey report that, in 2017 and 2016, they
trained a total of 16 foreign fishers, representing 0.7% of the total number trained. Various
institutions reported that they were not able to disaggregate data by nationality. Strong
historical/ cultural and geographical links can be observed. For example:

 In Denmark, fishers from Poland, Latvia, Ukraine, Greenland, the Netherlands, and
some African countries were trained;

 In Portugal, fishers from East Timor, São Tomé and Príncipe, Cape Verde, Brazil and
Spain were trained;

 In Spain, fishers from Morocco, Senegal, Venezuela and Colombia were trained;

 In France, fishers from Senegal were trained.

The majority of foreign fishers were provided with first-time training, but in France two of
the four institutions contacted provided retraining for domestic certification purposes to the
foreign (Senegalese) fishers.

4.2 Review of the utility of the Bénodet 2000 report and
assessment of the desirability of updating

This section reviews the utility of the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual recognition of
certificates in the sea fishing sector in Europe, and it provides an assessment of the
desirability of updating and/ or development of other approaches to track mutual recognition
of certificates e.g. an online database.

France

Consulted stakeholders in France are not aware of the Bénodet 2000 report.

Ireland

There is limited interest in the possibility of updating the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual
recognition of certificates, or the development of an online database or other tool on the
subject. There is limited awareness of the original report, and it is felt that it would have
limited utility, and one stakeholder suggests that this issue is already covered with existing
tools at EU level.

Netherlands

None of the stakeholders consulted is familiar with the Bénodet 2000 report. While all
interviewees would welcome an updated version of the report, other suggestions are also put
forward, such as:

 An online database containing all education, training and certification requirements
for fishers per EU MS;

 Establishing an EMSA-agency for fishers, to assist with the recognition of certificates
and promote the free movement of labour.

 Facilitation of the exchange of knowledge on the education, training and certification
of fishers between EU MS.
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Latvia

There is limited awareness of the Bénodet 2000 report amongst Latvian stakeholders. One
stakeholder is aware of it but does not refer to it.

Poland

The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation is not familiar with the Bénodet
2000 report. The most useful form of mutual recognition would be an online database.

Survey results

Only one of the 23 training institutions that responded to the survey are aware of the Bénodet
2000 report and 14 indicate that a new report is essential (6 responses) or desirable (8
responses). 16 respondents indicate that an online, up-to-date database is essential
(8 responses) or desirable (8 responses).
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5. TRAINING AND EDUCATION ESTABLISHMENT AND
PROGRAMMES, TRAINING PATHS, RESOURCES

KEY FINDINGS

 Training and education establishments and programmes, training paths, and resources vary
greatly per assessed EU Member State.

 There is no clear, widely-adopted international/EU regulatory framework on the training and
education of fishers.

 There is no up-to-date list describing all training and education institutions within the EU and
the majority of institutions contacted for this study did not respond to requests for information.

 Some of the EU Member States have specific training and education programmes for fishers,
while other EU Member States have no specific training and education programmes for fishers
in place.

 Training paths differ between EU Member States, ranging from a father to son ‘learning by
doing’ approach to formal, professional (higher) education and everything in between.

 The content of training and education programmes offered varies between EU Member States
and sometimes even within Member States.

 Despite the availability of EU funds for the training of fishers, interviewees were generally
unaware, or not making optimal use, of these funds.

This section provides an overview of training and education establishments and programmes,
training paths, and resources across the EU, including outermost regions.

5.1 Establishments in MS offering education and training for fishers
related to health, safety, and sustainability

There is no up-to-date list of education and training institutions within the EU. The most
recent list of all training and education institutions per EU MS stems from 2012 (REFOPE
list).63

To get a better picture of the training institutions across Europe the study team launched a
survey of 168 institutions on the REFOPE list including some that were added following initial
desk research and following recommendations from stakeholders. The original (English)
survey was translated into Italian, Spanish and French to increase the response rate, but it
was very low - only six institutions responded.

In order to encourage institutions to participate in the survey, the study team telephoned all
institutions on the list, with the exception of approximately half of those listed for the UK,
where there was a largely negative sentiment regarding the added value of the survey.
Institutions in other MS expressed similarly negative views. There was generally more
interest in the survey from institutions in the Baltic states, Belgium, and the north of Spain.
The telephone follow-up also revealed that some contact details in the REFOPE list were out
of date. Ultimately, 23 institutions responded to the survey from: Belgium (West-

63 Author not indicated (15 September 2012), EP 12 (78) final REFOPE Update.
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Vlaanderen), Denmark (Fjerritslev), France, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Portugal (Funchal), and
Spain.

Due to the low response to the online questionnaire, limited data were obtained on education
and training programme content, installations available and funds being used. Results
discussed in this part of the report are mostly based on the in-depth interviews conducted
within the selected EU MS case studies. More detailed information on the various
establishments offering training and education for fishers per EU MS can be found in the case
studies.

5.2 Educational programmes across Europe and outermost regions

When looking at the various educational programmes available across the EU, it becomes
clear that there is a wide variety of both public and private programmes available for fishers
concerning health, safety and sustainability. Of the case study EU MS analysed, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Poland, France (and its outermost regions) and Spain offered specific education
programmes to become a fisher. No specific education programmes to become a fisher were
present in Slovakia (non-coastal state), Italy, Latvia and Greece (although a recent initiative
has resulted in the first specific training for fishers offered at ELANIA). However, these EU
MS did have maritime colleges/institutes and certified training centres offering education and
training for seafarers. The absence of specific education programmes to become a fisher in
Latvia is especially remarkable, since this is one of the few EU MS which ratified STCW-F.
Another remarkable difference between the education and training of seafarers and fishers
is that seafarers have to refresh safety certificates every 5 years (STCW-requirements), while
this has not been made compulsory for fishing (STCW-F requirements).

It is interesting to note that in most of the EU MS analysed, young people who wish to work
in the fishing sector receive education that is common to fishers and seafarers, followed by
vocational specialisations. There seems to be quite some overlap in the training of fishers
and seafarers. In several interviews this was mentioned to be positive, since it offers students
a broader set of knowledge, enabling them to shift more easily between the different
maritime sectors. However, there is a risk of not sufficiently acknowledging the differences
between these sectors in terms of safety and sustainability. Fishers and seafarers spend
different time periods at sea undertaking completely different tasks, which affect the
exposure to safety risks and to the influence on the marine environment in very different
ways. In addition to this risk, there is the risk of fishery-specific knowledge getting somewhat
lost in the programmes.

When looking at educating and (re)training experienced fishers, it seems that there are fewer
possibilities in most EU MS. Training courses for experienced fishers are offered by both
private and public training institutes. These training courses often result in certificates
necessary to meet the legal minimum requirements. Some EU MS subsidise these trainings,
while in other EU MS fishers have to pay for the training themselves. These training costs
complicate access to education and training for fishers in some cases. In addition to the direct
costs of training, active fishers will also lose revenues because they are unable to fish in the
meantime.64 This can be especially challenging for small-scale fishers. Another challenge to

64 Salz, P., Buisman, E., Smit, J., and de Vos, B. (2006), Employment in the fisheries sector: current situation
(FISH/2004/4).
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overcome is that some fishers spend considerable periods of time at sea, which limits their
access to time-specific training courses.65

5.3 Financial means, installations available for education and
training including vessels for sea exercises

The available financial means and the way these means were applied varied per EU MS. Some
of the EU MS did not make use of European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) to
educate/train fishers (e.g. Netherlands), while other EU MS heavily rely on this fund to offer
subsidised education/training for fishers (e.g. Ireland). However, most interviewees were
unaware of, or not making optimal use of, the EMFF to stimulate the education/training of
fishers. In addition to the EMFF, other financial means were also available for the training
and education of fishers in several MS. Some MS offered education and training to fishers
financed through the state budget, while there was also an example of education and training
being paid for by a fund partially financed by the fishing industry itself (OPCA66 in France).
Despite the available funds and subsidies offered in EU MS, access to education and training
remains challenging for fishers e.g. due to time constraints and lost revenue through lost
fishing time. Some interviewees recommended that training allowances and/ or tax reliefs
should be put in place to allow fishers to develop their qualifications.

Limited data were collected on the installations available for the education and training of
fishers due to the limited response to the online questionnaire. Education and training
institutes which responded to the questionnaire in general had the following installations
available:

 Bridge simulator;

 Classrooms;

 Medical training facility;

 Engine room.

5.4 Scenarios of training and education for work at sea

This section provides an overview of various scenarios of training and education for work at
sea centred on young people from different MS, including from those MS without access to
the sea.

During research for the case studies it became clear that there are few female fishers.
However, women in Europe seem to play a substantial role in capture fisheries, although not
being directly involved in the fishing process itself. They tend to have an important role in
supporting fishing operations, marketing, processing, trading and other fisheries-related
activities.67

When looking at the young generation of potential fishers within the EU, several interviewees
expressed their concerns. In some EU MS they have great difficulty in attracting young people
into the industry and the number of young fishers is decreasing (Ireland, Netherlands, Spain,

65 SAFE FISHING, 2014. Training tool based on the use of ICT for risk prevention and safety in the trawling fishing
(DVD: SAFE FISHING), http://safefishing.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/2nd-newsletter_EN.pdf

66 OPCA - Organisme paritaire collecteur agréé.
67 Harper, S., Zeller, D., Hauzer, M., Pauly, D., and Sumaila, U. R. (2013), Women and fisheries: Contribution to

food security and local economies, Marine Policy 39: 56-63.
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Bulgaria). The following arguments were mentioned as to why young people did not want to
work in the fishing industry:

 There is a lack of career progression opportunities;

 Harsh working conditions;

 Low pay

 Lack of access to adequate social protection;

 Culture of the fishing industry;

 Better leave arrangements within shipping sector;

 Lack of possibilities to participate in normal social life;

 No future because of pollution and overfishing.

Despite the negative reasons, several points were also made in favour of working in the
fishing industry, as follows:

 Lack of other job opportunities (Greece);

 Tradition;

 Good pay (Netherlands, Denmark and France);

 Family background in fisheries;

 Being part of a fishing community;

 Coastal fishing is attractive as it is integrated with tourism and local development
(France).

Bulgaria

In Bulgaria, there is no specific education or training programme to become a fisher. Young
people who want to work in the fishing industry need to follow an education/training
programme to become a seafarer. One of the requirements for acquiring a Certificate of
Competency (CoC) is to have finished a certain level of education. The required level of
education depends on the type of CoC that a seafarer wants to acquire. For example, in order
to work as a Master on a vessel of 3,000 gross tonnage or more, a higher level of education
in navigation is required, so having a Master’s degree is an obligation. To work as a Master
on a vessel between 500 and 3000 gross tonnage, it is sufficient to have a higher education
in navigation, a Bachelor’s degree or a vocational education in sea navigation.

Croatia

The most typical path for young people to become fishers to go to the maritime nautical and
fisheries technician high school and obtain the certificate and then work as a fisher. However,
it is not necessary to finish high school to start working on a fishing vessel. One stakeholder
reports that most workers have finished a different high school or primary school and pass
the basic safety training, then start to work on fishing vessels. Stakeholder feedback suggests
that becoming a fisher in Croatia is not a very attractive career path because of the tough
working conditions and the low salaries.
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France

Young people who want to take up the profession of seafarer/ fisher will be directed towards
maritime education courses at the age of 15-16. There is then a multi-level training offer
(ship's certificate, professional teaching certificate, vocational baccalaureate, Advanced
Technician's certificate) combining the acquisition of diplomas and sailing time, to obtain
IMO-certified navigation certificates at international level. A young person may have a
Bachelor's degree in maritime business management without having obtained the certificate
allowing him/ her to command a ship. This system allows the young person to obtain a
recognised level of qualification both at sea and on land, without compromising the level of
safety at sea.

The minimum requirement to qualify for a Deckhand position on a fishing vessel is a 300-
hour training course (a Deckhand's certificate). This route is more often used by adults in
vocational retraining than by 16 year-olds continuing their education in the maritime sector.
The latter follow training courses of 3 to 5 years, alternating courses and periods at sea. The
first years of training are common to the fishing, transport and marine culture professions,
followed by specialisations and bridges from one sector to another.

Commanding officers of merchant vessels, who hold the highest level of civilian navy
qualifications, have been recruited by fishing companies operating in very remote fishing
areas in several cases. These people know nothing about fishing techniques, but they bring
their expertise in navigation. It should be noted that these infrequent cases do not concern
fishing techniques using towed gear (trawls, dredges) or rotating gear (seine).

The highest fishing command certificate is the Fishing Master certificate. This level requires
qualification for successive certificates (Lieutenant, skipper) and long periods (several
months) at sea, in employment requiring these intermediate certificates on fishing vessels.
Holders of the Fishing Master certificate can navigate on the high seas and use all types of
gears, whether trawling, turning or standing. The various safety modules imposed by the
STCW-F on seafarers are integrated at all these levels of training.

Greece

In Greece, the majority of the fishing fleet consists of small vessels with one or two fishers
on board. Entry into the sector is largely on the basis of offspring following their parents into
the business. Usually this does not involve formal fisheries-specific training or education and
there is minimal opportunity for career progression.

Ireland

There is a lack of career progression opportunities, and although there are a range of
fisheries-related training courses and qualifications on offer, these mainly address the
requirements for performing specific functions on board. The harsh working conditions, low
pay, and lack of access to adequate social protection are also factors that deter young people
from entering the industry.

Stakeholder feedback indicates that, at present, real opportunities in the Irish fishing industry
tend to be limited to young people from families with fishing quotas and vessels. Other
entrants join the industry because there are few other opportunities available to them due
to lack of qualifications. For this group, their career consists of hard manual work that leaves
them physically exhausted, forcing them to retire early, often without a pension.
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It is suggested that this lack of attractiveness could in part be addressed by structuring work
in the sector so that young people entering the industry can follow a clearly identified path,
perhaps starting with a formal apprenticeship, and involving transferrable higher
qualifications (e.g. degrees) that would allow fishers to move in and out of the sector to
advance their careers.

Recent reports of exploitation of non-EEA nationals working on Irish fishing vessels may also
have undermined the image of the sector.

Italy

There is no compulsory training to become a fisher in italy. There are two main paths into
fishing into Italy. The most common is direct access. In practice, after registration as a novice
seafarer and in the register of fishers, with the title of ship’s boy for coastal fishing (‘mozzo
per la pesca costiera’), a person can go directly to sea. If fishers want to advance in their
profession, they can, thanks to the fishing experience acquired on board, access exams
through the harbour authorities to acquire maritime navigation qualifications (e.g. for the
management of fishing vessels and / or the operation of engine equipment). As far as
maritime professional qualifications are concerned, among the requirements is compulsory
attendance on a specialised course, through specific ministerial programmes at schools or
other institutions run by the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport.

The less common access path is through secondary education, at the Nautical Technical
Institutes. However, in recent years some of the training institutions in the REFOPE list have
disappeared, and others no longer provide training for fishers.

Latvia

There are 729 certified fishers in Latvia for vessels of different lengths. These fishers have
undergone a basic safety training course for fishers following STCW-F regulations. However,
uncertified people also tend to work on fishing vessels. The industry has strong family links.
The average age of certified fishers is 50 years and they are all male. Data on their
educational background and nationality are not collected.

Some crewing agencies also perform the function of a certified training centre. This means
that fishers are trained and registered in Latvia, and then ‘exported’ for 9-10 months for work
abroad, under a foreign flagged vessel (often UK-flagged vessels).

Netherlands

If you want to become a fisher in the Netherlands, there are four specific educational
programmes that can be followed. All of these educational programmes are offered at state-
controlled schools. These educational programmes are not related to a specific job/function
on board, but relate to the size of the vessel, engine power and area of navigation. This
means that every graduate of a fishing school is able to perform the role of skipper,
mate/stand-in skipper and engineer/mechanic on board a fishing vessel, depending on
elements already mentioned and additional certificates and experience. However, a higher
level of education will provide the graduate with fewer restrictions on the validity of the
certificate to operate a vessel with a certain size, engine capacity and within a certain fishing
area.

However, there are relatively few young people entering the fishing industry in the
Netherlands. Many young students prefer to choose a broader education programme to
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become a seafarer, rather than the very specific fishery education programme. This is due to
the fact that a seafaring certificate enables students access to a broader set of employment
opportunities than a fishery certificate. If a student with a seafaring certificate wants to work
on a fishing vessel, the student needs to complete an additional specific fishery education
programme. As a result, the flow of young people into the Dutch fishing industry is reported
to have slowed, especially for pelagic trawlers.

Poland

The first step is to finish primary school. The next step is to obtain a diploma at a certified
post-primary school in marine fishing techniques, with the possibility of obtaining fisher and
senior sea fisher or 2nd Sea class skipper certificate. The third step is to complete a maritime
academy diploma at an operational level or to complete training at a certified training centre,
with the possibility of obtaining a certificate of 1st class skipper of sea fishing.

Education and training of fishers is carried out by certified marine educational units in public
secondary schools for technology, post-secondary schools, maritime universities, other
universities, training centres established by the above-mentioned schools and universities
and private individuals.

The typical education path taken by young people wishing to enter and progress in the fishing
industry is as follows:

 Younger fisher;

 Fisher;

 Older fisher;

 Watch officer;

 Second class skipper;

 First class skipper; and

 Skipper in unlimited navigation.

Additionally, each person on the fishing vessel has to complete the following courses:

 Survival (Personal survival techniques);

 Fire fighting (Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting); and

 Medical (Elementary First Aid).

Slovak Republic

At present, the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Labour are not aware of any
registered crew members with a Slovakian nationality being employed on a fishing vessel.
There is also no authorised training centre to provide training, qualification, and
watchkeeping services for seafarers on maritime fishing vessels in Slovakia.

There is one maritime school, the Maritime School in Bratislava. This is understood to be the
only maritime school in a non-maritime MS, although there is a maritime high school in
Serbia. However, the Maritime School in Bratislava does not provide training for fishers,
because there is very little interest in working in the sea fishing industry. This is not only the
case for Slovakia, but also in the other neighbouring non-maritime EU MS. If someone
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approaches the Maritime School for training to become a fisher, they would be advised to
approach a sea fishing company directly. In such cases, people would generally start to work
at the lowest level on a sea fishing boat. About 20 to 30 Slovak and Czech citizens have
approached the Maritime School for information about the possibilities of working in the sea
fishing industry in the past two decades since it was established in Bratislava.

According to the Maritime School in Bratislava, no vocational education or training courses
related to sea fishing are offered in Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary or Serbia. This is
probably also the case for Austria, Switzerland and other non-maritime EU MS. This is thought
to be caused by the fact that young people from non-maritime countries are not interested
in this profession, and that the few people who are interested in sea fisheries are over 30
years old.

Poland would probably be the first choice for young people from the Slovak Republic who are
interested in becoming a fisher. This is due to its geographical proximity, cultural and
language similarity, as well as to the similar economic conditions. One of the best-known
Polish maritime universities is the Maritime University of Szczecin. The University offers
programmes related to maritime fisheries which students from Slovakia cannot find in
Slovakia. According to the university’s International Students and Mobility Office, no Slovak
student is known to be enrolled in fisheries-related education that the University offers (data
available since 2008). On the other hand, several Slovaks as well as Czechs have been
enrolled in either marine engineering or navigation programmes.

Spain

In Spain, the public sector provides maritime training and education via vocational training
or via university education. Access to university education requires a previous examination,
having completed the baccalaureate, and a minimum age of 18. Vocational training is
organised in two categories: Higher Degree and Intermediate Degree. To access the Higher
Degree students should have completed the baccalaureate; to access the Intermediate
Degree students should be aged 16+ and have completed secondary education. Once this
education is completed, the student obtains a professional qualification for the fisheries
sector. The professional qualifications are: Fish Captain, Skipper of deep-sea fishing, Skipper
of coastal fishing, Coastal Skipper, Local Coastal Skipper, Fisher, First Maritime Engineer,
and Maritime Engineer.

In addition, to complete and update the education and training of fishers, there are
‘certificates of specialisation’ focused on safety and sustainability issues. Once the fisher
completes the training he/ she gets a diploma outlining the contents of the training and the
programme. On this basis, the Social Maritime Institute, the General Directorate of Maritime
Shipping, the Secretary General of Fisheries or the relevant Regional Authority validates the
diploma and issues a certificate.
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6. COUNTRY CASE STUDIES

This section presents 11 country case studies covering the following MS:

 Bulgaria

 Croatia

 France

 Greece

 Ireland

 Italy

 Latvia

 The Netherlands

 Poland

 Slovakia (non-maritime case study)

 Spain

The case studies are based on desk research and interviews with representatives of national
authorities and agencies, industry bodies, and workers’ organisations.

The case studies are structured as follows:

 Fleet and employment data for 2013-2017

 Issues of legislative competences

 Policy and regulatory issues

 Free movement of fishers

 Training and education institutions

 Findings and conclusions (where applicable)

 Recommendations for actions at EU level (where applicable).

The case studies were carried using a set of questions designed for this purpose. There are,
however, some differences in the case studies, due to:

 Different data are available in different MS. Standardised social data will be collected
under the Data Collection Framework only from 2018 and is not yet available.

 There are differences in the accessibility of data, including the availability of
stakeholders able to provide the requested information;

 For some MS, it was possible to enrich the picture with additional publicly available
information;

 Different issues of interest emerged during the research;
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6.1 Bulgaria

6.1.1 Fleet and employment data for 2013-2017

6.1.1.1. Fleet

In 2016, Bulgaria had 1,918 fishing vessels, of which 1,206 were active and 712 inactive
vessels. The average age of the active fishing fleet was 23. The country has both small and
large-scale fleet segments but the majority of the fishing fleet (89.9%) is the small-scale
fleet segment.68 There are 12 fishing ports that were registered in 2011 in the Community
fishing fleet register, all of which are located on the Black Sea coast. The most important
ports are in Varna district, comprising as many as 25% of total fishing vessels, and in the
district of Bourgas, which makes up 13.2% of Bulgarian fishing vessels.69

The Executive Agency Maritime Administration notes that, as of 31 December 2017, there
were 1880 fishing vessels in Bulgaria, of which 1296 were active. Fishing in Bulgaria is
predominantly small-scale, and there are currently no Bulgarian fishing vessels larger than
24 metres as described in the STCW-F Convention or the Torremolinos Protocol.

6.1.1.2. Employment

In comparison with other European states, fisheries activities in Bulgaria contribute
significantly less to GDP than the European average. At national level, the contribution of
fisheries to employment is quite small – only 0.38% of the total workforce. Nevertheless, the
fisheries sector is a vital source of employment at regional level, especially in the coastal
zones, where this industry makes a significant contribution to local economies. For instance,
in the small coastal city of Primorsko, which is situated in the Burgas district of Bulgaria,
16.6% of jobs are in the fishing sector. A similar situation exists  in the city of Byala in the
Varna district, where the fishing industry constitutes 11.9% of jobs.70 As of 2010, there were
3,430 people employed in maritime fishing.71 In 2016, there were 1,603 fishers employed on
board Bulgarian fishing vessels.

One of the specificities of the Bulgarian fisheries sector is that fishing in Bulgaria is mostly
seasonal. This partially explains why wages in the sector are relatively low in comparison
with other sectors. This also leads to the perception of fishing among a great number of
vessel owners as a hobby rather than proper employment.72 As of 2012, there were 184
fishing companies with total employment of 5,638 jobs in the fisheries sector.73 In 2016,
there were 1603 fishermen employed on board of Bulgarian fishing vessels.74

68 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report
on the EU Fishing Fleet (STECF-17-12), https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-
research-reports/2017-annual-economic-report-eu-fishing-fleet-stecf-17-12

69 European Parliament (2011), Fisheries in Bulgaria,
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/note/join/2011/460049/IPOL-PECH_NT(2011)460049_EN.pdf

70 Ibid.
71 National Agency for Fisheries and Aquaculture – NAFA.  (2010), Operational Program Fisheries Sector

Development 2007-2013. Strategy and description of priority axis and measures.
72 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report

on the EU Fishing Fleet (STECF-17-12), https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-
research-reports/2017-annual-economic-report-eu-fishing-fleet-stecf-17-12

73 European Commission (undated), European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) Bulgaria,
https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/sites/fisheries/files/docs/body/op-bulgaria-fact-sheet_en.pdf

74 Correspondence from the Executive Agency Maritime Administration to the study team (2018).
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Another characteristic of fisheries in Bulgaria is that the bulk of the small fishing industry is
made up of family-type businesses where the men go to sea and the women take care of
everything else related to the business, given that usually it is physically less demanding.75

6.1.1.3. Gender

Although the overall employment of women in Bulgaria has been rising, the share of women
in the fisheries sector is still relatively small. In 2003, women made up only 16% of the total
number of people employed in fisheries. However, the data on fisheries employment
comprises not only sea fishing but also aquaculture, fishing in inland waters and processing.
It is in the processing industry that the majority of women work. Women are also often
employed in research and education institutions related to fisheries. Women are given only
1% of the industrial fishing permits granted.

Table 3: Employment in Bulgarian fisheries by gender

Men Women Total

Sea fishing 3430 0 3430

Aquaculture 4970 10 4980

Processing 250 1980 2230

Fishing in inland waters 1605 15 1620

Source: Support Measures for Small-Scale Fishing Pilot project76

The European Commission’s final report on a Study on EU Seafarers Employment stated that
there were 38 women working in the Bulgarian sea fishing sector: 24 working on deck, and
14 as engine workers.77

6.1.1.4. Accidents at work in fishing

According to the General Labour Inspectorate Executive Agency, in the period between 2008-
2012, there was only one incident of work-related injuries and accidents in the fisheries
sector. Only one person was involved in the incident, which was not fatal.78

6.1.2 Legislative and regulatory competences

In Bulgaria, three main ministries are involved in the fisheries sector:

 The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry;

75 Ignatova, I., (undated), Opportunities and barriers for women in small scale fisheries: the case of Bulgaria,
http://smallscalefishing.eu/en/news/opportunities-barriers-women-small-scale-fisheries-case-bulgaria/

76 Support Measures for Small-Scale Fishing Pilot project, Opportunities and barriers for women in small scale
fisheries: the case of Bulgaria, http://smallscalefishing.eu/en/news/opportunities-barriers-women-small-scale-
fisheries-case-bulgaria/

77 Sulpice, G. (20 May 2011), (for European Commission Directorate-General for mobility and transport Directorate
C – Maritime transport), Study on seafarers employment – Final Report,
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/maritime/studies/doc/2011-05-20-seafarers-
employment.pdf.

78 Maritime and Fisheries Programmes 2014-2020 [Bulgaria],
https://www.eufunds.bg/index.php/en/programming-period-2014-2020/operational-programmes-2014-
2020/programme-maritime-and-fisheries-2014-2020/item/14302-maritime-and-fisheries-programme-2014-
2020
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 The Ministry of Transport;

 The Ministry of Environment and Waters.

 Common Fishery and Hydro-melioration Policy Agency within the Ministry of
Agriculture.

Besides these, there are several important public institutions working within this sector.

6.1.2.1. Executive Agency Maritime Administration

The Executive Agency Maritime Administration (EAMA) is one of the main institutions with
responsibilities covering sea fisheries in Bulgaria. It is responsible for:

 Certification of deck and engine department of the fishing vessels;

 Conducting periodic surveys for ship’s condition such as safety equipment, hull etc.;

 Issuing certificates on fishing vessels;

 Controlling the safe exploitation of the fishing vessels.

The Executive Agency Maritime Administration depends for its budget on the Ministry of
Transport. While the headquarters is in Sofia, it has regional offices in Varna, Burgas, Ruse
and Lom. This agency is in charge of coordination activities related to the safety of shipping
in the waters of Bulgaria, observing the working and living conditions of seafarers, organising
and conducting examinations of seafarers’ competencies, issuing certificates for seafarers,
maintaining registers of ships, seafarers, ports etc. in Bulgaria. It also provides online
verification of authenticity and validity of licences, and lists medical practitioners authorised
to issue medical certificates to seafarers.79

6.1.2.2. Executive Agency for Fisheries and Aquaculture

The National Agency for Fisheries and Aquaculture within the Ministry of Agriculture and Food
is responsible for implementation of national policies on fisheries and aquaculture, and for
application of fisheries legislation in Bulgaria.80 More specifically, it is responsible for:

 Applying the Common Fisheries Policy;

 Control of fisheries, aquaculture and first sale of fishery products;

 Granting fishing licences and authorisations;

 Registration of aquaculture farms;

 Registration of first sale auctions and registered buyers.

6.1.3 Policy and regulatory issues

6.1.3.1. Training, education, and certification – general

At national level, the main legislation relating to fisheries in Bulgaria is the Fisheries and
Aquaculture Act from 2001, which provides the legal foundation for management,
exploitation and conservation of fish resources. This law has been amended several times to

79 Executive Agency Maritime Administration, About the agency, http://www.marad.bg/page.php?category=11.
80 European Parliament (2011), Fisheries in Bulgaria,

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/note/join/2011/460049/IPOL-PECH_NT(2011)460049_EN.pdf.
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bring it in line with the EU requirements and regulations in the areas  of registration, mutual
recognition of organisations and certificates etc. It also sets the licence system requirements.
Other legislations are as follows:81

 Husbandry Act (1982);

 Decree No.77 establishing an Exclusive Economic Zone of the People’s Republic of
Bulgaria in the Black Sea (1987);

 Executive Order No. I-275 establishing the fishing regime in the country’s waters;

 Act to Amend and Supplement the Fisheries and Aquaculture Act No 7002 23/7/2012.

In order to be authorised to work as a maritime fisher, it is necessary to have the following
documents:

 Certificate of proficiency and/or certificate of proficiency under the STCW Convention,
as amended;

 Certificate of proficiency for additional and special training under chapter VI of the
STCW Convention, with the exception of seafarers working on fishing vessels engaged
exclusively in local navigation;

 Medical fitness certificate issued under requirements of reg. I/9 , reg. A-I/9 of STCW
Convention, as amended and reg. 1.2 of the Maritime Labour Convention 2006;

 Relevant diploma of training (Maritime Academy, Maritime University, Maritime
vocational school or specialised course).

The Bulgarian Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and Communications, more
precisely its Maritime Administration, is in charge of issuing certificates of competency for
seafarers. 3,482 commercial fishing certificates were issued between July 2006 and March
2018, of which 236 were issued in 2017.82 Where a seafarer is working on board a foreign
flag vessel, it is up to the foreign administration of the flag under which the seafarer is
working to issue for the seafarer an endorsement of compliance to the STCW. In case of loss
of the certificate of competency, or in case of acquiring a higher competency, the Bulgarian
seafarer working on board a foreign flag vessel has to ask the Bulgarian Maritime
administration to issue a new certificate of competency.83

The certificate of competency can be acquired by a candidate who is at least 18 years old,
has medical fitness appropriate to the work on board a ship, has completed education or a
course approved for such work, and last but not least, has approved service on board ship,
wherever it is required. Serving on specific types of seagoing ships, such as chemical tankers,
tankers or passenger ships, requires completion of a specialised training. Moreover, for the
certification of medical fitness, the Republic of Bulgaria issues a list of recognised medical
practitioners authorised to issue medical certificates to seafarers. Altogether, as of February

81 Ibid.
82 Executive Agency of Fisheries and Aquaculture (undated), Open Access Registers,

http://iara.government.bg/?page_id=16210&lang=en#
83 Bulgarian Maritime Administration (2013), Clarification regarding certificates of competency issued by the

Bulgarian maritime administration.
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2018 there have been 21 such medical practitioners.  EAMA is the body responsible for
keeping the registration of seafarers and certificates.84

6.1.3.2. Training and career paths

In Bulgaria, one of the requirements for acquisition of a competency certificate is having
finished a certain level of education, depending on the competency level that a seafarer wants
to acquire. For instance, for a master on a ship of 3,000 gross tonnage or more, a higher
education in navigation or a Master’s degree is an obligation. For a master on ships of
between 500 and 3000 gross tonnage it is sufficient to have a higher education in navigation,
a Bachelor’s degree or a vocational education in sea navigation.

All of the vocational education, training and qualification of seafarers must be carried out in
accordance with STCW. These include the following: higher education and higher vocational
education in maritime, river and technical specialties, training courses for acquiring
qualification for professions in maritime navigation, training courses for acquiring of
competency, and onboard training. EAMA is in charge of approving the educational and
training institutions as well as the courses and their content.85

Minimum requirements for becoming a maritime fisher in Bulgaria depend on the position
held. These are outlined below.

Master of fishing vessel in local navigation

To perform this function, the following are required

1. Secondary education and a professional qualification in ‘Sea Navigation’, or secondary
education and completion of a training course approved by Executive Agency ‘Maritime
Administration’;

2. The following seagoing service:

a. Six months of onboard service as Assistant Master of a fishing vessel, whenever
the seafarer has secondary education with a professional qualification in ‘Sea
Navigation’; or

b. Where the seafarer has secondary education and completed training on an EAMA-
approved course: 12 months onboard service as a member of the deck
department, of which six months must be as trainee Assistant Master of a fishing
vessel at sea, recorded in the Training Record Book approved by the Executive
Agency Maritime Administration,.

3. Have a training record book approved by EAMA;

4. Hold a valid Certificate for Ship’s Restricted Radio operator for Global Maritime Distress
Safety System (GMDSS); and

5. Successfully passed an EAMA test.

84 Ministry of transport (2007), Regulation No.6 on seafarers’ competence in the Republic of Bulgaria of the Ministry
of transport.

85 Ministry of transport (2007), Regulation No.6 on seafarers’ competence in the Republic of Bulgaria of the Ministry
of transport.
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Master of fishing vessels of up to 200 gross tonnes in near-coastal voyages

For this position, the requirements are as follows:

1. 24 months’ seagoing service in a capacity requiring competency in the deck department
under STCW 1978 Convention, as amended; six of the 24 months must have been on the
relevant type of ship; and

2. A valid Certificate for Ship’s Restricted Radio operator for GMDSS; and

3. Where the seafarer does not have any of the competencies in the deck department under
the STCW 1978 Convention, as amended, he/ she must have passed an EAMA test.

Engineer officer on a fishing vessel

For this position, the requirements are as follows:

1. Secondary education and a professional qualification in ‘Ship’s Machines and
Mechanisms’, or secondary education and completion of training on an EAMA-approved
course; and

2. Seagoing service as follows:

a. Where the seafarer has secondary education and a professional qualification in
‘Ship’s Machines and Mechanisms’: six months service onboard a fishing vessel as
assistant engineer; or

b. Where the seafarer has secondary education and completed an EAMA-approved
training course: 12 months onboard service as a member of the engine
department, of which six months must be training on seagoing service as assistant
engineer on a fishing vessel, and this must be recorded in the EAMA-approved
Training Record Book;

3. EAMA-approved Training Record Book; and

4. Pass an EAMA test.

Master of coastal fishing vessels of up to 200 gross tonnes:

1. Persons certified under the STCW 1978 Convention, as amended, as Able Seafarer Deck
or Rating forming part of a navigational watch;

2. Seagoing service of 24 months, of which six months must have been on the relevant type
of ship;

3. Certificate ‘Ship’s radio-operator in domestic voyages’; and

4. Pass an EAMA test.

Besides these, persons holding Certificates of Competency and/or Certificates of Proficiency
issued under STCW 1978 Convention, as amended, can take up the relevant roles on board
on a fishing vessel.

Career paths

Young people mostly start their work and career path in maritime shipping. Few people start
their career in the fishing sector, or transfer to it after a career at sea.
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Interest among young Bulgarian people in entering the fishing industry has dropped. The
unfavourable conditions in the fisheries, created by lack of interest from local authorities, has
resulted in loss of motivation among the youth to enter this sector. Nevertheless, in Bulgaria
there are several institutions providing training for fishers.

6.1.3.3. International conventions

Bulgaria has adopted several international agreements and regulations, including the IMO
STCW-F Convention, the SFV Protocol 93, and the ILO Medical Examination Fishermen
Convention (No. 113) which ensures that every person wishing to work on a fishing vessel
has to have a certificate attesting his/her physical conditions and capabilities.

6.1.4 Free movement of fishers

The number of seafarers differs significantly according to two sources mentioned in a 2011
European Commission report.86 It notes that the ISF/BIMCO 2010 report states that as of
2010 there were 33,269 active seafarers in Bulgaria, of which 10,890 were officers and
22,379 ratings. The other referenced document is Drewry's Annual Report: Manning 2010,
which indicated that there were only 3,000 officers and 3,500 ratings, i.e. 6,500 seafarers
altogether in Bulgaria. The Bulgarian Ministry of Transport stated in 2010 that there were
18,796 seafarers, of which 11,504 were officers and 7,292 ratings. Bulgaria is one of the
countries that supplies most of the maritime fishers, and it does so mostly to western
countries.

In Bulgaria, employment of non-nationals is minimal. As of 2013, there were only two foreign
nationals employed in catching, two in aquaculture and one in processing sector of fisheries.
In other words, employment of non-local fishers in Bulgaria represents only 0.2% of total
employment.87 On the other hand, it is also one of the countries - together with Poland,
Greece and Romania - that constitute the main nationalities of non-nationals working on
board EU ships that are engaged in intra-EU traffic. In 2008, 12 Bulgarian vessels were
engaged in intra-EU operations. In 2010 there were only 10 non-nationals working on
Bulgarian flagged vessels.88

This study has been unable to locate information on whether or not there are foreign fishers
working on Bulgarian vessels.

6.1.4.1. Recognition of certificates

Seafarers in Bulgaria (most of the masters, officers and engineers) are certified according to
the STCW Convention, as amended (and Directive 2008/106/EC). Certificates are therefore

86 Sulpice, G. (20 May 2011), (for European Commission Directorate-General for mobility and transport Directorate
C – Maritime transport), Study on seafarers employment – Final Report,
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/maritime/studies/doc/2011-05-20-seafarers-
employment.pdf

87 European Commission (2016), Study on the employment of non-local labour in the fisheries sector,
https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/323daeca-9ab5-11e6-868c-
01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-70352509

88 Sulpice, G. (20 May 2011), (for European Commission Directorate-General for mobility and transport Directorate
C – Maritime transport), Study on seafarers employment – Final Report,
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/maritime/studies/doc/2011-05-20-seafarers-
employment.pdf.
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recognised according to Regulation I/10 of the STCW Convention, taking into account
Article 19 of Directive 2008/106/EC.

6.1.4.2. Bénodet 2000 report on mutual recognition of certificates

Feedback from the Executive Agency Maritime Administration suggests that stakeholders in
Bulgaria are not familiar with the Bénodet 2000 report.

6.1.5 Training and education institutions in Bulgaria

As far as commercial fishing is concerned, training courses are organised by the Executive
Agency for Fisheries and Aquaculture. The candidates who successfully pass the test are
awarded a certificate of commercial fishing.

There is only one specialised training institution in Bulgaria that has the capabilities to provide
specialised training in fishing. It is the Sveti Nikola Secondary Vocational School of Sea
Navigation and Fishing, located in Burgas. Nevertheless, holders of maritime diplomas from
the following institutions can work on board fishing vessels as master or officer:

- Naval Academy ‘Nikola Vaptsarov’ (Masters and Bachelors degrees)
- Technical University – Varna (Masters and Bachelors degrees);
- Maritime High School ‘St. Nikolai Chudotvoretz’ in Varna.

6.1.5.1. Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre

The main institution for training of fishers is the Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre, which
was established in 1974 and was later declared the national maritime training centre by the
Bulgarian Ministry of Transport.  Nowadays, it provides services to all members of the
international shipping community. The training provided is aimed at enhancing and upgrading
seamanship skills, or at retraining. The training and courses prepare trainees for work on any
type of vessel. Since the Centre is also a member of the International Association for Safety
and Survival Training, as well as of the Global Maritime Education and Training Association,
it cooperates with colleagues and similar institutions all over the world. Besides providing
maritime training courses and seminars it also publishes and provides consultancy services,
including ship repairs.

The Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre offers over 50 different training courses in the
following areas: STCW-compliant training, preparatory training courses or those aimed at
achieving higher maritime competence, Specialised Training for Tanker Operations - Oil,
Chemical and Gas tanker, Tanker Familiarisation Training, Simulation – Navigation,
Simulation – GMDSS, Simulation – Engine Team & Resource Management, Specialised
Courses, Engineering Courses, Passenger ships familiarisation training, Ro-ro Passenger
ships familiarisation training, Fast Rescue boat courses, Marlins Test and others. The Centre
collaborates with several shipping companies and manning agencies so that it can directly
link the participants with companies.

Moreover, it also offers Maritime English courses and training courses for achievement of
vocational qualifications for ratings – seamen, motormen, able seamen, ship’s cooks, fitters,
electricians, stewards, marine engineering, navigation - at operational level.

An overview of courses offered by the Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre is presented in
Annex 13.
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6.1.5.2. Technical University in Varna

The Varna Maritime Qualification Centre, established within the Technical University in Varna,
is approved by the Bulgarian maritime administration to provide the following courses:89

 Training course for marine instructors;

 Training course for marine assessment, examination and certification of seafarers;

 Proficiency for seafarers with designated security duties;

 Generic Electronic Chart Displays and Information Systems training;

 Environmental awareness;

 Bridge team and resource management;

 Ship handling.

6.1.5.3. Other training centres

Other training centres include the Naval Academy in Varna, and Training Centre Marstar.

6.1.6 Conclusions

The fisheries sector, albeit not so significant at national level, plays an important role in
several coastal areas of Bulgaria where it provides considerable employment opportunities.
Nevertheless, among the younger generation the fisheries industry holds little interest. One
of the reasons for this may be low wages and disinterest of national authorities in promoting
this sector to a greater degree. Training facilities for fishers in Bulgaria are relatively well
developed. Several training centres providing courses for acquiring at least the minimal
requirements stipulated in the STCW 78 Convention have been established in Bulgaria.

Since the Black Sea is the only place where Bulgarian maritime fisheries take place, the
maritime fishing sector is limited by the possibilities and characteristics of the Black Sea.

89 Technical University in Varna, TU Varna Maritime Qualification Center, http://www.tu-varna.bg/tu-
varnamqc/images/stories/broshure.pdf
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6.2 Croatia

6.2.1 Introduction

6.2.2 Fleet and employment data for 2013-2017

6.2.2.1. Fleet

Croatia has the second largest coastline of the Adriatic Sea and has a long tradition of
fisheries. The economic share of fisheries in the GDP of Croatia is estimated at between 0.2%
and 0.7%, and up to 1% if the value of accompanying activities is included.90

According to the latest data available from 2015, the fleet in Croatia numbered 7,849 fishing
vessels, of which 2,813 (36%) were active. Of the active vessels, 2,353 vessels are small
scale and 470 are large scale, which means small scale fisheries represent about 83% of
Croatia’s fisheries. However, small scale vessels only contributed 21% of the gross tonnage
and 49% of the engine power of the fleet. Small scale vessels are vessels of less than 12m
in length. The table below provides an overview of the evolution of the national fleet statistics,
along with projections for the years 2016 and 2017.

Table 4: Overview of the Croatian fleet from 2013 to 2017

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Total number of vessels (#) 4,211 4,358 4,385 7,849 5,280 6,169

Number of inactive vessels (#) 1,403 1,551 1,669 5,026 2,466

Vessel tonnage (thousand GT) 45.2 46.0 46.1 53.8

Engine power (thousand kW) 329.7 346.2 347.9 429.7

Total employed (persons) 4,897 4,946 4,842 5,067 5,797 7,048

FTE91 (#) 2,467 2,448 2,151 2,384 2,512 3,035

Source: STECF (2016 and 2017 are estimates)

According to the Ministry of Agriculture’s Fisheries Department, multipurpose vessels
represent the largest share of registered vessels. These are common in the Mediterranean
fisheries industry.92

Even though they represent a small part of the fleet, purse seine fisheries represent a
significant share of the catches, with small pelagic species accounting for 90% of total landing
weight in 2015. Small pelagic species also represent over 50% of the total landing value in
2015. The Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) reports that
in 2015, purse seines from 24 to 40 metres total length are the most important fleet segment
in terms of landing, accounting for 55% of total landings.93 In Croatia, four species account

90 European Commission (undated), European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) Croatia,
https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/sites/fisheries/files/docs/body/op-croatia-fact-sheet_en.pdf

91 FTE – full-time equivalent.
92 Ministry of Agriculture Directorate of Fisheries, Fisheries, http://www.mps.hr/ribarstvo/default.aspx?id=45
93 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report
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for approximately 91% of the total landings: European pilchard, European anchovy, red
mullet and hake.

Small scale vessels do not represent a significant share of the value of production by fisheries
in Croatia. However, the number of vessels and full-time equivalent fishers involved in small
scale vessels is significant. In 2015, small scale vessels accounted for 63% of active vessels
and only 2% of the landings.94 Artisanal and traditional fisheries represent an important share
of the small scale fisheries, including those using fixed nets.

6.2.2.2. Employment

Regarding employment in the fishing fleet, it was estimated to represent 2,384 FTE in 2015,
and 5,067 employees, with an average of one FTE per active vessel. Employment in the
fisheries sector in Croatia has increased steadily over the past few years, corresponding to
the increase in the number of active vessels over the same period, according to data from
STECF. Eurofish recorded 7,849 fishermen in 2015.95

6.2.2.3. Economic performance

Table 5: Economic performance of different types of vessel in Croatia in 2015

Vessel
type

Active
vessels Target

Percent
of total

FTE

Value
of

landing
(EUR

million)

Gross
profit
(EUR

million)

Net
loss
(EUR

million)

Average
wage per
FTE (EUR

thousands)

Purse
seine 24-
40m

71 Sardine &
anchovy 21% 18.9 3.9 4.6 14.6

Purse
seine 18-
24m

52 Sardine &
anchovy 13% 9.4 2.4 0.5 12.4

Demersal
trawl 12-
18m

191

Demersal
species

(European
hake,

Norway
lobster, red
mullet and
Deep-water

rose
shrimp)

8% 6.2 2 0.4 9.9

Drift and
fixed nets
6-12m

713 Various
species 14% 4.2 2 1.6 5.5

Source: STECF

on the EU Fishing Fleet (STECF-17-12), https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-
research-reports/2017-annual-economic-report-eu-fishing-fleet-stecf-17-12

94 Ibid.
95 Eurofish, Croatia, http://www.eurofish.dk/images/Member_Countries/Eurofish_Factsheet_Croatia.pdf
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6.2.2.4. Accidents at work in fishing

The study team was unable to locate date on accidents involving Croatian flagged fishing
vessels. None are listed on EMCIP.96

The study team was unable to locate data on accidents in the fishing sector in Croatia.

6.2.3 Legislative and regulatory competences

STCW training for seafarers is controlled by the Ministry of the Sea, Transport and
Infrastructure of the Republic of Croatia. Other education institutions and their programmes
(high schools, universities and colleges) are controlled by the Ministry of Education of the
Republic of Croatia. The Maritime Nautical and Fisheries Technician high school programme
is under the control of both ministries.

The port authorities also play a role in training. In the Republic of Croatia there are six port
authorities for ports of international economic importance and 22 for ports of national
importance. Port authorities are responsible for:97

 Control of navigation in inland waters and territorial sea;

 Search and rescue of human life and property at sea;

 Inspection of safety;

 Supervision of the maritime domain;

 Registration and deletion of ships and keeping the register and the register of ships;

 Meteorological observations and measurements for the safety of navigation;

 Naval book publishing;

 Determination of professional competence of seafarers to acquire titles in the marine
sector;

 Issuing and maintaining the register of issued authorisations for services on board
ships;

 Administrative, professional and technical issues of safety at sea which are in their
jurisdiction.

6.2.4 Policy and regulatory issues

6.2.4.1. Training, education, and certification – general

In Croatia, all crew members must pass a Basic Safety Training exam according to STCW
A-VI/1. They need to pass the exam in the Harbour Office. The Basic Safety Training course
has been designed to meet the requirements of STCW 95 (and its amendments) section VI/1,
on the basis of the IMO model course 1.19 (Personal survival techniques), 1.20 (Fire
prevention and fire fighting), 1.21 (Personal safety and social responsibilities), and 1.22 (Ship

96 European Marine Casualty Investigation Portal (EMCIP), Published maritime casualty investigation reports,
https://emcipportal.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.php?id=44

97 Afitat Boat Rentals, http://afitat-bol.com/harbour-master-offices/
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simulator and bridge teamwork). The duration of the course is 55 hours. The course covers
the following aspects:98

Personal Survival Techniques VI/1-1

 Introduction, safety and survival

 Emergency situations

 Evacuation

 Survival craft and rescue boat

 Personal life saving appliances

 Survival at sea

 Emergency radio equipment

 Helicopter assistance

Elementary first aid VI/1-3

 General principles

 Body structures and function

 Positioning of casualty

 Unconscious casualty

 Resuscitation

 Bleeding

 Management of shock

 Burns and scalds and accidents caused by electricity

 Rescue and transport of casualty

Fire fighting VI/1-2

 Introduction and principles

 Theory of fire

 Fire prevention

 Fire detection

 Fixed fire extinguishers

 Miscellaneous fire fighting equipment

 Ship fire fighting organisation

 Fire fighting methods

 Fire fighting drill

 Review and final assessment

98 Stakeholder feedback.
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Personal safety and Social responsibility VI/1-4

 Safe work on the ship

 Human relationships and contribution of good human relationships on board

 Ability to understand given orders

 Emergency procedures

 Prevention of pollution of sea environment

This course is needed to obtain the Seaman Service Book and all seafarers working on board
a ship (tankers, container ships, LPG99 vessels, etc.) must pass it. This is the only legally
required training and certificate for fishers in Croatia. Crew members of fishing vessels in the
Republic of Croatia do not need to have finished high school or university, they only need to
pass the Basic Safety training.

Masters, Officers and Engineers on board fishing vessels must have additional certification
and pass more training. The number of officers and engineers on fishing vessels depends on
the size of the boat and the area of navigation.

Masters and Officers on board fishing vessels need to pass the following training:

 D35 – Master of a fishing vessel in national waters of Croatia and its Ecological and
Fisheries Protection Zone (‘economic zone’).

The course lasts 18 hours or two days and consists of: terrestrial navigation, meteorology,
manoeuvring to avoid collisions at sea, safety on fishing boats, handling ships and cargo.

 D36 - Master of a fishing vessel in small coastal navigation (Adriatic Sea and part of
the Ionian Sea)  (R-HR VI/2);

 D37 – Officer in charge of navigation watch on fishing vessel in large coastal
navigation – (international navigation) (R-HR VI/3).

The requirements to pass the training are the following:

 Be at least 18 years old;

 Minimum six months experience of navigation as deck rating forming part of
navigational watch for the training D35. For training D36 and D37 more navigation
experience is required;

 Hold the certificates D6B - ARPA100 and Radar Observer (operational level) and D2 -
Basic Safety Training for the training D35. For training D36 and D37 the certificate on
Medical first aid is required;

 Pass a medical exam;

 Pass the exam to become Master of a fishing vessel in national waters of the Republic
of Croatia and ZERP (economic zone).

99 Liquefied petroleum gas.
100 ARPA - Automatic radar plotting aid.
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Training in Croatia is offered both in Croatian and English. In the Republic of Croatia, there
is no national standard for the training and certification of at-sea observers.

6.2.4.2. Training and career paths

In the Republic of Croatia, the typical training/ education path is the same for men and
women. The most typical way is for future fishers to go to the maritime nautical and fisheries
technician high school and obtain the certificate and then work as a fisher. However, it is not
necessary to finish high school to start working on a fishing vessel. One stakeholder reports
that most workers have finished a different high school or primary school and pass the Basic
Safety Training, then start to work on fishing vessels.

Stakeholder feedback suggests that becoming a fisher in Croatia is not a very attractive
career path because of the tough working conditions and the low salaries.

6.2.4.3. International conventions

Croatia has not so far ratified STCW-F 95, SFV Protocol 93, or ILO C188.

6.2.5 Free movement of fishers

Stakeholder feedback suggests that there are few foreign fishers seeking employment in
Croatia. There are foreign seafarers, and the requirements for training, education and
certification are the same as mentioned above for national fishers and seafarers.

STCW certificates are valid all around the world and it does not matter if it is issued by
Croatian or Japanese authorities. EMSA constantly monitors STCW training, STCW
certification and validation systems in all countries. Only if EMSA were to indicate that a
country does not meet the requirements for proper training would Croatia stop recognising
STCW certificates from that country.

6.2.5.1. Recognition of certificates

Concerning national certificates from other countries, there is a list of certificates that are
recognised in Croatia.101 Croatia accepts training certificates from EU countries and other
countries such as Brazil or New Zealand. The list does not cover only fishers’ training but also
pleasure craft. If there is a difference in the certification between the foreign programme and
the requirements of the Croatian programme, the individual can train in and pass the
elements that differ between the two programmes.

6.2.6 Training and education institutions in Croatia

For this case study, one training institution replied to our written questionnaire, namely Adri
Libar.

Adria Libar, Maritime Training Centre and POU Libar, College for Adults, offer Vocational
School for Maritime Nautical and Fisheries Technicians (High school – 4 years duration)
approved by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of the Sea, Transport and
Infrastructure of the Republic of Croatia. 4-5 years ago they were approved for providing

101 The list is available at: http://www.mppi.hr/UserDocsImages/TABLICA%20MoU-HR%207-10_15.pdf
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courses for Master of a fishing vessel in national waters of RH and ZERP, but due to a small
number of candidates, they have stopped providing this course.

6.2.7 Conclusions

Despite its important coastline, the Croatian fisheries sector remains relatively small in terms
of GDP share. Fishing remains a very traditional industry and small scale fisheries dominate
the industry in number of vessels, even though they represent a small share of the annual
tonnage and about half of the engine power of the national fleet. Competences in terms of
training are shared between the Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and the
Ministry of Education. The former has sole competence for STWC training and the latter for
other education activities. The Maritime Nautical and Fisheries Technician high school
programme is under the control of both ministries. Mandatory training in Croatia corresponds
to the requirements of STCW A-VI/1. This basic Safety Training is the only mandatory training
to become a fisher in Croatia. There are few foreign fishers seeking employment in Croatia
and Croatia recognises the STCW certificates.

6.2.8 Recommendations for actions at EU level

Stakeholder feedback suggests that there is a need for better regulated working conditions
(for example, requirements in terms of training) of fishers in Croatia. However, there is little
funding available for the training of fishers in Croatia.
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6.3 France

6.3.1 France and the seas

France's exclusive economic zone covers 11 million km2. 97% of French maritime areas are
overseas. France has 883 coastal and lake communities, 785 of which are on the seashore,
and 7,200km of coastline. 16.5% of French waters are marine protected areas, of which the
number is currently 15.

Sea-based activities generate more than 300,000 direct jobs, including 40,000 seafarers.
These range from traditional activities such as fishing and transport to new activities such as
renewable energy.

In 2012, a survey conducted by the Ministry of Ecology's Observation and Statistics
Department indicated that for 42% of French citizens in mainland France, the preferred place
of life is the seaside.102

The multiplication of sea users and the population interested in the coastline should not,
however, lead to a ‘folkloric’ approach to the craft of fisherman.

6.3.2 Fleet and employment data for fishing

6.3.2.1. The fishing fleet: composition and economic performance

The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet tells us: 103

The capacity of the French fishing fleet in 2015 was 6,911 vessels (1,186 of which were
inactive) with a combined gross tonnage (GT) of 172 thousand tonnes and an engine power
of 999.4 thousand kilowatts (kW). In 2015, the fleet landed 518,000 tonnes of products
worth 1.15 billion euros, or 0.045 of France's real gross domestic product in 2017 ($2,574.8
billion).

The small-scale coastal fleet accounts for 73% of the total number of active vessels, but only
9% of the total tonnage and 41% of the total power in kW. This fleet is composed mainly of
vessels less than 10 metres in length, with a wide variety of trades and a large proportion of
multi-purpose vessels.

The large-scale fleet represents 27% of the total number of active vessels. It is mainly made
up of vessels using towed gears, in particular demersal trawlers and dredgers varying in
length from 10 metres to over 40 metres. These vessels account for most of the fleet in terms
of gross tonnage (65%).

The distant water fleet is made up of 22 tropical purse seiners (sliding seine) over 40 metres
long, fishing tuna in the South Atlantic and Indian Ocean; although they represent only a
small part of the fleet in number, these vessels generate about 10% of the national fleet's
income.

102 Marc Bousquet (2018), Atlas de la France 2018 - stakes and perspectives in Europe and in the world, p62. The
author cites the observation and statistical service of the Ministry of Ecology as the source of this information.

103 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report
on the EU Fishing Fleet (STECF-17-12), https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-
research-reports/2017-annual-economic-report-eu-fishing-fleet-stecf-17-12.
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This description corresponds roughly to reality, as indicated by the following supplementary
information:

 FranceAgriMer indicates that in 2016, there were 7,373 fishing vessels in France
including 4,486 vessels in mainland France (2,788<10m; 1,512 10-24m; 149 24-
40m; 37>40m) and 2,887 overseas; 104

 Some large trawlers of more than 40 metres in length make up the distant fishing
fleet with tuna seiners;

 In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of fishers on foot,
occasionally using a boat to cross deep water and reach the fishing grounds on foot;

 Training is required to become a professional fisherman;

 Requests for permission to sail alone are increasing within the small-scale fishing
fleet, even on board vessels using towed gears.

6.3.2.2. Employment in fishing

In France, in 2016 29.2 million people aged 15 to 64 years, or 71.4% of this age group, are
active as defined by the International Labour Office, i.e. they have a job or are unemployed.
Of these, 26.2 million are employed. The agriculture sector, which includes fishers, accounted
for 754,000 jobs, or 4% of male jobs and 1.6% of female jobs in France.105 (INSEE,
Employment 2016 survey).

The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet tells us that:106

Employment in the sector was estimated at 13,442 jobs in 2015, corresponding to
approximately 6,865 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs), broken down as follows: 52% small-scale
coastal fleet, 44% large-scale fleet and 4% distant water fleet.

The Observatoire Prospectif des Métiers et des Qualifications de la Pêche publishes an annual
report on employment in fishing107 using data from the files of the French administration in
charge of the sea, relating to seamen who have sailed at least one fishing day during the
year. The 2016 publication of this Observatory tells us that:

 21,452 seafarers sailed for at least 1 day fishing, including 3,285 overseas. In 2016,
228 women worked on board French fishing vessels; 204 women in small-scale
coastal fleet, 11 women in large scale fleet and 13 women in distant water fleet;

 13,300 sailors engaged in marine culture, shellfish culture/small fishing (small-scale
coastal fleet);

 6,500 seafarers engaged in inshore and offshore fishing (large-scale fleet);
 1,277 engaged in deep-sea fishing (distant water fleet).

104 FranceAgrimeer (April 2017), Chiffres clés de FranceAgrimer,
http://www.franceagrimer.fr/content/download/50906/489284/file/CC%20p%C3%AAche_%202016_f

105 Insee Première – n°1648 – mai 2017 - Une photographie du marché du travail en 2016 - Simon Beck et Joëlle
Vidalenc, division Emploi, Insee - InseePremière figure dès sa parution sur le site internet del’Insee:
https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques?collection=116

106 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report
on the EU Fishing Fleet (STECF-17-12), https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-
research-reports/2017-annual-economic-report-eu-fishing-fleet-stecf-17-12

107 Observatoire prospectif des métiers et des qualifications de la Pêche – SPP pêche et cultures marines (2017),
L'emploi à la pêche en 2016, p4, http://www.spppcm.fr/bases/pdf/fichier-action/61/NoteEMPLOI2016SN.pdf
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Table 6, below shows the number of foreign seamen on board fishing vessels for the years
2014, 2015 and 2016.

Table 6: Number of foreign seamen on board French fishing vessels 2014-2016

Nationality 2014 2015 2016
Spain 686 774 836
Portugal 569 584 655
Guyana + Brazil 319 371 374
Senegal 103 120 133
Morocco 60 56 55
Poland 81 78 70
Other nationalities 163 179 182
Total 1981 2162 2305

Source: ‘L'emploi à la pêche en 2016’ - Observatoire Prospectif des Métiers et des Qualifications de la Pêche – SPP
pêche et cultures marines

This table highlights the following:

 The growth in the number of foreign sailors has been confirmed for several years:
there were 1,981 in 2014, and 2,305 in 2016.

 Spain and Portugal remain the 2 main countries of origin of foreign sailors sailing on
board French ships, and experienced a significant increase between 2015 and 2016.

 Brazil and Guyana (374 sailors in total versus 319 in 2014) have seen their numbers
stabilise.

 In total, 1,629 foreign sailors come from countries of the European Union (70% of
foreign sailors sailing for fishing), indicating that the share of EU seafarers is
increasing.

 Two thirds of foreign sailors sail in the large-scale fleet, and 18% in the small-scale
coastal fleet, particularly in French Guiana.

The age range of sailors experienced a slight rejuvenation between 2015 and 2016: the share
of under-25s increased by 1% and the share of over-55s decreased by 2%, from 14% to
12%. The intermediate age groups are stable, particularly the 35-44 age group, which has
been decreasing in recent years.

The average age of French sailors is 41 years, and 45 years for foreign sailors, which was
unchanged between 2015 and 2016.

Duration of embarkation during the year: more than 60% of fishers sail for more than 9
months in the year. This rate is constant compared to 2015. If we consider these to be full-
time seafarers, the Observatory records 60% of 21,452, i.e. 12,871 seafarers (almost double
the number recorded by STECF 17-12). In the offshore (51%) and coastal sectors (55%),
this rate is slightly lower. Sea fishery, marine crops and shellfish farming-small fishing have
higher average sailing times (around 75%).

Multi-activity: more than 1,000 fishers also sailed on merchant ships in 2016. More than half
of these are seafarers who sail mainly in trade, with fishing as a secondary activity.
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Moreover, in some regions, fishing enterprises use their vessels to provide tourist or
assistance services (e.g. renewable marine energy). Even if this phenomenon remains
private, it needs to be supervised with regard to the health and safety of ‘non-marine’ persons
on board (tourists or workers).

6.3.2.3. Accidents at work in fishing

Fatal accidents: in addressing the rate of fatal accidents in fishing, we quote the introduction
of one of the most recent studies108 carried out on work accidents on board fishing vessels,
whose bibliographical references (included in the annex to this study) clearly show that the
high rates of fatal accidents concern all countries of the European Union.

‘...In the sea fishing industry sector, numerous regulations related to vessel safety and to
work safety have been implemented over the last few years. However, despite positive
trends, sea fishing remains one of the most dangerous and hardest occupations. In Europe,
the mean ratio of accidental deaths per 10,000 fishers is between 8.71 and 11, but can be
far more significant for certain segments of the fleet; in Norway, the ratio of 24.8 fatal
accidents per 10,000 man years was found in the smaller fleet for the period 1998–2006. It
is well above the values that characterise land-based industries, ranging between 1.5 and 4
per 10,000 workers for northern European countries. Commercial fishing is dangerous, but it
encompasses many different situations depending upon the vessel length, the gear used to
catch the fish, and the fishery type...’ It is on these differences that the authors of this study
focused their work on the Breton fishing fleet.

Non-fatal accidents: we use here the 2016 figures produced by the Social Regime for
Seafarers in France and presented at the National Maritime Occupational Hazards Prevention
Day in Bordeaux on 8 December 2017.109 In France, the number of accidents at work involving
fishing (acknowledged and covered by the accidents branch of the Social Regime for
Seafarers) decreased from 2,715 in 1999 to 1,053 in 2016. Over the same period, the
frequency index (FI = number of accidents at work with at least 1 day's absence per 100 full-
time equivalents) decreased from 140 to 72.

By way of comparison, in 2016, the FI of commercial seafarers registered in the Social
Security scheme for Seafarers in France was 59, and the FI of Building and Public Works, a
higher-risk land-based sector of activity, was 62. Accident severity measured by the number
of days of incapacity for work is greater in fishing compared to the higher-risk land-based
sector of Building and Public Works.

6.3.3 Legislative and regulatory competences

In France, when dealing with the issue of education and training of fishers, and thus the
interpretation of international or European Union directives governing this training, three
ministries are involved:

108 Christine Chauvin, Gilbert Le Bouar, Salim Lardjane, Analysis of occupational injuries in the sea fishing industry
according to the type of fishery and the fishing activity, Universit. Bretagne Sud, Lorient, France - Int Marit
Health 2017; 68, 1: 31–38 DOI: 10.5603/IMH.2017.0006 www.intmarhealth.pl Copyright 2017 PSMTTM ISSN
1641–9251.

109 Cédrik Renault (08/12/2017), État des lieux statistique de l’accidentologie professionnelle maritime Journeé
nationale de la prev́ention des risques professionnels maritimes – Bordeaux,
https://institutmaritimedeprevention.fr/.../JNPRP2017_C.RENAULT_Statistiques-Franc
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1. The Ministry of Agriculture and Food via the Direction des Pêches Maritimes et de l'
Aquaculture and the Direction Générale de l' Enseignement et de la Recherche (certain
teachers in the fisheries curricula are attached to this directorate). It should be noted that in
this department, the vast majority of staff are aware of documents produced by the FAO, but
are totally unaware of IMO documents.

2. The Ministry of National Education which governs primary, secondary and higher education
and its Licence, Masters and Doctorate (LMD) system. The highest level maritime training
courses leading to shipping command jobs, previously under the supervision of the Ministry
in charge of transport, have recently aligned themselves with this LMD system, which is the
responsibility of the Ministry of National Education, which is not well-informed about the
specificities of maritime professions. This Ministry is also responsible for the syllabus of
vocational baccalaureates, and for the certification of senior technicians awarded by maritime
vocational high schools.

3. The Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity-based Transition, and its transport division via
the Directorate of Maritime Affairs, and its sub-directorate of Seafarers' Affairs, which
coordinates the actions of the offices responsible for maritime training regulations and their
implementation in public and private training centres, and the Inspectorate General of
Maritime Education. The Deckhand's certificate - a minimum training of 300 hours required
to be able to embark on fishing without any special responsibility - is fully supported by these
services, from regulatory aspects to teaching techniques. These services are responsible at
regional level for verifying the certificates of foreign seafarers.

It should be pointed out that while services are very familiar with the work of the IMO, where
some members provide the Permanent Representation of France, they are largely unaware
of the texts produced by the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) or the International
Labour Office (ILO), dealing with safety and living and working conditions on board fishing
vessels.

All transcripts of international and community directives concerning environmental protection
and sustainable development are prepared by the services of the Ministry of Ecological and
Solidarity-based Transition. It is common to hear fishers say that the Maritime Affairs
services, which are attached to this department, are increasingly concerned with the
protection of the oceans and fish, and less and less so with seafarers.

With regard to the main objective of our study, namely the training of fishers in maritime
safety, our main interlocutors on legislative and regulatory issues are the services of the
Maritime Affairs Directorate at the Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity-based Transition.
These services collaborate with those of the national education system on reference systems
that address the specificities of work at sea.

Data on marine incidents and maritime accidents110 are available from the Bureau of Enquiry
into events at sea (BEAMer) and the Health Services for Seafarers, both of which are attached
to the Maritime Affairs Directorate of the Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity-based
Transition. Further information on occupational accidents and diseases can also be obtained
from the Social Security Scheme for seafarers.

110 ‘Marine incident’ refers to events in which the ship is involved, e.g.: collision, capsizing, grounding, fire, etc..
‘Maritime accidents’ refers to work-related accidents on board ships. The investigation bureau (BeaMer) analyses
the two types of events for all vessels (fishing, trade, pleasure craft, etc.).
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The Maritime Competitions and Examinations Unit (www.ucem-nantes.fr/) is an entity of the
Inspection Générale de l' Enseignement Maritime, located in Nantes. This unit houses all of
the legislative and regulatory texts, as well as the references of the various certificates and
diplomas of particular interest to fishers.

It should be noted that all of the EU-E regulations concerning occupational health and safety,
which apply in almost all cases to the fishing industry, are disseminated through professional
baccalaureate standards and certification as a Superior Technician (under the responsibility
of the Ministry of National Education) in the fishing sector.

The Ministry of Labour: All information concerning the conditions of employment and rights
of workers (including freedom of movement) - and in particular all obligations on employers
to provide safety training for employees - arising from the EU framework directives and
Occupational Health and Safety Specific Directives, are transposed into French law by the
Ministry of Labour, which then has inspectors and supervisors to verify their application in all
companies, including the fishing industry.

They collaborate with their counterparts in charge of verifying the application of technical
regulations concerning ships, who are under the responsibility of the Ministry of Transport,
to understand the technical and human dimensions of maritime safety. The same applies to
foreign vessels and crews. Ministry of Labour officers verify the application of the Maritime
Labour Convention 2006 (shipping) or C.188 (fishing) and Ministry of Transport officers verify
texts arising from the IMO directives.

Inter-ministerial cooperation: Prior to the 1990s, fishers had to deal with the Ministry of
Agriculture regarding fish (regulations, quotas, EU-EU common fisheries policy, etc.) and to
the Ministry of Transport via its Maritime Affairs Directorate for vessels (IMO standards,
safety certificates, ship control) and fishers (maritime vocational training, medical fitness,
maritime labour inspection, etc.). Under the impetus of the European directives, the ‘small’
maritime world (40,000 workers) had to open up and collaborate with the large ministries of
National Education (creation of vocational baccalaureate degrees and certificates for Superior
Technicians in fishing), and the Ministry of Labour (application of the EU-E directives on
health at work to fishing, among others).

20 years on, progress is still to be made, but state services are working more and more
effectively together to support fishing professionals, even if many of them regret the time
when the fisher was not considered as a ‘terrestrial’ worker and was the subject of special
treatment (separate training system, silent maritime labour code on the prevention of
occupational risks, etc.).

Now, by way of example, an EU-E directive such as the one resulting from the Social Partners'
Agreement on the Convention on work in Fisheries (agreement C188) drawn up by the
European Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee for Maritime Fisheries, which entered into force
on 16 November 2017,111 will be implemented by the central services of the Ministry of Labour
in collaboration with the Maritime Affairs Directorate (DAM) within the two-year period.
Previously, when the DAM had to absorb all the EU-E directives concerning seafarers and

111 Council Directive (EU) 2017/159 of 19 December 2016 implementing the Agreement concerning the
implementation of the Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 of the International Labour Organisation, concluded on
21 May 2012 between the General Confederation of Agricultural Cooperatives in the European Union (Cogeca),
the European Transport Workers' Federation (ETF) and the Association of National Organisations of Fishing
Enterprises in the European Union (Europêche
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especially fishers, it was much more difficult to meet deadlines given the low staffing levels
of its services, compared to those of the Ministry of Labour.

The specialised Committee for Maritime Vocational Training, which brings together
representatives of the profession and teachers, is asked to contribute to the content of texts
and reference documents organising maritime vocational training.

6.3.4 National Strategy and Regulation

6.3.4.1. Education and training of fishers

The policy on education is run by the Ministry of Education throughout the school year. Until
the age of 15/16, future sailors and fishers will hear about safety in the same way that all
the young people in this country do (road safety, domestic accidents, life-saving).

As we saw in the previous chapter, this department relies on the services of other government
departments, including the Maritime Affairs Branch, which prepares and monitors regulatory
instruments. This guidance guarantees uniform treatment of all citizens in the field of
education and training, as well as compliance with the European Union's education and
training policy, while taking into account the specificities of work at sea, based on IMO and
FAO documents.

At the age of 15-16, young people who want to take up the profession of seafarer/fisher will
be directed towards maritime education courses. There is then a multi-level training offer
(ship's certificate, professional teaching certificate, vocational baccalaureate, Advanced
Technician's certificate) combining the acquisition of diplomas and sailing time, to obtain
IMO-certified navigation certificates at international level. A young person may have a
Bachelor's degree in maritime business management without having obtained the certificate
allowing him to command a ship. This system allows the young person to obtain a recognised
level of qualification both at sea and on land, without compromising the level of safety at
sea.

The minimum required to qualify for a Deckhand position on a fishing vessel is a 300-hour
training course (a Deckhand's certificate). This route is more often used by adults in
vocational retraining than by 16 year-olds continuing their education in the maritime sector.
The latter follow training courses of 3 to 5 years, alternating courses and periods at sea. The
first years of training are common to the fishing, transport and marine culture professions,
followed by specialisations and bridges from one sector to another.

Commanding officers of merchant vessels, who hold the highest level of civilian navy
qualifications, have already been recruited by fishing companies operating in very remote
fishing areas. These people know nothing about fishing techniques, but they bring their
expertise in navigation. It should be noted that these infrequent cases do not concern fishing
techniques using towed gear (trawls, dredges) or rotating gear (seine).

The highest fishing command certificate is the Fishing Master certificate. This level requires
qualification for successive certificates (Lieutenant, skipper) and long periods (several
months) at sea, in employment requiring these intermediate certificates on fishing vessels.
Holders of the Fishing Master certificate can navigate on the high seas and use all types of
gears, whether trawling, turning or standing. The various safety modules imposed by the
STCW-F on seafarers are integrated at all these levels of training.
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Safety training: Prior to the 2000s, some fishers and teachers in maritime vocational high
schools (at the time, mostly former fishers), assisted by specialists in rescue, survival at sea,
fire fighting (fire brigades in the port concerned) and emergency medicine, organised
demonstrations of equipment (distress beacons, liferaft, survival suits, lifejackets, fire
extinguishers, etc.) in coastal ports. No certificates were issued. Everything was done on a
voluntary basis, so only ship owners and crew members with an interest in safety at sea
attended.

Under the impetus of the ratification of the STCW-95 convention, the State has begun to
regulate and organise security training. Until 1999, the regulations allowed all seafarers with
6 months’ experience of navigation who applied for a basic safety certificate, to obtain the
basic safety certificate (CFBS) without having to take courses.

At the end of the 2000s, an extensive non-mandatory safety training programme for fishers,
funded by a foundation linked to an oil company, made it possible to train thousands of
fishers in the basic principles of safety: fire, survival, first aid and social responsibility. This
contribution of significant private financial resources was an opportunity to bring the State
and the profession closer together to reflect on the theoretical and practical content of the
safety training modules, by taking STCW-F standards as a framework and adapting them to
different audiences (small and large fishing vessels).

This financial contribution has also made it possible to equip public and private training
centres with the equipment necessary for safety training. The administration, having been
closely associated with this initiative, was then able to give, in full knowledge of the facts,
the equivalent of the standard STCW-F CFBS to seafarers who had undergone this training,
which was not compulsory at the time.

In anticipation of the future application of the STCW-F standards from 2011 onwards, a
regulation provides that at least one person on board a fishing vessel must have followed
and validated a level 1, 2 or 3 Medical Education, according to the distance from the coast of
the vessel on which they are working. Fishing companies had 5 years to comply with this
new obligation. In 2016, in view of the small number of undertakings in compliance with this
regulation, an extension of the derogation was granted until 2017. As the subject has been
dealt with seriously by all stakeholders, in one year almost all fishing enterprises have put
seafarers through this medical training.

The next step in this system is for all fishers/seamen, even those who do not have any special
responsibility, to obtain the basic safety certificate (fire, survival, medical education and
social responsibility). This STCW-F obligation having been imposed on all seamen working on
vessels over 24 metres in length, the MS France requires that all fishers, irrespective of the
length of the vessel on which they work, comply with it.

The content of the training is the same for vessels from 12 to 24 metres as that required by
the STCW-F for those over 24 metres. It is less onerous for seafarers working on vessels of
less than 12 metres. The French State has set the date of 10 September 2020 as a deadline
for compliance with this obligation (regulatory text 2015-723). In STCW, there is an
important difference between trade and fishing; the resitting of safety certificates every 5
years has not been made compulsory for fishing.

All the texts and standards governing certificates and diplomas, and their requirements for
safety training, are available on the website of the Maritime Competitions and Examinations
Unit (www.ucem-nantes.fr/).
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Initial and continuing maritime vocational training is under the supervision of the Ministry for
the Sea. It is provided by a network of public establishments and private training
organisations, and prepares seafarers for the profession of professional seafarer on armed
ships for trade, pleasure boating, fishing and marine cultures. It differs depending on the
level of responsibility involved and the functions performed on a ship.

Initial maritime vocational training is aimed at secondary and higher training ranging from
the Certificate of Professional Aptitude to the title of engineer. It is provided in public
educational establishments under the supervision of the Ministry for the Sea (12 maritime
vocational high schools + 1 maritime national college) and in public or private educational
establishments (6 in Metropolitan France, 1 in Guadeloupe, 1 in Martinique, 1 in Réunion and
1 in Mayotte) approved by the Minister for the Sea to provide one or more secondary diplomas
in maritime education.

Continuing maritime vocational training is open to young and old, employed adults or job
seekers, and enables employed (seafarers) to adapt to technical and technological changes
but also to the conditions of their work and offers job seekers a recognised professional
qualification. In all cases, it promotes social advancement by enabling everyone, starting
from a modest level of qualification, to reach the highest level of qualification. This training
is given in private centres approved by the Minister for the Sea.

The ‘AMFORE’ application (Approvals, Modules, Training, Evaluations) is a dematerialised link
between all those involved in maritime vocational training (government departments,
training providers, evaluators and jury chairmen). It aims to secure the monitoring of the
entire training process, from the registration of provider approvals through the organization
of specific training to the issuance to candidates of successful follow-up certificates as well
as transcripts of marks and acquisition of training modules.

6.3.4.2. Maritime vocational training centres

Providers of maritime vocational training are subject to approval. The competent authority
to grant approval is the interregional Director of the Sea of the administrative region in which
the training is provided, or the Director of the Sea or the Head of the Maritime Affairs
department with territorial competence. This authority refers the matter to the General
Inspection of Maritime Education which gives an educational opinion after a thorough
examination of a file.112 In 2015, the General Inspection of Maritime Education provided 80
pedagogical opinions on 127 training courses for 44 public or private training centres.

The list of these approved training centres and the training modules they offer is available
on the websites of the interregional directorates of the sea.113

Over the past decade, the number and type of training and education institutions in the
maritime sector has not changed. A number of private training centres have emerged in order
to be able to meet the demands of shipping companies for commercial and professional
yachting, in particular, for the STCW modules.

112 Order of 12 May 2011 amended on the approvals of providers providing maritime vocational training.
113 Manche Est-Mer du Nord; North Atlantic - Manche Ouest; South Atlantic; Mediterranean; Martinique;

Guadeloupe; French Guiana; South Indian Ocean.
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6.3.4.3. Financing of training courses

The mandatory safety modules (standard STCW-F) in initial training courses are provided by
the DAM to public maritime vocational high schools. The DAM specifies the number of hours
for the first delivery and resitting of each module.

Local and regional authorities (regions, departments, agglomeration communities,
municipalities) can register the safety modules as eligible on their funding lines for continuing
training.

Unemployed seafarers who are registered as unemployed may be eligible for a subsidy to
retrain in a safety module necessary to obtain a boarding contract.

Fishing enterprises are obliged to contribute to an approved joint body (OPCA) which collects
funds for continuing vocational training, and finances the training of employees. The social
partners and the State make the law in terms of continuing training, so the OPCA manages
private funds (contributions of companies) but also has a public service mission to respect
the percentage of funds allocated to job retention (including compulsory training for security)
and the percentage devoted to job development.

In France, a branch of an OPCA is dedicated to fishing and marine cultures, with a one-stop
shop for non-employee managers and employees. The contribution rate depends on the
number of employees in the company. 99% of fishing enterprises have fewer than 11
employees and are subject to a contribution of 200 to 300 euros. 80 companies have between
11 and 49 employees. 8 exceed 50 employees, and only one is above the 300 employee
threshold. The organisation therefore finances continuing education within the limits of
available resources. In 2016, expenditure exceeded collection by 16%. The difference was
covered by inter-branch mutualisation within the OPCA, and by co-financing agreements
(local authorities, private funds).

On the one hand, there is a huge need for fisheries training: 80% of the training courses are
compulsory (i.e. STCW-F) and many are long (5 months for a 750 kW Mechanic's certificate,
12 months for a Fishing Master's certificate); on the other hand, the contributions are low
(fishing is a small sector, with 99% of companies with fewer than 11 employees, i.e. 17,000
people at the national level, equivalent to the numbers employed in Brittany Region in the
building and public works sector alone). The hyper-regulation of training and the resources
available mean that the fishing industry does not even think about its training plan according
to its economic and development needs.

Among other things, with the new STCW-F obligations for all fishing vessels by September
2020, those in charge of the fisheries branch of the OPCA believe that, in order to find a
balance, contributions should be doubled. Would the maritime administration have
implemented a reform on Continuing Maritime Training which it is not able to absorb?

The representatives of the French fishers drew our attention to the special treatment of their
sector as regards aid for continuing vocational training in the EU. They cannot benefit from
dedicated funds via the European Social Fund like other professional sectors, and the
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund does not provide resources dedicated to the training
of fishers. For them, a methodological framework concerning safety training for fishers should
be established at European level.
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6.3.4.4. The case of overseas departments

As in mainland France, since the beginning of 2017, the revival of fishing licences has
accelerated. Tolerated to the point of becoming the norm, the system allowing going to sea
to fish with exemption from regulation is in the process of being abolished. After having
warned the ship owners in May 2016, the Direction de la Mer made the measure effective on
1 January 2018.

In French Guiana, for example, more than 80% of sailors come from neighbouring countries
(Brazil, Guyana and Surinam). Anglophones or Portuguese-speaking, fewer than 4% have a
maritime qualification, masters as well as sailors. Exemptions may be granted, provided that
an individual training plan is in place. All seafarers must register for an experience validation
session in order to obtain a certificate of command ability. It is then up to the holders of
these certificates to pass their security certificates to the STCW-F standard.

6.3.4.5. Training and certification of at-sea observers

In France, there are no national standards for the training and certification of at-sea
observers (data collection). Every employer of a non-maritime employee who is required to
work on a fishing vessel is required to comply with his obligation to assess and prevent risks
within the meaning of the EU-E framework directive on occupational health and safety, by
coordinating his prevention plan with that of the fishing vessel company hosting his
employee, and by providing training adapted to work at sea for his employee, even if his
embarkation time is short. The STCW-F standards are used here as a framework for these
training courses, but are not mandatory.

6.3.4.6. Implementation of international standards in France.

The C188 Convention sur le Travail dans le Pêche (2007) and the resulting EU-E directive,
are currently being transposed into French law.

The Training, Certification and Watchkeeping Standards for Fishing Vessel Personnel (STCW-
F)(1995), as discussed above, are already legislated. France goes even further by imposing
the philosophy of these standards on the entire fishing fleet, without requiring that fishers
resit every 5 years.

The Fishing Vessel Safety Act 1987 retained most of the international agreements reached in
Torremolinos.

6.3.4.7. Free movement of workers

The fisher being a worker like any other, the verification of the European rules governing
their free movement in the EU-E is the responsibility of the Ministry of Labour. However, the
conditions of access to this profession being particular - medical fitness, IMO certification,
safety certificates, validation of embarkation periods etc. - it is the regional services of the
Ministry in charge of the Sea which are concerned with the files of foreign seafarers (including
those of the EU-EU) who wish to work on a French fishing vessel. The decree of 8 February
2010 guides State agents in their task of recognition of EU-E seafarers' certificates.

The employer and the seafarer are required to draw up a file containing supporting
documents of medical fitness, certificates (including safety certificates) corresponding to the
intended function, and experience in navigation and fishing (‘fascicule’ in France, ’targeta’ in
Spain, for example). This file is forwarded to the regional services of the administration in
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charge of the sea, and the seafarer and his employer must await the approval of the
administration.

For countries where many nationals want to work on French fishing vessels, equivalence
tables exist, which speeds up the procedure. Otherwise, officers will contact the applicant's
State. In case of doubt, and especially for functions with a high level of responsibility, the
regional services rely on the General Inspectorate of Maritime Education.

We note here that an updated database on the mutual recognition of certificates in the
maritime fisheries sector must be specific to each MS, as it depends on recruitment channels.
In France, experience has resulted in the publication of equivalence tables for Spain and
Portugal. Frequent direct contact between officials of MS are preferable to general tables that
have lapsed after they have been drawn up because a text has changed. Nonetheless, it is
certain that employers and employees would prefer to avoid the time taken by the
administration to check, and are asking for equivalence tables that are stable over time.

Articles L55 21.3 and L55 22.1 of the Transport Code deal with the particularity of the Master
(the one who controls whatever the size of the vessel). Nationals of other EU-EU MS or third
countries wishing to take up the post of Master or Mate on board French fishing vessels must
pass an oral examination on French regulations in French before a commission (Decree 2015-
598).

The stakeholders we met and asked whether they were aware of the Bénodet 2000 report on
the mutual recognition of certificates in the maritime fisheries sector in Europe have not
heard of it.

6.3.5 Training and educational institutions

Around sixty public educational establishments and approved private centres in metropolitan
France and around ten outside metropolitan France offer initial and/or continuing maritime
training.

The training centres’ equipment varies greatly and depends on the certificates and diplomas
awarded. This ranges from the use of a classroom to the use of a ship and all its safety
equipment or a fire-fighting training building (or mobile unit). The STCW-F ‘safety’ modules
require the acquisition and reconditioning of numerous pieces of equipment: survival suit,
life raft, fire extinguishers, etc.

The most complete fire-fighting exercise modules require students to travel to specialised
centres with fire simulation buildings, or the arrival of a mobile fire simulation unit in the
training centre. The same is true for the higher levels of the ‘rescue/survival at sea’ exercise
modules, for which the acquisition and maintenance of many pieces of equipment is
necessary.

6.3.6 Findings and conclusions.

This case study leads us to note that the efforts of French players in the maritime world aim
to:

Develop a culture of prevention and periodically organise exercises to deal with dangerous
situations.
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In terms of safety training, a clear distinction must be made between the acquisition of
professional know-how (vessel and equipment operation, manoeuvring and repair of fishing
gear, treatment/storage of catches, maintenance) which generate professional risks (as for
all professions), and the acquisition of the know-how necessary for the survival at sea of all
persons on board in a dangerous situation (fishers, observers, or ‘tourist’ passengers), and
which concern: medical care, fire-fighting, fighting inundation by sea water (e.g. breach of
the hull), rescue, evacuation, survival.

Even if these two types of safety training are an employer's obligation under the ‘health at
work’ framework directive, the first type of knowledge to be acquired - how to avoid causing
fires? How not to get hurt? How not to damage the stability of the float? - and the second
type - how to get out of a dangerous situation at sea with or without help - are not acquired
in the same way.

In France, the first type of training is closely linked to the school career as a whole and in
particular to vocational skills training, and concerns all professions. Its contribution develops
the culture of prevention, useful to professional activities as to others, and which is by far
the most useful to the economic profitability of companies.

The second type of training requires periodic exercises involving the use of equipment that
the fisher does not use on a daily basis, in the execution of production tasks. A fireman, for
example, trains to handle the large ladder which is not often used, while interventions
following road accidents, which do not require any training, he does every day. Practical
exercises are essential as preparation for unusual and infrequent incidents. The fundamental
difference between a seafarer, working in an isolated environment, and other workers is that
the sailor cannot easily call for help from outside his company (the vessel), and is not trained
on a daily basis to deal with emergency situations; nonetheless it is up to him to intervene
effectively, and therefore to have been periodically trained.

The STCW-F standard does not help us to organise the first type of training, but it provides
an interesting framework for building training related to emergency situations, adapted
according to the size of vessel and the safety equipment available on board. We must insist
on the use of equipment and environments that are relevant to the sailor’s own vessel. The
issue of ‘knowledge retraining’, which is not mandatory in STCW-F, is important. Here, it is
the responsibility of employers to organise periodic exercises on board (at sea or in dock) to
maintain and enrich the skills acquired during emergency situations exercises in a training
centre.

These international standards should also serve as a framework for the training of non-marine
persons on board. For company employees (in the case of fisheries observers, for example),
the ‘health and safety at work’ framework directive imposes an obligation to coordinate the
preventative measures of the ‘operating’ company on board and the ‘welcoming’ company
on board. For tourist passengers, in France a written document is required specifying the
authorised and unauthorised areas for passengers, as well as any training activities prior to
boarding.

To allow young and new entrants (internship, apprenticeship, work-linked training or
sandwich course, block-release training, or work-study) to access work situations and the
atypical work rhythms of fishing.

A new fisher may have obtained all STCW-F safety qualifications and therefore be well
prepared to deal with emergency situations, but still be a risk to himself and other crew
members because he does not know his job (production situations). To facilitate learning
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from the earliest age (16 years), facilities must be found to take young people on board,
introduce them to the trades, supervise them and allow them to work. Currently, in France,
certain constraints imposed by the transcription of the EU ‘young workers’ directive,
particularly related to working hours, make it difficult to organise effective apprenticeships.
The social partners and the administration responsible for the sea are working together to
find ways of easing these constraints.

Find ways to ensure mandatory training (patents, security modules) while allowing
companies to tailor their training plan according to their economic needs.

The validation of experience acquired, particularly in the outermost regions, makes it possible
to make progress in this direction, even if the financing of compulsory STCW-F exercises
weighs heavily.

6.3.7 Recommendations for action at EU level

Raise awareness of employers' obligations under the framework directive on health and
safety at work and the specific directives resulting from it.114 115

The European sea fisheries sector is composed of a few ‘small and medium-sized enterprises’
and a majority of ‘very small enterprises’. According to a communication by the EU
Commission,116 efforts to promote the content of the ‘health and safety at work’ directives
must focus on medium-sized, small and very small enterprises.

One of the priority objectives with regard to fishing is to encourage employers, on the basis
of the directives, to organise exercises (fire, evacuation, rescue, survival) internally, on board
vessels, at sea or while docked.

Have a common strategy or methodology for emergency fisheries training.

These compulsory and specific training courses on work at sea should be treated separately
in a sector with such atypical work patterns. In the merchant navy, where the management
of time and the mode of remuneration are different to the fisheries sector, the periodic
exercises in ‘Facing emergency situations’ do not pose problems of organisation for the
majority of the companies, even though they are also subject to the obligations of periodic
refreshing in the STCW modules.

The rescue of a damaged vessel and the pollutants it contains, rather than its abandonment,
is closely dependent on the degree and frequency of crew training. Investing in such training
therefore also contributes to the prevention of pollution of the marine environment.

Furthermore, the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund must also take account of vocational
training needs, or the sector must be able to benefit from the instruments provided.

114 European Union, Council Directive of 12 June 1989 on the introduction of measures to encourage improvements
in the safety and health of workers at work (89/391/EEC), Consolidated version as per 3/2008, OJ L 391

115 European Agency for Safety and Health at Work, European directives on safety and health at work,
https://osha.europa.eu/en/safety-and-health-legislation/european-directives

116 European Commission (06 June 2014), COM(2014) 332 Final Communication of The Commission To The
European Parliament, The Council, The European Economic And Social Committee And The Committee Of The
Regions on an EU Strategic Framework on Health and Safety at Work 2014-2020
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Measure the impact of each resource and marine environment conservation measure on the
safety of ships and their crews.

A measure that affects the geometry of fishing gear can affect the stability of the vessel. A
measure that increases the working time of crews will, on the one hand, have consequences
on fatigue, and on the other hand will further complicate the difficulties encountered in
organising exercises to deal with emergency situations.

Create a European focus point, facilitating the identification of research and dissemination of
work concerning safety, living and working conditions and ergonomics on board fishing
vessels.

In the 1980s, as part of the preparation of the EU Fishing Vessel Directive,117 the European
Economic Community funded university research on the safety and working conditions of
fishers. The results of this research have been presented over time at conferences: Lorient
1984, Rimouski 1989, Bamio 1991. This applied research work, carried out by experts in ship
safety and navigation, occupational health and safety experts, ergonomists, lawyers and
doctors over ten years, through transnational projects involving at least two MS, has enabled
the technical, organisational and behavioural determinants of the various activities specific
to the fishing industry to be examined, both with regard to production activities and those
related to the safety of human life at sea, in emergency situations.

Since the early 1990s, the European Union and certain MS, including France, have deployed
resources to disseminate the results of this work financed by the European Economic
Community to ship owners, active seamen, future fishers, shipyards, equipment
manufacturers and trainers. For almost 30 years, along with the evolution of the legislative
and regulatory framework, this work has been the basis for the progress made in the
prevention of occupational risks in sea fishing in the MS most active in this field.

To continue and disseminate this dynamic, it would be interesting, as a first step, to make
an international inventory of research work concerning safety, living and working conditions
and ergonomics on board fishing vessels, and to identify all the dissemination tools available.
For this purpose, the proceedings of the IFISH118 1, 2, 3 and 4 international colloquiums, the
5th edition of which will be held from 10 to 13 June 2018 in St. John's, Newfoundland and
Labrador, Canada, (https://ifishconference.ca/) should be very useful, among other sources.
The objective would be to feed into existing agencies (EMSA-Lisbon, the European Agency
for Safety and Health at Work (OSHA) in Bilbao) and to get them to create a documentation
service dedicated to the specificities of sea fishing, particularly with regard to training.

117 Council Directive 97/70/EC of 11 December 1997 setting up a harmonised safety regime for fishing vessels of
24 metres in length and over

118 IFISH - International Fishing Industry Safety & Health. https://ifishconference.ca
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6.4 Greece

6.4.1 Introduction

This study has not identified formal training institutions for fishers in Greece, or any
legislation requiring them to be established. Greece was not part of the Bénodet 2000 plan
on mutual recognition of certificates, in which 10 of the 18 coastal member states participated
(Germany, Denmark, Spain, France, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, United Kingdom,
Sweden).

Fishing in Greece relies on small vessels: 95% of vessels are under 12 metres long, with a
small crew (of one or two fishers) and operating near the coast. Know-how is simply passed
on from father to son. The only requirement at most times is the permit to sail the relevant
vessel.

In 2016, 59.8% of young people (15-34) working in the agriculture, forestry or fishery sector
found their employment through ‘family, friends and connections’, the second highest
percentage after the construction sector (62.5%), and the sector in which the lowest
percentage (0%) found employment through a training programme or OAED (the Hellenic
Manpower Employment Organization).119 Although this is the general trend in the Greek
labour market, the ad hoc study cited above nonetheless illustrates the absence of support
for the Greek fishing industry in relation to training and education.

However, due to the traditional nature of fishing activities, the sector is bound to be resistant
to change, especially when coming from abroad. An example of this is the strong negative
reaction to the EU’s attempt to monitor fishing catches of small vessels among local fishers
in Crete120.

Just under half the vessels belong in the category under 8 metres and over 25 years of age;
while this is unsurprising, it nevertheless highlights the nature of the industry and the
urgency for reform. Recent measures taken, which provide economic incentives for the
withdrawal of traditional wooden fishing vessels, which are then dismantled, have painted a
very negative picture of EU and national fishery policy by both enthusiasts of the Greek
fishing tradition and cultural bodies.

According to the Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT) data for 2016, the majority of people
killed in accidents at sea were passengers, not crew members or workers.

6.4.2 Fleet and Employment data for 2013-2017

The data in this section are from Eurostat, ELSTAT, Agreri and regional fishing authorities.
The 2017 data for Greece had not yet been published at the time of writing.

In 2015 there were 25,407 professional fishers, around 3,492 of which were of Egyptian
origin exclusively working in the large scale fleet (never as skippers). There is no data
recorded of EU nationals in the industry, and the estimate is that there are very few to none.
Close to 60% of fishers are over 50 years old and only 2.8% are under 30. It is estimated by

119 EL.STAT (23/11/2017), Ad Hoc Module on Youth in the Labour Market, p5, http://www.statistics.gr/statistics/-
/publication/SJO29/-

120 Nea Kriti (05/03/2016), The government is asking for a report on how many fish they’re catching,
http://www.neakriti.gr/?page=newsdetail&DocID=1303711
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the Agricultural Economic Research Institute that, at national level, 98.98% of fishers are
male.

It is reasonable to expect a few additional young family members to be helping their parents
by undertaking part-time unregistered work. Local data obtained directly from the regional
fishing authority of the island of Lesvos paint a significantly different picture. In this area,
which has the highest rate of dependency on fishing in Greece, 4.4% of fishers are under
thirty and 16.2% female out of a total of 1,405 fishers. Their likely education level is
summarised as follows:

‘The majority of fishers in this region have only completed primary education (left school at
the age of 9-12). Of the younger ones (20-40) a majority left school at the age of 15, and a
very small number would have left at 18 or attended a technical college after school.’121

Between 2012 and 2016 the quantity of catches in metric tonnes oscillated between 64,235
and 57,654 (data excludes vessels under 20hp, for which no information was collected until
2016). The total value oscillated between € 234 million and € 175 million, with the value per
catch seeing a downward trend, mainly because of increased competition from abroad, but
also due to the growing aquaculture industry, which provides a cheaper alternative that is
less harmful to the natural ecosystem. According to local stakeholders, environmental
regulations have also dealt a blow to the industry.

6.4.2.1. Accidents at work in fishing

With regard to fishing accidents, according to the data obtained from the Hellenic Coast
Guard, between 2012 and the start of January 2018 (when data were requested) there were
97 recorded incidents. Of these, 9 involved the injury of a fisher (9 persons affected in total,
8 fishers and 1 passenger) and 4 involved fatalities (12 fishers in total). Seven of the fatalities
occurred in a single incident, 50 nautical miles off Dakar on the 30th of August 2015.

6.4.3 Legislative and regulatory competences

The Hellenic Ministry of Agricultural Development and Food is the ministry responsible for the
development of the fishing industry in Greece. This responsibility is shared with the new
Ministry of Maritime and Island-related Policy.

A few examples of legislative developments in Greece regarding safety, training, mutual
recognition and sustainability at sea are provided in Table 7, below (comparison between the
merchant and the fishing fleet).

121 Dimitra Maragoudaki (22/01/2018), review of the state of play for the islands of Lesvos, Ag. Efstratios and
Lemnos in July 2017 (translated from Greek).
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Table 7: Legislative developments in Greece

Maritime Transport Fisheries
Date Theme Date Theme

13/05/2016 Nautical Ability122 26/04/2016 Tracking123

07/12/2009 Permit to Embark124 30/01/2007 Tracking (vessels over
15m)125

11/10/2013 Funding student
placements126

24/12/2001 Young fishers´ protection127

To become a merchant ship captain in Greece it is required that you attend three years of
classes and spend a twelve-month period at sea, with similar requirements for engineers. All
crew need to pass a fire fighting and survival course; the latest nine months after their
registration as seafarer. Everyone also needs to pass a medical examination.128 There are no
educational or training pre-requisites to work on fishing vessels.

In 2017, a Presidential Order banned the trading of fishing permits, which from now on can
either be passed on to the next generation from father to son, or to the Greek Government
to be reassigned. This measure is expected to prevent people reaping the benefits of owning
multiple licences.

Some examples from maritime transport could be followed by the fishing sector; however,
the potential benefit would also need to increase in parallel for fishers. If not, simply adding
barriers to entry will only drain the sector out. This is especially relevant in the case of Greece,
where the returns from fishing are much lower than those in the merchant navy, which is
one of the most developed sectors in Greece and has the 8th largest registered fleet in Gross
Register Tonnage (41.1 million). Although the bulk of the proceeds are used abroad, the
workforce in Greece still reaps some of the benefits. Also, in terms of sustainability and safety
training, the concerns are considerably different in these two sectors: the workers spend
different time periods at sea undertaking completely different tasks, which affect the
environment in very different ways. Apart from training, financial incentives/subsidies for
youth joining, or training to join, fishing could be useful. The huge unemployment figures
amongst Greek youth suggest huge potential for growth in any sector from which they can
earn a living.

122 Ministry of Marine and Island Policy (2016), Publication of Presidential Decree 54/2016: Prerequisites for
certificate of nautical ability.

123 National Printing House (26/04/2016), FEK 1216/B, www.et.gr
124 ‘Greek-fleet (2012), Requirements for the provision of a Nautical Permit to serve in the Transport Maritime Sector

- P.D. 206/001, http://greek-fleet.blogspot.com.es/2012/12/blog-post_15.html
125 National Printing House (31/12/2013), FEK 3415/Β, www.et.gr
126 Ministry of Finance Decision no 3627/11-10-2013.
127 National Printing House (24/12/2001), FEK 289/Α, www.et.gr
128 Ministry of Marine and Island Policy (2016), Publication of Presidential Decree 54/2016: Prerequisites for

certificate of nautical ability.
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6.4.4 Policy and regulatory issues

6.4.4.1. General and training/education

Fishing is a traditional activity, even more so in Greece due to its extensive coastline (13,676
km, the largest in the Mediterranean) and economic situation, which has not provided much
opportunity for modernisation.

There is no legal requirement for training to work in professional fishing, apart from the
permit to sail the relevant vessel. This permit is only needed for vessels that have an engine
power larger than any of the following: continuous outboard 30hp, maximum outboard or
enclosed 40hp or enclosed petrol engine 70hp (except inflatable boats).129

According to 2016 data 11,905 fishers work on boats under 20hp, hence need no permit of
any kind130. It is worth noting that the vast majority of small-scale fishers in Greece are local
people with excellent knowledge of the waters, having been brought up in the area, who
operate very close to the coast.

The Hellenic coast guard requires all vessels leaving the shore to have the following safety
material on board: 3 flares, 1 smoke generator, 1 portable fire extinguisher, a white light
torch, 2 safety lights (on each side), and a radio.

It is also worth noting that legislation allows for very easy access to recreational fishing
licences. These can be problematic to monitor, with an estimate of 400,000131 recreational
fishers and a legal limit of 10 kg per 24-hour period each. Although the vast majority hardly
make use of that limit and rarely fish, a small but destructive minority, which is almost
impossible to monitor, exceeds it for profit. It costs €46.5 to obtain a recreational fishing
licence (varies depending on engine size), and catches in the black market go for around €25
to €30 per kilo. In 2016 311 cases were processed regarding illegal recreational fishing
methods, resulting in fines amounting to EUR 188,869 (data from the Hellenic Coast Guard).
A further 231 cases were processed regarding fishing in the wrong area or season, which is
also harmful to the sustainability of fishing resources. The actual number of incidents
occurring may be a lot higher, due to the difficulty of regulating such issues. The main reason
for under-reporting and control difficulties is the open nature of the environment in which
fishing activities take place, combined with poor knowledge of the regulatory framework
amongst the port authorities responsible for control.

The Directorate of Fishery Control is a regulatory body that comes under the Hellenic Coast
Guard and the Ministry of Maritime and Island-related Policy. This institute is responsible for
the implementation of fishing regulations. There are numerous regional fishing authorities in
Greece, which along with the coast guard are responsible for the provision of all types of
fishing licence.132 For permits to fish outside national waters, the list narrows down to the 59

129 Dwrida (undated), Speed Boat diploma regulations, http://dwrida.gr/diploma-taxyploou/
130 El.STAT (01/2016), Fishery Statistics January 2016, http://www.statistics.gr/en/statistics/-/publication/SPA03/-
131 Lalina Fafouti (30/11/2014), Why the fish are gone from the Mediterranean,

http://www.tovima.gr/science/article/?aid=654802
132 Directorate of Fishery Control (undated), Responsible authorities for the provision of all type of fishing permits,

http://www.hcg.gr/alieia/k404/arxes_2.php
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regional authorities.133 134 According to stakeholders, contact between fishers and the Ministry
of Foreign affairs has recently increased, due to disputes with Turkey regarding fishing zones.

The Institute of Fishery Research is responsible for the research required to back up a
sustainable fishing policy, mainly through observers´ programmes to monitor fishing activity.

6.4.4.2. Free movement of labour

The traditional way in which regulation and operations work acts as a barrier to the entry of
foreign workers and firms in the Greek fishing industry, due to the closed circulation of
permits. However, the main reason the industry is dominated by domestic workers is the
small-scale nature of its fleet. Most fishing vessels operate with only one fisher - the
skipper/owner - who may bring someone (usually a family member) to assist him. This means
no outsourcing is required for labour, not even outside the family, hence the entry of foreign
fishers to work on small boats is economically impractical. A foreign citizen could choose to
buy his own small fishing vessel or join the crew of one of the few large-scale vessels, the
majority of whose crew is of Egyptian origin. It is not a fast-growing industry, hence the
attractiveness for fishers from other MS to move here is low, especially when taking into
account the below-average returns.

A bilateral agreement has been in force since 1984 allowing for Egyptian fishers to work on
Greek vessels, where they make up the majority of the crews in the large-scale fleet.135 They
are legally entitled to stay for a maximum continuous period of 10 months, and they require
a contract with a particular employer, subject to national minimum wage regulations and a
translated certificate of their knowledge of the fishing occupation136. These certificates could
be based on experience and have no direct equivalent. It is worth noting that the majority of
Greek seasonal workers in the country are paid well under the minimum wage and are
required to work many hours’ unpaid overtime. The exploitation is worse in the case of
migrant workers who might be less aware of their rights, due to language and cultural
differences. The migrant fishers come mostly from the fishing village of Esbet Al Borg.

This demonstrates the decline of interest amongst Greek nationals to work in the tough
fishing industry. According to the President of the Panhellenic Union of Middle Range Fisheries
Ship Owners, young people who attempt to join the industry in Greece tend to decide against
it after working for a few shifts (from sunset to 2-3 am) on a fishing vessel.

The movement of labour is extremely rare, both into and out of the country, except for the
Egyptian fishers working in Greece.

6.4.5 Training and education institutions in Greece

Enaleia137 – This a vocational training school for fishers. It is an initiative by two recent
graduates from fishing backgrounds. They aim to modernise the Greek fishing industry and

133 Minagric (undated), Regional Fishing Authorities,
http://www.alieia.minagric.gr/sites/default/files/basicPageFiles/9-
Epikoin/%CE%A0%CE%B5%CF%81%CE%B9%CF%86%CE%A5%CF%80%CE%B7%CF%81%CE%91%CE%B
B%CE%B9%CE%B5%CE%AF%CE%B1%CF%82.pdf

134 National Printing House (1966), FEK 160/Α, article 14 of Royal Decree 666/1966, www.et.gr
135 Kostas Pliakos (06/01/2017), Without the Egyptian fishers we would be only eating frozen fish,

http://www.cnn.gr/focus/story/61632/xoris-toys-aigyptioys-psarades-tha-trogame-mono-katepsygmena
136 Ministry of Foreign Affairs (03/08/2012), Clarifications on laws 3386/05 and 4018/2011,

https://www.mfa.gr/switzerland/images/docs/ethnikes_theoriseis/egkyklios_national_visas_2012_07_31.pdf
137 Enaleia (undated), http://enaleia.com/
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create jobs in the sector through a certified practical course. It is funded privately and by
some sponsors such as ‘Blue Growth Piraeus’. The official training and education of fishers in
Greece is something unheard of to date, and therefore Enaleia is seen as innovative.

Sea of Skills138 - This is a consortium between partners from Greece, Turkey, Malta, Ireland
and Spain . The project ‘Enriching Fishers' Knowledge, Skills and Competences’ funded
through the Erasmus+ Programme, has developed education and training material for small-
scale fishers.

Meddasset139 – This is a foundation to protect turtles in the Mediterranean, which also provides
training for fishers regarding sustainability and blue growth.

The north Aegean periphery, with a significant presence in the industry, also undertakes
sustainability training of fishers in the region (islands of Lesvos and Lemnos).

There are no legal training requirements to work on board fishing vessels. Vessels with a
length up to 24 metres do not require the fishers to be recorded in the ship’s register
(naftologio).140

6.4.6 Findings and Conclusions

Some stakeholders suggested concern about the limited impact of previous EU policy
regarding sustainability. For example, in the Mediterranean basin, Greece is on the outer
border of the EU and hence an entry point for illegal fish products from neighbouring countries
which undercut local fishers. Since fish stocks move freely, more effective management
requires the establishment of a common fishing policy for geographical areas, rather than
political entities. Looking at the capacity (GT) of Mediterranean and Black Sea fishing fleets,
the five countries ranking first are Turkey, Libya, Italy, Japan and Tunisia.141 This could mean
that policies regarding sustainability limited to EU members are also subject to the
compliance of other countries. If not, existing policies will make EU members less
competitive, without guaranteeing a positive effect on the overall fish stock.

The conclusion drawn from the findings of this case study is that the introduction of European
standards on training for certain high-risk vessels such as trawlers could bring a positive
effect. According to all stakeholders consulted, small-scale fishers operating near the coast
require no official training, as they fish in their native waters and have ‘grown into it’.
However, a system for certification of on-the-job (lifelong) learning and experience might
help fishers who have lost their jobs move to other EU MS, or states outside the EU. In
addition, it would make it more attractive for the next generation to join, as any certification
provides a form of security. Stakeholders agree that a combination of easily enforceable
regulation and education for the younger generations, who show an increased interest in
environmental issues, would help facilitate a sustainable fishing environment in the
Mediterranean.

Most accidents are recorded in amateur fishing, a very popular hobby in the country.
However, accidents are likely to be underreported, especially in the case of migrant fishers
from Egypt who spend longer at sea.

138 Sea of Skills (undated), http://seaofskills.eu/
139 Medasset (undated), http://www.medasset.org/
140 National Printing House (30/11/2017), FEK 184/Α, article 141, www.et.gr
141 FAO (2016), The state of Mediterranean and Black Sea Fisheries, p.12.
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6.4.7 Recommendations for action at EU level

According to the findings, the best option for education will be sustainability training, which
could contribute to the management of stocks and protection of the ecosystem, thereby
improving economic opportunities in the long term. At the same time, it is likely to be seen
as less of an interference by local stakeholders, and will hence cause less of a negative
reaction than expansion of current rules and regulations might. To ensure the best outcome,
a high degree of coordination between Mediterranean and other states is required: this will
truly protect sustainability in the sea, and will also support the fishers´ interests in complying
with fishing restrictions. One way to do this would be through limiting illegal fishing imports,
which undercut local producers.
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6.5 Ireland

6.5.1 Fleet and employment data for 2013-2017

6.5.1.1. Fleet

Table 8 provides an overview of fleet composition and employment from 2013 to 2017. These
data are analysed further below.

Table 8: Fleet composition and employment

Small-scale coastal
fleet (<12m static

gear)

Large-scale fleet
(>12m using static

gear & all towed
gear)

Total
number

of
vessels

Inactive
vessels

Active
vessels

Nr.
vessels

Employment Nr.
vessels

Employment

2013 862 1,282 438 1,805 2,140 840 1,300

2014 898 1,140 445 2,014 2,095 752 1,343

2015 901 1,360 466 2,091 2,048 681 1,367

2016 891 1,305 544 2,308 1,435 - 1,435

2017 887 1,340 465 2,088 1,352 - 1,352

Source: based on ‘The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet (Scientific, Technical and Economic
Committee for Fisheries)’ and ‘The management of fishing fleets in the Outermost Regions’ (European Parliament
2017). Note: LSF – large scale fleet; SSCF – small scale coastal fleet.

There are no data for Ireland on distant water vessels (EU registered vessels >24 metres
operating in ‘other fishing regions’).

Figure 3 shows just the fleet composition. This indicates that the total fleet fell significantly
between 2013 and 2017. This is mainly accounted for by the absence of ‘inactive vessels’ in
2016 and 2017. The size of the small scale coastal fleet has remained generally static at just
under 900 vessels. The size of the large scale coastal fleet increased steadily by 6% between
2013 and 2017, although the data show an increase 17% in 2016, followed by a drop of 15%
in 2017. Ireland’s small scale coastal fleet has remained approximately double the size the
large scale fleet.
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Figure 3: Ireland – fishing fleet composition 2013-2017

Source: based on ‘The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet (Scientific, Technical and Economic
Committee for Fisheries)’ and ‘The management of fishing fleets in the Outermost Regions’ (European Parliament
2017). Note: LSF – large scale fleet; SSCF – small scale coastal fleet.

A report of the Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (JCBEI) notes that,
in 2016, there were approximately 2,000 vessels in the Irish fishing fleet, of which
approximately 1,800 were in the polyvalent segment.142 The majority of vessels were reported
to be under 15 metres in length.143

Another report of April 2015 notes that vessels of less than 6 metres in length accounted
for 30% of the fleet, and vessels up to 12 metres accounted for 86%. The data from that
report are reproduced in Table 9, below.

142 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (November 2017), The situation of non-EEA crew in the
Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme, p5,
https://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/media/committees/JCBEI-Report-The-situation-of-non-EEA-crew-in-the-
Irish-Fishing-Fleet-under-the-Atypical-Worker-Permission-Scheme.pdf

143 The polyvalent sector consists of ‘3m to 38m multi-purpose vessels and include small inshore vessels (netters
and potters) and medium and large offshore vessels (targeting whitefish, pelagic fish and bivalve molluscs)’.
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Table 9: Irish fishing fleet as reported in April 2015

Size
category
(Metres)

Number of
vessels % of fleet Average capacity

Gross
tonnage kW Horsepower

<6 647 30 1 9 12

6-8 580 28 2 20 27

8-10 365 17 5 53 71

10-12 242 11 11 79 106

12-15 71 4 24 118 158

15-18 19 1 70 219 294

18-24 89 4 134 377 505

24-45 91 4 241 526 705

>45 18 1 1,117 2,251 3,017

Total
Number of

Vessels
2,122 - - -

Source: Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry144

Table 10, below, shows the capacity of the Irish fishing fleet by segment in January and
December 2016, as reported by the Licensing Authority for Sea-fishing Boats.

Table 10: Irish fishing fleet capacity by segment January & December 2016

Segment No. of Vessels Gross tons kW

Jan-16 Dec-16 Jan-16 Dec-16 Jan-16 Dec-16

Polyvalent 1,833 1,814 31,481 32,329 117,388 118,198

RSW145 Pelagic 23 23 23,404 23,566 46,597 46,597

Beam Trawl 11 11 1,059 1,059 2,745 2,745

Specific 140 143 2,445 2,331 12,409 12,359

Total 2,007 1,991 58,389 59,285 179,139 179,899

Aquaculture 105 101 3,869 3,496 11,135 10,445

Source: Licensing Authority for Sea-fishing Boats146

144 Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry (April 2015), Report of the
Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry, p9,
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/publications/2015/ReportWorkingGroupIrishFishingIndustry20
0715.pdf

145 RSW – Refrigerated sea water vessels.
146 Licensing Authority for Sea-fishing Boats, Annual Report 2016, p8,

https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/seafood/seafisheries/fishboatlicencing/AnnualReportEnglish19
0717.pdf
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6.5.1.2. Employment

STECF147 and European Parliament148 data indicate that total employment in the large scale
and small scale coast fleets increased by 11% from 2013 (3,087) to 2017 (3,428).149 Figure
4 shows that the increase is accounted for mainly by the large scale fleet, with an increase
of 16% in the number of fishers employed, compared with an increase of 5% in the case of
the small scale coastal fleet. In 2017, the large scale fleet employed 56% more fishers than
the small scale coastal fleet, compared with 41% in 2013, and in 2014 and 2016, the
difference was much larger - 71%.

Bord Iascaigh Mhara (BIM) indicates the total number of people employed in fishing and
aquaculture in 2016 at 9,257.150 This equates to 6,595 full-time equivalents (FTE). Of this
number, 3,358 (2,536 FTE) were employed in capture fisheries, 3,949 (3,029 FTE) in
processing, and 1,950 (1,030 FTE) in aquaculture (fish and shellfish farming).

Figure 4: Ireland – fleet employment 2013-2017

Source: based on ‘The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet (Scientific, Technical and Economic
Committee for Fisheries)’ and ‘The management of fishing fleets in the Outermost Regions’ (European Parliament
2017). Note: LSF – large scale fleet; SSCF – small scale coastal fleet.

This study has not identified gender-disaggregated data for fishers working on Irish sea
fishing vessels, although stakeholder feedback suggests that female fishers represent
between 1% and 3% of total fishers, and these are most likely to be owners and skippers.

147 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (2017), ‘The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the
EU Fishing Fleet’,
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/publications/2015/ReportWorkingGroupIrishFishingIndustry20
0715.pdf

148 F & S Fisheries / Maritime Affairs (2017), Research for the European Parliament PECH Committee, The
management of fishing fleets in the Outermost Regions,
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/585901/IPOL_STU(2016)585901_EN.pdf

149 OECD data indicates 3,845, 3,154, 3,451, 3,358 for the years 2013 to 2016. Gender disaggregated data are not
available for Ireland. OECD.Stat, http://stats.oecd.org/viewhtml.aspx?datasetcode=FISH_EMPL&lang=en

150 BIM Ireland’s Seafood Development Agency (undated), The Business of Seafood 2016, p8,
http://www.bim.ie/media/bim/content/publications/corporate-other-publications/BIM-the-business-of-seafood-
2016.pdf
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6.5.1.3. Nationality of fishers on Irish fishing vessels

An Irish government task force report notes that:151

‘Up to the early 1980’s, fishing vessel crews were predominantly Irish however Spanish
crew became a major element from the mid 1980s and, following accession of the Baltic
States, many Latvian/ Lithuanian/Polish crew were engaged. In more recent years,
crewmen of Egyptian, Philipino [sic], non-EU Eastern European and African origin have
become a regular presence on Irish Fishing Vessels.’

The report also notes that, in the mid-1990s, following extension of sea fishing licences to
national and corporate bodies of other EU MS, a condition was added to sea fishing licences
stipulating that at least 75% of crew had to be EU nationals. This requirement was
subsequently reduced to 50% in 2001 ‘following representation from industry representatives
and an assessment of the employment situation’.

The task force report provides two analyses of the nationality of crew on board Irish fishing
vessels. The first analysis reviewed data in logbooks provided to the Marine Survey Office. It
included documentation covering 75 vessels in the first half of 2015. This found that 79.4%
of fishers were declared as EEA nationals (61.6% Irish, and 17.8% from other EEA countries),
9.3% were declared as non-EEA nationals, and no nationality was declared for 11.3% of
fishers. The Marine Survey Office estimated that half of the fishers with no declared
nationality may have been non-EEA nationals, which would mean that, overall, 85% of fishers
were EEA nationals, and 15% were non-EEA nationals.

The second analysis was based on information from Marine Survey Office inspections of 25
vessels in 2015. This found a significantly higher proportion of non-EEA crew: 57% of crew
were found to be EEA nationals (32% Irish, 25% other EEA nationality), 42% were non-EEA
nationals, and 1 fisher was of unknown nationality.

The report implies that vessel owners were misrepresenting the nationality of crew:152

It is clear that a substantial variation exists between the self-declarations of vessel
owners […] and observations by the State authorities […]. It can be expected that the
observations from official inspections, even allowing for the small sample size, may be
more reflective of the reality within the fleet.

Moreover, the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) ‘understands that only one
third of eligible vessels meet their requirements to submit logbooks to the MSO, while only
one third of those submitted contain the required crew agreements.’153

The results of the two analyses are summarised in Table 11, below.

151 Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet (December 2015), Report of the
Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet,
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/publications/2015/TaskForceReport141215.pdf

152 Ibid., p7
153 ITF (2017), Exploitation Permitted: How Ireland's Atypical Permit Scheme Drives the Exploitation of Migrant

Workers, p10, http://www.itfglobal.org/en/resources/reports-publications/fish-report-2017/
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Table 11: Nationality of fishers on Irish fishing vessels in 2015

As reported by 75 vessel
owners in first half of 2015

Based on Marine Survey
Office inspections of 25

vessels in 2015
Nationality Number of

fishers
Nationality as

% of total
Number of

fishers
Nationality as

% of total
Ireland 338 61.6 48 32

Other EEA 98 17.8 38 25
Non-EEA 51 9.3 64 42

Unknown nationality 62 11.3 1 1
Totals 549 100 151 100

Source: Based on ‘Report of the Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet’ (December
2015)

The differences between the two sets of data are presented in Figure 5, below.

Figure 5: Nationality of fishers on Irish fishing vessels in 2015

Source: Based on ‘Report of the Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet’ (December
2015)

6.5.1.4. Economic performance

Table 12 shows the economic performance of the Irish fishing fleet from 2013 to 2017. The
value of landings has fluctuated between approximately €250 million and €300 million. The
maximum net profit occurred in 2014 (€49.4 million). There were net losses in 2014
(€14.8 million), and 2017 (€11.3 million) – in both years, the value of landings fell below
€250 million. The value of landings in 2016, €304.2 million, was the highest of the five years
presented here. This amounts to 0.106% of Ireland’s GDP in 2016.154

154 The calculation uses the World Bank figure for Ireland for 2016, USD 304.905 billion
(https://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf), converted to EUR using the average USD-EURO
exchange rate for 2016 of 0.940 (https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-taxpayers/yearly-average-
currency-exchange-rates)
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Table 12: Ireland – fisheries economic performance 2013 - 2017

Year Value of landing (M€) Revenue
(M€)

Gross profit
(M€)

Net profit
(M€)

2013 258.9 280.0 69.4 33.9
2014 293.1 320.6 86.5 49.4
2015 237.4 248.5 33.8 -14.8
2016 304.2 315.5 77.0 30.2
2017 241.4 252.6 31.0 -11.3

Source: based on ‘The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet (Scientific, Technical and Economic
Committee for Fisheries)’ and ‘The management of fishing fleets in the Outermost Regions’ (European Parliament
2017). Note: LSF – large scale fleet; SSCF – small scale coastal fleet.

The JCBEI report indicates that, overall, the fishing industry contributed €1.8 billion to the
Irish GDP in 2016 (including €559 million in seafood exports). This amounts to 0.63% of
Ireland’s GDP in 2016.155

6.5.1.5. Accidents at work in fishing

The BIM Annual Report 2016 notes that ‘Fifty-three fishers have lost their lives at sea over
the last ten years and 2015 saw a further four fatal accidents in the sector.’156 According to
research undertaken by BIM, more than 52% of fishers personally know a colleague who has
been lost at sea.

In its April 2015 report, the Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish
Fishing Industry cited data of the Marine Casualty Investigation Board which showed that
accidents involving death or serious injury remained consistently high amongst vessels under
15 metres in length.157

The Health and Safety Authority website states ‘Due to the nature of the sector [sea fishing],
multiple fatality incidents have occurred when a vessel is lost at sea. On average there are
about four or five fatal accidents annually in the sector’.158 It indicates that from the
perspective of fatalities, sea fishing is ‘approximately 4 times more dangerous than
agriculture, 13 times more dangerous than construction and 36 times more dangerous than
general employment. When calculated over a ten year period, the average fishing fatality
rate works out at 40 times more hazardous than general working’.

155 The calculation uses the World Bank figure for Ireland for 2016, USD 304.905 billion
(https://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf), converted to EUR using the average USD-EURO
exchange rate for 2016 of 0.940 (https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-taxpayers/yearly-average-
currency-exchange-rates)

156 BIM (27 September 2017), BIM Annual Report 2016, p8.
157 Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry (April 2015), Report of the

Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry, p8.
158 Health and Safety Authority, Fishing, http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Your_Industry/Fishing/Sea_Fishing_Sector/
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EMCIP lists three investigation reports in the category ‘Casualty with a ship’ for Irish flagged
fishing vessels relating to incidents in 2011, 2012, and 2015. One investigation report is
listed in the category ‘Occupational accident’.159

6.5.2 Legislative and regulatory competences

The Department for Agriculture, Food and Marine is responsible for sea fisheries policy and
quota management, and fishing boat licensing.160

The Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS) has regulatory responsibility for
safety training in the fishing industry. Within DTTAS, maritime functions are grouped together
as the Irish Maritime Administration.161

Bord Iascaigh Mhara (BIM), Ireland’s Seafood Development Agency, provides the necessary
training and certification.

6.5.2.1. Maritime Safety Policy Division

The Maritime Safety Policy Division under DTTAS is responsible for safety policy and
legislation. The DTTAS website states that:

‘The Maritime Safety Policy Division develops policy and legislation for maritime safety
and security, including seafarers’ training and certification, international organisation
requirements, EU measures and safety awareness information for professional and
recreational water users. It also has oversight of the Commissioners of Irish Lights and
the Marine Casualty Investigation Board.’

The website of the Marine Casualty Investigation Board states that it is funded by the
Oireachtas162 and is ‘independent of the Minister for Transport, Tourism & Sport in the
performance of its functions and, in general, shall be independent of any other person or
body whose interests could conflict with the functions of the Board.’163 Marine Casualty
Investigation Board reports identify whether or not crew on fishing vessels involved in
casualties hold the required BIM safety training certificates.164

6.5.2.2. BIM

Bord Iascaigh Mhara (BIM), Ireland’s seafood development agency, is responsible for
providing training and certification for fishers to meet the requirements of S.I. No. 587/2001
- Fishing Vessel (Basic Safety Training) Regulations, 2001.165. BIM ‘helps to develop the Irish
Seafood Industry by providing technical expertise, business support, funding, training and
promoting responsible environmental practice.’166 ‘BIM's mission is to grow a thriving Irish

159 As of 15 May, 2018, EMCIP does not yet include the Marine Casualty Investigation Board (MCIB) report referred
to in Footnote 164, below. A comparison of the reports on the MCIP website and the EMCIP suggests that not all
MCIB reports are listed by the EMCIP.

160 Department for Agriculture, Food and Marine, Seafood, https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/seafood/
161 Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport, Irish Maritime Administration, http://www.dttas.ie/maritime
162 The Oireachtas is the National Parliament, consisting of the President and two Houses: Dáil Éireann (House of

Representatives) and Seanad Éireann (the Senate), http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/about/
163 Marine Casualty Investigation Board, http://www.mcib.ie/about-us.8.html
164 See for example, Marine Casualty Investigation Board (2018), ‘Report of the Investigation into the Fatal Incident

Involving ‘Fv Kerri Heather’ East of Kilmichael Point, Arklow, Co.Wicklow on 16th November 2016’.
165 Irish Statute Book, http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2001/si/587/made/en/print
166 BIM, http://www.bim.ie
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seafood industry; expand the raw material base, add value and develop efficient supply
chains that together deliver on the Government's Food harvest 2025 targets for seafood and
create sustainable jobs.’167 Further details on BIM training are provided in section 6.5.5,
below.

6.5.2.3. Marine Survey Office

The Marine Survey Office (MSO), is part of the Irish Maritime Administration and is
responsible for:168

‘…the implementation of all national and international legislation in relation to safety of
shipping and the prevention of pollution of the marine environment from ship-based
sources. The Office carries out the initial approval of designs and drawings for new
vessels or modifications to existing vessels and then carries out the surveys necessary
for the certification of those vessels’.

According to the JCBEI report, the MSO169 is also responsible for inspection170 and enforcement
regarding ‘rest period and maximum working time regulations and regulate the safety,
security, pollution prevention and living and working conditions of all Irish ships and crews
and foreign flagged ships and crews in Irish ports.’171 This includes ensuring that fishers
comply with statutory safety training and certification requirements (S.I. No. 587/2001).
These checks are undertaken as part of MSO’s surveys of vessel safety: ‘The MSO is only
concerned that those on a fishing vessel are safe and thus hold the required safety
certificates’.172 MSO surveys do not encompass checks on compliance with employment
legislation, which is the responsibility of the Workplace Relations Commission (see section
6.5.2.4), or the Safety, Health and Welfare Act 2005 (No. 10 of 2005),173 which is the
responsibility of the Health and Safety Authority (see section 6.5.2.5). The MSO also has no
role in checking on the legality of non-EEA fishers’ work on board Irish fishing vessels.

The MSO undertakes port state control of foreign flagged fishing vessels in EU ports according
to Council Directive 97/70/EC, which covers vessels of 24 metres in length and over,174 and
‘the MSO can inspect foreign flagged fishing vessels in Irish ports. The requirements of the
flag state apply in relation to the training and qualifications on such vessels.’175 It is
understood that the MSO’s mandate covers foreign fishing vessels below 24 metres.

167 BIM, ‘About Us’, http://www.bim.ie/about-us/
168 Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport, Marine Survey Office,

http://www.dttas.ie/maritime/english/marine-survey-office-mso
169 The report refers to DTTAS, but this is understood to refer to the MSO, which is part of DTTAS.
170 The MSO notes that: ‘Fishing vessels and ships are primarily surveyed rather than inspected. A survey is a

process which checks for compliance with the relevant safety requirements and usually results in the issue of a
safety certificate. The MSO oversees the safety survey of all Irish flagged fishing vessels and issues them with a
safety certificate. Inspection is a different process from survey and is not as detailed and is usually just a check
rather than an in depth examination of the safety of a vessel’. Correspondence from the MSO (22 March 2018)

171 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (November 2017), ‘The situation of non-EEA crew in
the Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme’, p11.

172 Correspondence from the Marine Survey Office (22 March 2018).
173 Safety, Health And Welfare At Work Act 2005 Number 10 of 2005,

http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Legislation/Acts/Safety_Health_and_Welfare_at_Work/SI_No_10_of_2005.pdf
174 Council Directive 97/70/EC of 11 December 1997 setting up a harmonised safety regime for fishing vessels of

24 metres in length and over, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31997L0070&from=EN

175 Correspondence from the Marine Survey Office (22 March 2018)
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The JCBEI report indicates that there may be coordination difficulties between the MSO and
other agencies.176 Another report in 2015 recommended closer coordination between DTTAS
(of which the MSO is part) and the Health and Safety Authority.177

6.5.2.4. Workplace Relations Commission (WRC)

The JCBEI report states:

‘WRC Inspectors carry out inspections for the purposes of monitoring and enforcing
compliance with employment rights and employment permits legislation, including
National Minimum Wage, Payment of Wages, Organisation of Working Time, Terms of
Employment and Employment Agency legislation.’

An ITF document suggests that the WRC has limited enforcement capacity with regard to the
fisheries sector.178 The JCBEI report of November 2017 expressed significant concern that,
while the possible extension of inspections to vessels below 15 metres would require the WRC
to undertake more inspections, a lack of resources meant that the WRC would have to reduce
its inspection rate.179 The WRC mandate does not extend to fishers working under share
fishing agreements.180

6.5.2.5. Health and Safety Authority (HSA)

The JCBEI report states:

‘The HSA regulates workplace safety and health and enforces occupational health and
safety legislation across all areas of employment and impacting on every person at
work in the State. The primary provisions affecting the fishing sector relate to hazard
identification, risk assessment and provision of a safety statement, consultation with
staff and communication of the safety statement to all people who may be affected and
appropriate use of personal protective equipment where other controls are not
available’.

6.5.2.6. Department of Justice (Irish National Immigration Service (INIS))

According the JCBEI report, ‘INIS is responsible for administering the functions of the Minister
for Justice in relation to asylum, immigration (including visas) and citizenship matters’. This
includes administration of the Atypical Working Scheme (this is discussed in section 0
below).181

176 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (November 2017), The situation of non-EEA crew in the
Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme, p24.

177 Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry (April 2015), Report of the
Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry, p12.

178 ITF (undated), Submission on Ireland’s Draft Combined 5th, 6th and 7th Periodic Report to the United Nations
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (UNCERD) for consideration in its Combined 5th, 6th and
7th Periodic Report on Ireland, p4.

179 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation, November 2017, The situation of non-EEA crew in the
Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme, p22.

180 Workplace Relations Commission (June 2017), Report on WRC Enforcement of the Atypical Worker Permission
Scheme in the Irish Sea Fishing Fleet, p7,
https://www.workplacerelations.ie/en/Publications_Forms/Report_on_WRC_Enforcement_of_the_Atypical_Wor
ker_Permission_Scheme_in_the_Sea_Fishing_Fleet.pdf

181 Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service, Registration based on Atypical Working Scheme,
http://www.inis.gov.ie/en/INIS/Pages/registration-atypical.
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6.5.2.7. Garda Síochána and Garda National Immigration Bureau (GNIB)

The JCBEI report states:

‘An Garda Síochána is also responsible for the prevention and detection of human
trafficking and forced labour. The GNIB carries out deportations, border control and
investigations relating to illegal immigration. All non-nationals who are not citizens of
a member State of the European Union, the European Economic Area or Switzerland,
must register with An Garda Síochána (Irish Police Force) and at all times have a valid
registration certificate in the form of a GNIB Card. A multi-agency ‘North Atlantic
Fisheries Project’ which is part of the global ‘Santa Marta Group’, is coordinated by the
Garda and aims to identify and support victims of human trafficking within the maritime
sector.’

6.5.2.8. Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation

The JCBEI report states:

‘The Department’s responsibilities include the promotion of quality employment,
positive workplace relations, well-functioning dispute resolution mechanisms, a safe
working environment and the evolution of the minimum wage. The Department also
operates the Employment Permits System to regulate the entry of individuals from non
EEA countries’.

6.5.2.9. The Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority and the Irish Naval Service

The Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority (SFPA) ‘is Ireland's competent authority for Seafood
Safety and Sea-Fisheries Protection.’182 The SFPA is responsible for the regulation of the sea
fishing and seafood sectors, namely ‘all fishing vessels operating within Ireland’s 200‐mile
limit, Irish fishing vessels wherever they operate, and all seafood produced in Ireland
wherever it is marketed.’ The JCBEI report states:

‘Physical inspection of active fishing vessels at sea or at the place of landing are
undertaken by Sea Fisheries Protection Officers (SFPO’s) of the SFPA and the Naval
Service to determine compliance with the rules in force in relation to their fishing area,
target species or any other relevant EU or national requirements. The SFPA, in
conjunction with the Naval Service, operates the Irish Fisheries Monitoring Centre’.183

It is understood that the SFPA’s inspection and enforcement mandate does not cover checking
for compliance with statutory safety training and certification requirements for fishers.184

However, it is understood that the Irish Naval Service does inspect the permits of non-EEA
crew in relation to the operation of the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme (see
section 6.5.4.3) and the information is sent to the WRC.185

182 Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority, About SFPA, http://www.sfpa.ie/About-Us/About-SFPA.
183 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (November 2017), The situation of non-EEA crew in the

Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme, p11.
184 Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority, ‘SFPA Enforcement Policy’, http://www.sfpa.ie/Corporate-Affairs/Customer-

Service/Enforcement-Policy.
185 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (November 2017), ‘The situation of non-EEA crew in

the Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme’, p21.
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6.5.3 Policy and regulatory issues

6.5.3.1. Training, education, and certification - general

A Basic Safety Training Card, issued by BIM upon successful completion of basic safety
training, is required for all work on fishing vessels, regardless of the size of the vessel. The
BIM Card confirms that the holder has completed training in accordance with
S.I. No. 587/2001 - Fishing Vessel (Basic Safety Training) Regulations, 2001.186 The BIM Pass
Card number must be recorded in the log book of vessels over 17 metres.

S.I. No. 587/2001 states:

‘4. Basic Safety Training

(1) Every crew member of a fishing vessel shall undertake basic safety training as set out
in this Regulation.

(2) Basic safety training shall consist of the following 3 training units

(a) personal survival techniques, including man overboard techniques,

(b) elementary first aid, and

(c) fire prevention, health and safety training,

and shall be held in such establishments, to such standards, under such conditions
and for such duration as BIM may approve and determine.

5. BIM Commercial Fishing Training Record Book

(1) On successful completion of the basic safety training defined in paragraph 4(2), a
Commercial Fishing Training Record Book shall be issued to each participant by BIM on
completion of an application form signed by the applicant, the details of which are verified
by an authorised BIM official.

(2) All fisheries-related certificates and qualifications issued by the appropriate authorities
shall be verified and recorded in the BIM Commercial Fishing Training Record Book by an
authorised BIM official’.

6.5.3.2. Training and career paths

The Report of the Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing
Industry indicates a lack of a clear career path for fishers as one of several factors
constraining interest amongst young people for a career in the industry:

‘There is growing concern about the economic viability of the fishing industry. The
average age of those who work in it continues to rise and there are difficulties in, and
barriers to, attracting new entrants. These barriers include a lack of career progression,
uncertainty in relation to economic viability, the absence of a tailored social protection

186 Irish Statute Book, http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2001/si/587/made/en/print
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scheme, the attendant tough and often-hazardous working environments and a
complex regulatory system.’187

This analysis of work in the Irish fishing sector is supported by stakeholder feedback which
emphasises the need for work in the sector to be structured so that young people entering
the industry can follow a clearly identified path, perhaps starting with a formal well-structured
apprenticeship, and involving transferable higher qualifications (e.g. degrees) that would
allow fishers to move in and out of the sector to advance their careers. This would also help
to improve the status of fishers and ensure that they are consistently treated fairly. Feedback
indicates that, at present, real opportunities in the Irish fishing industry tend to be limited to
young people from families with fishing quotas and vessels. Other entrants, who tend to be
from coastal communities, join the industry because there are few other opportunities
available to them due to lack of qualifications. For this group, their career consists of hard
manual work that leaves them physically exhausted by the age of 50, forcing them to retire
early, often without a pension.

The Report of the Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing
Industry identifies other specific disincentives for young people to join the industry:

 Training and education qualifications do not contribute to major recognised
educational qualifications, such as Diploma, Degrees, or Masters qualifications and
this may contribute to perceptions that the sector does not provide career progression
opportunities;

 Although the cost of training is often subsidised, fishers do not receive allowances for
their participation in training and education and the report recommends that training
allowances and/ or tax reliefs should be put in place to allow fishers to develop their
qualifications;

 Sea fishing may involve long absences from home with relatively low pay. The report
suggests that this could be mitigated by the extension of the Seafarers’ Allowance188

to all fishing crew. This scheme provides an allowance of up to €6,350 per year to
eligible seafarers but fishing vessels are specifically excluded. There is, however, a
Fisher Tax Credit scheme which provides a credit of €1,270 per year;189

 The majority of fishers are self-employed ‘share fishers’, which limits their access to
social welfare and protection (see section 6.5.2.4). The report states that ‘At present,
the sole access for self-employed fishermen to social welfare is the “Fish Assist”[190]
scheme. The strict means-testing and long processing-time associated with the
scheme, is seen as a major concern and barrier. The group is of the view that any
revised scheme needs to reflect the specific realities of the fishing sector, where
periods of short-term low activity, or even no-activity at all, are not unusual’.191

187 Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry, Report of the Working Group on
Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry (April 2015), p16,
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/publications/2015/ReportWorkingGroupIrishFishingIndustry20
0715.pdf

188 Revenue Irish Tax and Customs, Seafarers' Allowance and Fisher Tax Credit,
https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-exemptions/income-and-employment/seafarers-
allowance-fisher-tax-credit/seafarers-allowance.aspx

189 Revenue Irish Tax and Customs, Fisher Tax Credit, https://www.revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-
exemptions/income-and-employment/seafarers-allowance-fisher-tax-credit/fisher-tax-credit.aspx

190 Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection, Fish Assist, http://www.welfare.ie/en/Pages/Fish-
Assist_holder.aspx

191 Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry, Report of the Working Group on
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Irish value added tax (VAT) rules allow fishers who are not registered for VAT to reclaim
VAT on vessels (up to 15 tons gross)192 and equipment for such vessels, but only if the
vessel concerned was subject to a grant or a loan from BIM. ‘Repayment in respect of
equipment for a vessel of more than 15 tons (gross tonnage) may be claimed whether or
not the vessel was the subject of a grant or loan’.193 Table 9, above, indicates that 86% of
vessels in the Irish fishing fleet have an average capacity of 11 tons (gross) or less.

Recent reports point to exploitation of non-EEA nationals working on Irish fishing vessels.194

While two government reports (2015 and 2017) appear to fall short of explicitly
acknowledging the existence of the problem, there is implicit acknowledgement in the
recommendations and expressions of concern. One report suggests that the way in which
some fishers have been recruited may meet the criteria for trafficking in human beings.195

Given that the number of non-Irish nationals working on Irish fishing vessels appears to be
significantly under-reported (see Table 11, above), there may be some doubt about the
extent to which this group of fishers meets the statutory basic safety training requirements.
Some stakeholder feedback suggests the benefits of training for some participants may be
constrained by lack of familiarity with the English language. The possibility of English
language difficulties amongst migrant fishers is supported by a recommendation of the JCBEI,
that the WRC have interpreters readily available for its employment-related inspections (it is
not suggested here that the WRC’s inspections cover compliance with training requirements).

6.5.3.3. International conventions

Ireland has not ratified the three key conventions in this area: STCW-F 95, SFV Protocol 93,
or ILO C188. However, in its report of November 2017 on non-EEA fishers, the JCBEI
recommended the ratification and enforcement by the Irish State of ILO convention 188
concerning work in the fishing sector.196 In 2015, the Working Group on Safety, Training &
Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry recommended that Ireland ratify the STCW-F
Convention.197

Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry (April 2015), p17.
192 Irish Tax and Customs specifies the weight in ‘tons’ rather than ‘tonnes’
193 Revenue Irish Tax and Customs, How to reclaim VAT on sea fishing vessels and equipment,

https://www.revenue.ie/en/vat/repayments-to-unregistered-persons/farmers-fisherman/how-to-reclaim-vat-
on-sea-fishing-vessels-and-equipment.aspx.

194 See, for example: The Guardian (02 November 2015), Revealed: trafficked migrant workers abused in Irish
fishing industry, https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2015/nov/02/revealed-trafficked-migrant-
workers-abused-in-irish-fishing-industry;
Government Task Force (December 2015), Report of the Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the
Irish Fishing Fleet, p14.
The Guardian (08 February 2017), Irish trawlers accused of 'alarming' abuses of migrant workers,
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2017/feb/08/irish-trawlers-abuses-migrant-workers;
ITF (2017), Exploitation Permitted: How Ireland's Atypical Permit Scheme Drives the Exploitation of Migrant
Workers, http://www.itfglobal.org/en/resources/reports-publications/fish-report-2017/;

J oint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (November 2017), The situation of non-EEA crew in the
Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme,

195 ITF (2017), Exploitation Permitted: How Ireland's Atypical Permit Scheme Drives the Exploitation of Migrant
Workers, p13-15.

196 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation, November 2017, ‘The situation of non-EEA crew in the
Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme’, p24.

197 Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry (April 2015), ‘Report of the
Working Group on Safety, Training & Employment in the Irish Fishing Industry’, p5.
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6.5.3.4. Perspectives on a possible common EU standard

The stakeholders interviewed for this case study were supportive of the idea of a common
EU standard for the training and certification of fishers. It was felt that such a move would
facilitate enforcement and thus enhance the safety of fishers. It was also pointed out that
training and certifying fishers to a common standard would make it easier for them to move
between fishing vessels of different MS, and it could potentially help to ensure that they are
fairly paid.

However, it was also pointed out that many fishers in Ireland also work on small vessels of
other types that are covered by STCW. Therefore, the development of separate systems and
course standards should be avoided where possible in order to facilitate the mobility of fishers
and the administration of the standard(s).

6.5.4 Free movement of fishers

6.5.4.1. Statutory limitation on non-EU fishers

The report of the Government Task Force on Non EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet notes
that a condition of the Sea-fishing Boat Licences, which are issued by the Licensing Authority
for Sea-fishing Boats, is that at least 50% of the crew must be EU nationals.198

6.5.4.2. Recognition of certificates

With regard to safety training and certification, the default requirement in Ireland is that all
fishers working on any Irish vessel must hold a BIM Safety Training Card, which is issued
upon successful completion of a 3-day basic safety training course, as specified by S.I. 587
of 2001. However, regulation 3(2) S.I. 587 of 2001 states that:

‘These Regulations do not apply to a crew member who can provide evidence of having
completed approved training in Personal Survival Techniques, First Aid and Fire Fighting
required for fishing vessel officer certificates of competency issued under the Fishing
Vessels (Certification of Deck Officers and Engineer Officers) Regulations, 1988 (S.I.
No. 289 of 1988)’.199

Therefore the MSO also accepts other EU/EEA certificates issued in accordance with EU
Directive 2008/106,200 as amended,201 and Directive 2005/45.202 In addition, Ireland accepts
certificates from third countries in accordance with Regulation I/10 of the IMO STCW
Convention203 and Directive 2008/106.

198 Government Task Force on Non EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet, Report of the Government Task Force on
Non EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet, P16.

199 Irish Statute Book, S.I. No. 587/2001 - Fishing Vessel (Basic Safety Training) Regulations, 2001,
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2001/si/587/made/en/print

200 Directive 2008/106/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008 on the minimum
level of training of seafarers (recast), http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:2008L0106:20130103:EN:PDF

201 Directive 2012/35/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 November 2012 amending Directive
2008/106/EC on the minimum level of training of seafarers, http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:2008L0106:20130103:EN:PDF

202 Directive 2005/45/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on the mutual
recognition of seafarers' certificates issued by the Member States and amending Directive 2001/25/EC,
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32005L0045&from=EN

203 IMO (24 January 2014), MSC.1/Circ.1450 Guidance On Arrangements Between Parties To Allow For Recognition
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With regard to STCW Regulation I/10, Marine Notice No. 06 of 2011204 identifies 23 countries
with which Ireland has memorandums of understanding ‘for the issue of an Irish Certificate
of Equivalent Competency (CEC) for service on board Irish flagged merchant ships’. These
are presented in Annex 3. Only six of these agreements provide for fully mutual recognition
(Australia, Hong Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore). Ireland recognises
the certificates of only 9 of the countries in the list, while 20 of the countries recognise Irish
certificates. The Notice states that ‘In order to obtain an Irish CEC, Certificate of Competency,
holders from the listed Administrations must comply with other requirements. These include
use of English language, knowledge of Irish legal and administrative processes, medical
fitness, etc.’.

The Notice also states that ‘This list is in addition to European Union Member States where
EU Directive 2008/106/EC provides for mutual recognition amongst EU Member States’.

Mutual recognition of fishers’ certificates with the UK

A brief description of the arrangements with the UK is included here to demonstrate the
complexity of mutual recognition arrangements between the two MS.

Ireland accepts certificates issued by United Kingdom authorities in line with the EU directives
mentioned above. However, this does not mean that fishers with BIM Basic Safety Training
certificates can automatically work on UK fishing vessels. In the UK, all new fishers entering
the industry must undertake Seafish basic safety training, covering sea survival, fire fighting,
first aid, and health and safety.205 The UK recognises the equivalence of some basic training
provided by some countries, including Ireland,206 namely, Basic Sea Survival, Basic Fire
Fighting, and Basic First Aid. However, the UK has two additional, unique requirements:207

Basic Health And Safety, and Safety Awareness.208 (As of the date of the UK’s withdrawal
from the EU, certificates issued by UK authorities will no longer be automatically accepted
under the two directives mentioned above and they will be subject to the recognition
procedure for third countries specified in Article 19 of Directive 2008/106, with the decision
being taken by the European Commission).209

Of Certificates Under Regulation I/10 Of The STCW Convention,
http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/HumanElement/TrainingCertification/Documents/1450.pdf

204 Department of Transport (24 January 2011), Marine Notice No. 06 of 2011: Administrations with whom Ireland
has entered into Agreements for the Recognition of Certificates of Competency for Merchant Ships,
http://www.dttas.ie/sites/default/files/corporate/foi-decisions/12948-MARINE_NOTICE_NO__06_OF_2011-
1.PDF

205 SEAFISH, Mandatory Training, http://www.seafish.org/training/seagoing-training/safety-training/mandatory-
training

206 The other countries are Belgium, Spain, the Netherlands, Denmark/ Faroe Islands, Iceland, and Lithuania.
207 Correspondence from SeaFish (22 March 2018).
208 Maritime and Coastguard Agency (2010), Marine Guidance Note MGN411 (M+F) Training and Certification

Requirements for the Crew of Fishing Vessels and their Applicability to Small Commercial Vessels and Large
Yachts, p3, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mgn-411-cert-req-for-crew-of-fv-their-use-to-
vessels-yachts.

209 European Commission Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport, Notice To Stakeholders Withdrawal Of The
United Kingdom And EU Rules On The Minimum Level Of Training Of Seafarers And The Mutual Recognition Of
Seafarers' Certificates, https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/legislation/brexit-notice-to-
stakeholders-seafarer-qualifications.pdf.
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6.5.4.3. Atypical Worker Permission Scheme (AWPS)

As noted above, non-EEA workers are estimated to account for approximately 40% of fishers
on Irish fishing vessels.

In November 2015 The Guardian published a report describing exploitation of migrant fishers
on Irish fishing vessels.210 The ITF suggests that, at least in some cases, this exploitation
meets the criteria for human trafficking:

‘Based on this definition and evidence gathered by the ITF over more than a decade of
assisting migrant fishers in the UK and Ireland, it would appear that a number of non-
EEA crew, many still working in the industry, have been trafficked, as defined under
the Criminal Law (Human Trafficking) Act 2008, amended by the Criminal Law (Human
Trafficking) (Amendment) Act 2013 in Ireland.’211

Following the publication of The Guardian’s report, the Irish government established the Task
Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet to examine the issue. In order to ‘ensure
that abuses are minimised’,212 the Task Force recommended the introduction of ‘a sector
specific ‘atypical worker permission mechanism’’.

‘Under the new arrangements being proposed by the Task Force, all migrant (non-EEA)
workers recruited to work in the Irish fishing sector will be engaged through a
standardised and transparent process with a valid contract of employment reflecting
national and EU legislation in terms of the right to a safe working environment, regular
breaks and rest periods, annual leave and payment of statutory minimum wage.’

The underlying assumption appears to have been that the abuses were happening because
fishers were undocumented, and that they were undocumented because vessel owners were
having to circumvent immigration restrictions in order to meet the need for fishers on board
their vessels. The scheme made it possible for vessel owners to employ up to 500 non-EEA
fishers (in total) without the need to comply with standard immigration rules. Employment
under the scheme is covered by Irish employment law, and requires the establishment of a
formal contract which has to be certified by a solicitor and registered with the authorities.
The scheme is limited to employment on ‘vessels above 15m in length overall in the
Polyvalent, Beamer and Specific segments of the Irish sea-fishing fleet’,213 as this was
considered to be the segment of the industry most at risk. The scheme applies only to non-
officers. The Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service of the Department of Justice and
Equality is responsible for administering the scheme.

‘In general, the scheme was designed to provide employment protections for non-EEA
crew in Ireland – where there had been none before – by ensuring they received the
minimum wage and protections under the Working Time Regulations governing hours
of work and rest, as well as other protections enjoyed by employees in Ireland.’214

210 The Guardian (02 November 2015), Revealed: trafficked migrant workers abused in Irish fishing industry.
211 ITF (2017), ‘Exploitation Permitted: How Ireland's Atypical Permit Scheme Drives the Exploitation of Migrant

Workers’, p13.
212 Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet (December 2015), ‘Report of the

Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet’, p15.
213 Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet (December 2015), Report of the

Government Task Force on Non-EEA Workers in the Irish Fishing Fleet, p16.
214 ITF (2017), Exploitation Permitted: How Ireland's Atypical Permit Scheme Drives the Exploitation of Migrant

Workers, p16.
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The scheme was launched on 15 February 2016 and applications were initially limited to non-
EEA fishers already working in Ireland (on Irish fishing vessels). From July 2016 onwards,
applications could only be made from abroad. The JCBEI report notes that, according to the
WRC, 209 AWPS permissions had been granted up to 15 September 2017 and 89 permissions
had been renewed.215

By June 2017, the WRC had undertaken 208 inspections of the whitefish fleet, covering 150
of the 176 whitefish vessels over 15 metres in length, and it had detected approximately 200
contraventions, relating to 110 vessels. It had initiated 5 prosecutions ‘where compliance by
other means was not secured’.216 The WRC notes fishers in the affected fleet segment are
generally classified as share fishers, and ‘The effect of being share fishers is that employment
rights and social insurance frameworks do not apply to this cohort’.217 Share fishers are
outside the remit of WRC inspectors.218

The ITF suggests that there may still be up to 1,000 undocumented migrant fishers working
in the industry.219 It also notes that the scheme covers only 171 vessels, leaving 1,829 under
15 metres outside the scheme, and it refers to an RTE report which suggests that ‘illegal
migrants’ may be being transferred to smaller vessels, presumably to avoid detection during
inspections of larger vessels that are covered by the scheme.220 If correct, and considering
that the MSO estimates that non-EEA fishers make up 42% of fishers, this suggests that
some vessels may not be complying with a condition of the Sea-fishing Boat Licence, that at
least 50% of the crew must be from the EU.

The ITF report on the issue concludes that the AWPS has not generally improved the situation
for migrant fishers, and may have made the situation worse for some:

‘However, as the ITF’s ongoing work and recent research reveal, this system has in
many ways provided a legal basis for the continued exploitation of migrants by
unscrupulous employers in the industry. Dangerously long hours remain commonplace,
though the interpretation of the scheme by many employers sees fishers paid for just
a fraction of their hours worked. The hours many migrant crew are forced to work have
potentially dangerous consequences, as has been witnessed by a number of serious
accidents and fatalities at sea. Burdensome costs including high legal and
administration fees – are being offset onto employees, deducted from their wages with
little or no explanation. The permit system also ties employees to potentially abusive
employers, leaving them little recourse and unable to easily move employers.’221

215 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation (November 2017), The situation of non-EEA crew in the
Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme, p16.

216 Workplace Relations Commission (June 2017), Report on WRC Enforcement of the Atypical Worker Permission
Scheme in the Irish Sea Fishing Fleet.

217 Ibid, p5.
218 Ibid, p7.
219 ITF (2017), ‘Exploitation Permitted: How Ireland's Atypical Permit Scheme Drives the Exploitation of Migrant

Workers’, p17.
220 RTE (06 April 2017), Concerns raised over trawler permit scheme,

https://www.rte.ie/news/ireland/2017/0406/865900-fishing/
221 ITF (2017), Exploitation Permitted: How Ireland's Atypical Permit Scheme Drives the Exploitation of Migrant

Workers, p23.
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The JCBEI identified a number of potential and actual gaps in regulation and enforcement:222

‘3. The Committee notes that no rationale for excluding vessels under 15 metres was
explained to the Committee.

4. The Committee notes that it is unrealistic to expect all paperwork to be carried on
board the vessel. However, the Committee also believes that inspections at sea are an
important aspect of monitoring the make-up of crew on board.

5. The Committee is deeply concerned that, due to a lack of resources, the Workplace
Relations Commission will have to reduce its inspection rate of the Irish fishing fleet.

6. The Committee notes that an increase in inspections may be required if the scheme
is extended to smaller vessels.

7. The Committee notes that the fishing industry, and the atypical worker permission
scheme, crosses a number of government departments and agencies, and therefore
there is no single point of Ministerial responsibility.

8. The Committee notes that there appears to be some confusion surrounding the role
of different state agencies.

9. The Committee is concerned that “share-fishers” are completely excluded from the
remit of the Workplace Relations Commission and employment legislation.

10. The Committee is very concerned that there appears to be a lack of cooperation
between certain state agencies. The Committee is particularly concerned that the
Marine Survey Office appears to have been unable to be fully cooperative in the
scheme’.

6.5.4.4. Bénodet 2000 report on mutual recognition of certificates

BIM notes that lack of mutual recognition of certificates is a significant obstacle to the free
movement of fishers within the EU in the absence of a common standard, and this in turn
undermines the attractiveness of the industry to young fishers. BIM therefore considers that
it would be useful to update the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual recognition of certificates.

6.5.5 Training and education institutions in Ireland

Bord Iascaigh Mhara (BIM), Ireland’s Seafood Development Agency, is the leading provider
of seafood industry training in Ireland. IMO STCW certification is also available from 11 other
public and private sector Approved Training Providers. These are summarised in Annex 4.

BIM works in collaboration with Education and Training Boards223 in the delivery of awards
under the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ).224 National training standards and
accredited awards are published by Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) on its website,

222 Joint Committee on Business, Enterprise and Innovation, November 2017, The situation of non-EEA crew in the
Irish Fishing Fleet under the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme, p3.

223 ETBI Education and Training Boards Ireland, www.etbi.ie.
224 QQI, National Framework of Qualifications, www.nfq.ie.
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for example, Manual Fish Filleting.225 The complete list of 20 fisheries-related awards is
presented Annex 5.

6.5.5.1. Safety training

BIM is responsible for providing basic safety training and certification in line with
S.I. No. 587/2001 - Fishing Vessel (Basic Safety Training) Regulations, 2001.226

BIM has scheduled 13 3-day basic safety training courses at six locations around Ireland from
January to June 2018.227 The locations, including the National Fisheries College Greencastle,
and the National Fisheries Centre Castletownbere, are presented in BIM basic safety training
locations January – June 2018

Figure 11, below. BIM operates Mobile Coastal Training Units and in 2016, these visited 14
rural coastal locations.228

The 3-day basic training costs €150 and covers Personal Survival Techniques (STCW-95
Certificate), Elementary First Aid (STCW-95 Certificate), and Fire Prevention and Safety
Awareness.

BIM also offers courses in enhanced safety, specialist fire prevention and fighting, and first
aid. BIM’s safety-related courses for fishers are summarised in Table 13, below.

Table 13: BIM safety-related training courses for fishers

Course
Durati

on
(days)

Cost/
person

(€)
Certificate

Basic Safety Training consisting of: Personal
Survival Techniques (STCW-95 Certificate);
Elementary First Aid (STCW-95 Certificate); Fire
Prevention and Safety Awareness

3 150 BIM Safety
Training Card

Enhanced Safety Training (vessels under 15m) 1 155
BIM Enhanced
Safety Training

Card

Enhanced Safety Training (vessels 15m and
over) 1 190

BIM Enhanced
Safety Training

Card

Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting (STCW-95) 3 650 BIM Marine Fire
Fighting Certificate

Advanced Fire Fighting and Prevention
(STCW-95) 5 950 BIM Marine Fire

Fighting Certificate
Medical First Aid Aboard Ship (STCW-95) 3 225 BIM Certificate
QQI Occupational First Aid (Level 5) 3 200 QQI minor award229

225 QQI, Manual Fish Filleting, http://qsearch.qqi.ie/WebPart/AwardDetails?awardCode=5N5330.
226 Irish Statute Book, http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2001/si/587/made/en/print.
227 BIM, Safety Training, http://www.bim.ie/training/safety,training/.
228 BIM (27 September 2017), BIM Annual Report 2016, p7.
229 QQI – Quality and Qualifications Ireland, http://www.qqi.ie/Pages/Home.aspx
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Source: BIM230

BIM operates a Safety Equipment Scheme, which provides grant aid of up to 60% towards
the cost of purchasing personal floatation devices fitted with an integrated personal locator
beacon, both of which are provided as part of the course package.231 This is available to
participants who successfully complete the Enhanced Safety Training course, or for new
entrants, the Basic Safety Training course.

6.5.5.2. Specialist training for fishers

BIM also offers specialist training and education courses covering skippers and crew, marine
engineering, and GMDSS radio communications.232 These are presented Annex 7.

6.5.5.3. Other education and training

Besides training for fishers, BIM also offer a range of education and training programmes in
seafood retailing and processing and aquaculture. BIM annual reports also identify other
training, education, and career development activities including:

 Leadership development

 Graduate Mentoring Programme that places young professionals in growing seafood
companies;

 Annual BIM Young Fishmonger Award;

 Science lessons and career guidance aimed at second-level students, through BIM’s
participation in the Science and Technology in Action programme.233

6.5.5.4. Training and education facilities

As noted above, BIM operates two National Fisheries College facilities, at Greencastle and
Castletownbere, and it is understood that simulation facilities are available. It also operates
Mobile Coastal Training Units.

6.5.5.5. BIM Training numbers

BIM annual reports for 2013 to 2016 summarise training number as follows:

 2013: ‘Total training provision: 1,602’;234

 2014: ‘Total training provision: 1,918’;235

 2015: ‘1,445 people completed one or more training courses with BIM over the year,
with 95 of these (7%) from non EU countries’.236

 2016: ‘1,644 seafood industry personnel, representing 1,236 individuals from across
all sectors, completed training at the BIM NFCI237 Greencastle, Co. Donegal and

230 BIM, Training, http://www.bim.ie/training/.
231 BIM, Enhanced Safety Scheme, http://www.bim.ie/schemes/enhanced,safety,scheme/.
232 GMDSS - Global Maritime Distress and Safety System.
233 Science and Technology in Action, http://sta.ie.
234 BIM (03 March 2015), BIM Annual Report 2013, p22.
235 BIM (16 December 2016), BIM Annual Report 2014, p33.
236 BIM (17 January 2017), BIM Annual Report 2015, p12.
237 NFCI - National Fisheries College of Ireland.
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Castletownbere, Co. Cork. In addition, the BIM Mobile Coastal Training Units visited
14 rural coastal locations in 2016.’238

Further details are provided in Annex 6.

6.5.5.6. Funding

Stakeholder feedback indicates that the cost of training is subsidised with funding from the
European Fisheries Fund and that it has effectively been free. This is reflected in the price of
BIM’s basic safety training course, which is €150 for three days of training (see Table 13,
above). The course includes the provision of a personal flotation device and locator beacon
at a subsidised price.

6.5.6 Conclusions

The number of fishers working on Irish fishing vessels increased by 11% from 3,087 in 2013
to 3,428 in 2017. This increase is accounted for mainly by the large scale fleet, which in 2017
employed 56% more fishers than the small scale coastal fleet. The Marine Survey Office
estimates that, in 2015, 42% of fishers were from outside the EEA, and 25% were from other
EEA Member States – thus approximately 32% were estimated to be from Ireland itself. The
number of non-EEA fishers is approaching the maximum permitted 50%. The sector is finding
it increasingly difficult to recruit young Irish people due to lack of career prospects,
unfavourable terms of employment and lack of access to the social welfare system, and the
harsh working conditions.

In February 2016, in response to allegations of exploitation of undocumented migrant fishers,
Ireland launched the Atypical Worker Permission Scheme to facilitate the employment, on a
formal basis and in line with Irish employment law, of non-EEA fishers working on Irish
vessels. This scheme was capped at 500, but as of September 2017, only 209 permissions
had been granted and the ITF estimates that there may still be up to 1,000 undocumented
fishers working on Irish vessels.

Irish law requires that everyone working on Irish fishing vessels must hold a BIM certificate
confirming that they have completed basic 3-day safety training. Certificates from other
countries issued in compliance with EU and IMO directives are also accepted as meeting
statutory requirements, although the rules covering this do appear to be somewhat
complicated.

Various bodies are responsible for monitoring and enforcing compliance with statutory
requirements relating to the health, safety, and employment of fishers. Rules are complex
and there are reportedly areas of weakness in cooperation and coordination between some
bodies. Share fishers, who are understood to make up the majority of fishers, are not
protected by Irish employment law.

The concept of a common standard for the training of fishers is generally supported, although
there are concerns that this should be done in a way that does not further complicate an
already highly complicated area.

There is limited interest in the possibility of updating the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual
recognition of certificates, or the development of an online database or other tool on the

238 BIM (27 September 2017), BIM Annual Report 2016, p12.
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subject. There was limited awareness of the original report, and it was felt that it would have
limited utility, and one stakeholder suggested that this issue is already covered with existing
tools at EU level.

6.5.7 Recommendations for actions at EU level

When considering the adoption of a common standard for the training and certification of
fishers (health and safety), use should be made of existing standards and arrangements,
rather than introducing new standards.

Ideally, basic safety training to meet a new common standard should also enable fishers to
work on other types of vessels to enable fishers to find other employment when their services
are not required for fishing.

If/ when a common standard is introduced, this should be integrated with existing EU
legislation in this area and the opportunity should be taken to clarify and simplify
requirements.

A simplified guide covering relevant EU legislation should be developed alongside new
legislation to facilitate understanding of the requirements and opportunities for all concerned.
This would not only make it easier for those working in the sector to understand the rules,
but it would also facilitate monitoring of compliance by a range of actors including fishers
themselves, non-governmental organisations, etc.239

Consideration should be given to the introduction of a set of recognised fishers’ qualifications
at EU level to make the sector more interesting for young EU nationals.

239 For example, the ITF has produced STCW – A guide for seafarers (Revised 2017),
http://www.itfglobal.org/en/resources/reports-publications/stcw-guide-a-guide-for-seafarers/.
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6.6 Italy

6.6.1 Fleet and employment data for fishing

6.6.1.1. The fishing fleet

On 31/12/2015 there were 12,325 fishing vessels (compared to the period 2004-2015, a
reduction of 17%); the small scale coastal fleet accounted for 8,763 (71.15%).240 A national
government forecast warns of a possible continuous reduction of the number of vessels in
the coming years. The number of vessels in 2017 was reported to be 11,203.241

Figure 6: Italy – number of vessels 2013-2017

Source: Author based on ‘The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet (Scientific, Technical and
Economic Committee for Fisheries)’ and ‘The management of fishing fleets in the Outermost Regions’ (European
Parliament 2017). Note: LSF – large scale fleet; SSCF – small scale coastal fleet.

6.6.1.2. Employment in fishing

Employment in the small scale coastal fleet fell from 13,275 in 2013 to 12,506 in 2017
(see Figure 7, below), although he number of full-time equivalents (FTE) has increased
slightly during this period, starting at 9,709 in 2013 and reaching 9,824 in 2017 with small
fluctuations in between. In the large scale fleet, employment fell from 13,483 in 2013 to
12,929 in 2017, while the number of FTE increased from 10,043 in 2013 to 11,311 in 2017.

240 Decreto 28 dicembre 2016 Adozione del Programma nazionale triennale della pesca e dell'acquacoltura 2017-
2019, https://www.politicheagricole.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/11003.

241 STECF (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet, p335.
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Figure 7: Italy – number of people employed in the fishing fleet 2013-2017

Source: Author based on STEC.242

Data on gender

There are no data disaggregated for gender. There are a very small number of women who
go to sea. Normally they support their husbands from the land and quite often do not appear
in the official statistics (i.e. they work illegally).

6.6.1.3. Accidents at work in fishing

In the last few years a progressive decline of the national fishing fleet has been observed.
This could explain the reduction in the number fishing vessels involved in maritime accidents
(a total of 863 fishing vessels involved from 2007 to 2013). The most frequent causes of
accidents are errors or omissions in the maintenance of vessels and on-board equipment.
Figure 8, below, presents the number of accidents and related fatalities on fishing vessels
form 2014 to 2016. Over this period, the number of accidents has fluctuated between around
60 and 70 year. The number of fatalities has remained below 10 per year.

242 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU
Fishing Fleet (STECF 17-12).
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Figure 8: Italy – number of accidents and related fatalities on fishing vessels
2014-2016

Source: Author based on Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport243

6.6.2 Legislative and regulatory competences

The Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport is the body in charge of all of the main aspects
related to training and accreditation of fishers.

6.6.3 Training paths

The Italian legislation on fishers’ professions is based on the Navigation Code approved by
Royal Decree n. 327 of 30 March 1942, whose definition and application are under the
responsibility of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport.

Italy is one of the MS where there is no compulsory training to become a fisher. There are
basically two access paths into fishing:

 The most common is direct access. In practice, after registration as a novice seafarer
and in the register of fishers, with the title of ship’s boy for coastal fishing (‘mozzo
per la pesca costiera’), a person can go directly to sea. If fishers want to advance in
their profession, they can, thanks to the fishing experience acquired on board, access
exams through the harbour authorities to acquire maritime navigation qualifications
(e.g. for the management of fishing vessels and / or the operation of engine
equipment). As far as maritime professional qualifications are concerned, among the
requirements is compulsory attendance on a specialised course, through specific
ministerial programmes at schools or other institutions run by the Ministry of
Infrastructure and Transport.

 The less common access path is through secondary education, at the Nautical
Technical Institutes. However, during recent years some of the training institutions in
the REFOPE list have disappeared, and others no longer provide training for fishers.

243 Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure (2016), 2016 Report on Maritime Accidents,
http://www.mit.gov.it/documentazione/rapporto-sui-sinistri-marittimi-2016
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In Italy there are only a few mandatory training courses for higher qualifications, for example,
a fisher who started fishing some years ago may now want to acquire a boat driving licence.

This means that the majority of young people are not trained244. What happens in practice?
People who wish to become fishers go directly to the harbourmaster and register themselves
on the fishers’ register. This only requires them to show a number of personal documents. A
shipboard job normally starts by word of mouth among those already on fishing vessels.

6.6.4 Safety and health regulations

In more recent years new legislation on safety and health for workers on board has been
introduced. The regulations require companies in the sector to make technical and
organisational adjustments to production activities and to the crews on board. Legislative
Decrees 271/99 and 298/99 are characterised by the adoption of preventive measures to
protect the workers on board, by defining their roles, responsibilities and enforcement
measures.

However, these laws are not considered suitable for the fisheries sector because they apply
indiscriminately to the whole transport sector (i.e. to a very small fishing vessel in the same
way as to an 800 metre cruise boat). In practice, this entails a lot of bureaucracy, and
requirements that are not appropriate for fishers’ work.

In Italy, health and security are a direct obligation of the employer (this applies in general
and not only to the fisheries sector).

Different bodies are involved in the supervision of the application of the legislation on work
safety on board: The Maritime Authority (composed of the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Transport and The Corps of the Port Captaincies – Coast Guard), the Local Health Authorities,
and the Health Ministry. The Maritime Authority is also responsible for
detecting any infringements and imposing administrative penalties.

6.6.5 Other training

Training might differ from region to region since in Italy regions have the authority for
training and specialisation. However, these different qualifications are not recognised by the
Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure or by the harbourmasters.

6.6.6 International conventions

Italy has ratified SFV Protocol 93, but not STCW 95 for ILO C188 Work in Fishing Convention.
In Italy, the majority of those active in the fisheries sector are in favour of endorsement of
STCW 95 and the C188. It is expected that this would reduce the number of accidents .There
is an informal ongoing process to try to recognise STCW 95, or at least to include it in national
training programmes. This process started around 15 years ago, but has not so far achieved
concrete results.

244 Many young fishers would not be able to access secondary education in any case. They need to gain employment
early, particularly in the south of Italy.
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6.6.7 Perspectives on a possible common EU standard

Besides enhanced safety, the adoption of EU common standards is considered an opportunity
that would generate many advantages in terms of fishers’ competencies, competitiveness
and professionalism.

6.6.8 Free movement of labour

If an Italian fisher wants to fish elsewhere in Europe, it is unlikely that his/ her qualification
would not be recognised (e.g. captain or chief engineer officer), and the same thing would
apply to people coming to Italy from other countries for these positions. It may be easier for
them to find unskilled positions, since as mentioned above, specific training is not required.

In Italy there are some foreign fishers who come mainly from Tunisia, Morocco, Turkey,
Senegal, Albania and Egypt. They are normally employed in unskilled positions. Moreover,
existing laws do not allow them to have key responsibilities.

6.6.9 Bénodet 2000

The Bénodet 2000 report on mutual recognition of certificates is considered a useful
document, which may be worth updating in the light of the fact that some regulations in
other EU countries have been modified.

6.6.10 Conclusions

There has been a progressive decline in the number of fishing vessels over the past few
years, and this may explain the reduction in the number fishing vessels involved in maritime
accidents. The number of fishers has declined in recent years, although the number of full-
time equivalents has was higher in 2017 than it was in 2017.

The Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport is responsible for all of the main aspects related
to training and accreditation of fishers, while various bodies are involved in the control of the
application of the legislation on work safety on board, including the Ministry of Health. In
Italy there are no mandatory training courses to become a fisher.

The sector is generally in favour of the ratification of STCW 95, although a 15-year dialogue
has not so far resulted in tangible progress. Stakeholder feedback suggests that a common
EU standard would also be favourably viewed.
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6.7 Latvia

6.7.1 Fleet and employment data

The Republic of Latvia has 494 km of coastline and a significant 3.6% inland water coverage.
Riga, Ventspils and Liepaja are the largest ports in Latvia, whereas smaller ports such as
Skulte, Mersrags, Salacgriva, Pavilosta, Roja and Engure are also used by fishing vessels.

6.7.1.1. Fleet

Latvia has a strong fishing tradition and her fleet is composed mainly of small-scale coastal
vessels. 610 out of a total of 679 vessels (90%) are under 12 metres in length and 92% are
under 24 metres. This means that the main regulations of the STCW-F convention apply to
8% of fishing vessels registered in the country. Most of the vessels use passive fishing tools
(gill and entangling nets) and the 59 remaining vessels are trawlers. The latter fishing method
has been greatly reduced since 2008, when there were 116 such vessels registered. In
general, it was discovered that a lot of the data requested was unavailable or unreliable as it
came through estimates. The data was either not collected at all or there were
difficulties during the collection process in such a traditional, relatively unregulated
industry (Eurostat, Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia).

It is interesting to note that 5 new vessels between 40 and 59 metres in length were officially
registered in 2014, due to increased access to the Barents Sea.  Data on the Latvian distant
water fleet are limited. They were not provided for the STECF 17-12 report,245 but the Latvian
distant water fleet vessels are reported to operate in the CECAF246 region (off the coast of
Morocco and Mauritania). The largest organisation operating in the Barents Sea (Eurocrab)
has 8 Latvian fishing vessels with an average length of 55 metres.

6.7.1.2. Employment

There are 729 certified fishers in Latvia for vessels of different lengths. These fishers have
undergone a basic safety training course for fishers following STCW-F regulations. However,
uncertified people also tend to work on fishing vessels, therefore any data on total
employment in the sector are only estimates. The industry has strong family links, therefore
it is likely that family members would work either directly in capture fishing or in supporting
roles unreported. The average age of certified fishers is 50 years and they are all male. Data
on their educational background and nationality are not collected, however there are very
few foreign fishers working in the country, as push factors (emigration) are much stronger
than pull factors (immigration) in Latvia.247

The Maritime Administration of Latvia reported 729 officially-certified active fishers in 2017.
In 2016 the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) reports 749
full-time fishers, which suggests a positive implementation of the STCW-F certification
requirements when compared to the official figure of 729.

Female involvement in the industry is limited to the aquaculture sector, which is less male-
dominated due to the lower risks involved, in comparison with the more traditional sectors
of the economy, such as fishing in general. The gender distribution is less uneven in the

245 STECF (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet, p.103.
246 CECAF - Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic.
247 Anonymous (2018), Maritime Administration of Latvia.
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aquaculture sector. Data available from the OECD for years 2011 to 2013 show a ratio
oscillating between 2 and 3 males per female.248

The number of women in capture fishing, according to data of the Ministry of Agriculture, has
been declining, from 36 in 2013 to 17 in 2016, which does follow the general trend in the
industry. Women play a much larger role in the processing of fish products off shore,
especially in packing sprats in cans, although there is no statistical data on their involvement.

6.7.1.3. Economic performance

For 2016, the Latvian fishing fleet was forecast by DG-MARE to be one of the most profitable
after Germany and Sweden, with a 36% gross profit margin (also predicted to have the
highest net profit margin of 31%). The Latvian small-scale coastal fleet, along with the
Estonian and German fleets, were the only profitable ones in the Baltic Sea in 2014.249

Specifically, the Latvian passive gear segment under 10 metres was the most profitable
segment in the Baltic region altogether.250 However, these profits do not necessarily signify
prosperity in the sector, as the main reason is the decreasing number of fishers active in the
country up to 2015. The majority have emigrated to other countries (mainly UK and Ireland),
where the wages are higher, or have left the sector altogether. The EU’s decommissioning
project, aimed at achieving its sustainability goals by decreasing fishing capacity, has greatly
contributed to reducing competition and increasing profit margins for the active vessels
remaining. This project has similarly affected Greece and Poland.

Crabbing in the Barents Sea has also influenced employment of Latvian fishers, as the
country’s involvement in the area has been significant since 2015, with the establishment of
the Eurocrab association (which holds a partnership with a Norwegian company); the EU
issuing 20 licences to fish in the region valid from January 2017; and Norway’s increased
activity in the area since 2015. Latvian vessels represent 65% of the tonnage of Eurocrab’s
fleet, even though they were the last country to join, after Spain and Lithuania. The share
of the Latvian fleet in the Atlantic has been increasing, even when adjusting for seasonality.
The main reason for this is increased activity in the crabbing sector, a main driving force in
the growth of Latvia’s distant water fleet.

6.7.1.4. Accidents at work in fishing

According to the 2016 EMSA report the majority of fishing accidents occur in the North Sea
and Arctic Sea.251 The Baltic Sea is closed from all sides, which limits the dangers involved in
sea fishing activities. Between 2011 and 2015, 16 incidents were reported in the reported in
the Baltic Sea area.252

6.7.2 Legislative and regulatory competences

The Cabinet is responsible for Latvian basic legislation for fisheries under the Fishery Law,
which mainly addresses issues of sustainability, fair competition and access. It lays out the
regulatory and monitoring framework for these issues. The exercise of fishing rights is

248 OECD Agriculture Statistics (2015), Fisheries: Employment in fisheries, metadata at DOI: 10.1787/data-00219-
en.

249 DG-MARE (2017), The EU Fishing Fleet, Trends and Economic Results,
http://www.smabatar.is/Sk%C3%BDrslan%20fr%C3%A1%20EU.pdf

250 STECF (2017), The 2017 Annual Economic Report on the EU Fishing Fleet, p134.
251 EMSA (2016), Annual overview of marine casualties and incidents 2016, p50-61.
252 Ibid, p.50-61.
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organised by the Ministry of Agriculture in the Latvian exclusive economic zone and territorial
waters, and by local authorities in waters belonging to local administrations.253

Industrial (full-time commercial) fishing in the waters of the Republic of Latvia is regulated
by an annual quota for catches, number and type of fishing vessels, and number and type of
fishing gear, amongst other methods. These quotas are decided on the basis of scientific
expert opinion and scientific recommendations, recommendations of international fishery
organisations, the requirements of European Union legislation and industrial fishing
regulations.254

Regarding the collection of relevant data, the state-owned Institute of Food Safety, Animal
Health and Environment performs surveys of fish resources, assessments, develops
scientifically-justified recommendations and fishery expert-examinations upon the request of
the State or local government.255 Its Fish Resource Research Department is responsible for
conducting research regarding the sustainability of fish resources in Latvia’s waters.
Additionally, it monitors and assesses the country’s fishing fleet. Its principal role is to
maintain the Latvian National Programme for Collection of Fisheries Data on health, safety,
and sustainability at sea.

Regarding sustainability issues, the Ministry of Agriculture has responsibility to ‘determine
fisheries sector policy in the field of management of fish resources, ensure development of
legal acts of the sector and supervise sustainable use of fish resources of inland waters,
territorial waters and economic zone waters of the Republic of Latvia and implementation of
the European Union common fisheries policy’.256

The Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional
Development, and the State Environment Service are the bodies that have the final say
regarding the allocation of fishing rights, permits and quotas. Of these bodies, the State
Environmental Service is responsible for issuing fishing permits in accordance with the EU
catch quotas.257 It controls and ensures the legal use of Latvia’s natural resources and is
entitled to impose administrative sanctions upon infringing parties, and to destroy fishing
gear.258

6.7.2.1. Training and education and certification of crew

The Ministry of Transport is the body responsible for the application of the STCW-F
Convention.

The Maritime Administration of Latvia was established in 1994 as a non-profit organisation.
It is state-owned and supervised by the Ministry of Transport. It is responsible for the
regulation of training, education and certification and also the monitoring and enforcement of
such requirements and standards among seafarers, both fishers and merchant sailors.

253 Seima - The Parliament of the Republic of Latvia – (2014), Fishery Law, Sections 5.3 and 5.4, www.vvc.gov.lv
254 Ibid, Section 15.1.
255 Ibid, Section 5.2.
256 Seima - The Parliament of the Republic of Latvia – (2014), Fishery Law, Section 5.1, www.vvc.gov.lv
257 Ibid, Section 11.3 (11.4 regulates minimum percentage allocated to coastal fishers).
258 Ibid, Section 18.1.
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6.7.2.2. Employment conditions and rights

The Rural Support Service administers EU and state support for fisheries. It receives and
assesses project applications, makes decisions on allocation of financing, and keeps records
and controls the use of the finance granted.259

The Latvian Ministry of Welfare is responsible for setting health and safety standards at
work.260 The State Labour Inspectorate is responsible for monitoring the application of those
standards.261

The Ministry of Agriculture’s fisheries department262 deals with the implementation of fisheries
policy, the elaboration of national fishery legislation and management of the Fisheries
Integrated Control and Information System in Latvia. It also represents the interests of
Latvian fishers at EU level.

The Transport Accident and Incident Investigation Bureau has been responsible for the
investigation of marine accidents since June 2011. Sixteen have been reported in the Baltic
Sea area between 2011 and 2015.263

6.7.3 Policy and regulatory issues

6.7.3.1. Training, education and certification – general

All personnel on fishing vessels (over 12 metres in length) need to complete a basic safety
training course.264 The STCW and STCW-F guidelines have been incorporated into national
legislation under an amendment of Regulation no. 895 of 22 November 2005 (amended
multiple times after that date)

According to the Maritime Administration of Latvia, in order to obtain a fishing vessel (over
12 metres) and fishing boat (any length) crew qualification certificate (certificate of
competency), the applicant must submit to the Registry of Seamen:

 A medical fitness certificate;

 A document attesting professional maritime education;

 Documents attesting seagoing service;

 And any special training course certificates in accordance with the requirements of
Chapter 22 of Cabinet Regulation No. 895 “Certification of Seafarers” adopted 22
November 2005. These courses are outlined in the Maritime Administration’s page,
along with their corresponding STCW-F chapter and article.265

259 Rural Support Service (undated), General Information, http://www.lad.gov.lv/en/about-us/general-
information/general-information/

260 Ministry of Welfare (undated), Ministry, http://www.lm.gov.lv/text/637
261 State Labour Inspectorate (undated), http://www.vdi.lv/en/
262 Ministry of Agriculture (undated), Fisheries, https://www.zm.gov.lv/en/zivsaimnieciba/#jump
263 EMSA (2016), Annual overview of marine casualties and incidents 2016, p.50-61.
264 Republic of Latvia (22/11/2005), article 22 of Regulation no 895.
265 Maritime Administration of Latvia (undated), Registry of Seamen/ Competency Assessment/ Examination Topics,

https://www.lja.lv/en/registry-seamen/competency-assessment/eksamenu-temas#4
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6.7.3.2. International conventions

Latvia has ratified the STCW-F Convention. It has not so far ratified SFV Protocol 93 or
ILO C188.

6.7.3.3. Perspectives on a possible common EU standard

Latvia’s adoption of STCW-F has had little benefit to date with regard to the free movement
of fishers, since few other MS have ratified the convention and this means that Latvian fishers
wishing to work on UK vessels, for example, still have to undertake additional safety training
in the UK.

6.7.4 Free movement of fishers

Latvia has the highest emigration to population ratio in the EU, having lost 18.2% of its
population since 2000 to EU countries with greater opportunities.266 This suggests that very
few foreigners are attracted to work in Latvia as fishers. Its remaining population today is
just 1.93 million.267 Despite its small population, Latvian fishers represent 42% of EU fishers
working in the UK.268

There has been an increase in the outflow of Latvian labour to other EU MS since it joined
the EU in 2004. The majority of Latvians choose to go to the UK due to the high pay, which
is on a share-fishing basis on crabbing vessels. In general, certificates obtained in Latvia are
accepted and transposed into the local equivalents in the UK. The STCW certificates are
accepted by the UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency and they issue the UK equivalent to
officers when required. However, since 2010 an increasing number of stakeholders have
started to ask for a local basic training certificate on top of the STCW-F approved basic
training course passed in Latvia.

In addition to experienced fishers working abroad, significant interest is noted among young
people entering the industry at the trainee level. Those fishers going abroad through
recruiting agencies do not migrate, but work as international fishers on UK vessels, and
return to Latvia every 2 to 3 months to rest. Some crewing agencies, such as Lapa, also
perform the function of a certified training centre. This means that fishers are trained and
registered in Latvia, and then ‘exported’ for 9-10 months for work abroad, under a foreign
flagged vessel. This method is common in Latvia, as wages abroad are much more attractive
than in Latvia. Additionally, fishers never have to officially migrate to another country, which
makes it more attractive both from bureaucratic and cultural perspectives.

One of the two largest crewing agencies, BSA Crewing, reports to have 100 fishers employed
abroad (all certified to STCW-F standards), which is a significant number considering the
country as a whole only has 729 certified fishers.

266 POLITICO (05/01/2018), Latvia, a disappearing nation, https://www.politico.eu/article/latvia-a-disappearing-
nation-migration-population-decline/

267 Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia (08/03/2018),
http://data.csb.gov.lv/pxweb/en/Sociala/Sociala__isterm__iedz/IE0020c.px/table/tableViewLayout2/?rxid=562
c2205-ba57-4130-b63a-6991f49ab6fe

268 Seafish (10/2017), Pilot fleet employment survey report, Sea Fish Industry Authority, Edinburgh - They represent
39 of the 92 sampled in the survey, which covered between 5.6% and 11.6% of jobs, depending on the vessel
type.
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6.7.4.1. Bénodet 2000 report on mutual recognition of certificates

The majority of stakeholders contacted were not aware of the Bénodet 2000 report on mutual
recognition of certificates. One stakeholder is aware of it but does not refer to it.

6.7.5 Training and education institutions in Latvia

According to stakeholders in the Ministry of Agriculture, there are no educational institutions
specific to fishers in Latvia. Fishers can qualify for the STCW-F requirements in training
centres that mainly deal with the shipping sector.

The Liepaja Maritime College provides educational opportunities for ship engineers, ship
mechanics, ship's managers and logistics specialists, as well as some courses for lifelong
learning (Basic Safety Training, Security – awareness training, Advanced Fire Fighting,
Medical First Aid, Engine resource management etc.).269

Novikontas Maritime College is a private educational and training institution with its main
goal to provide opportunities for increased competence and attitudnal development for those
who work at sea or plan to start a career at sea. All STCW-required courses, College and
upgrade programmes for Navigators and Marine Engineers are available.270

A bachelor's degree in Marine Transport – Navigation, Marine Engineering etc., and a
postgraduate degree in Marine transportation can be obtained at the Latvian Maritime
Academy. The academy also provides some shorter courses.271

As noted above, at least one crewing agency is also an approved training provider.

Some seminars for coastal fishers are also available under the National Fisheries Network.
These are not orientated to health and safety issues, but to the professional development of
fishers. Seminar themes include: changes in legislation, solving the seal problem,
diversification of activities and dealing with pest problems.

6.7.6 Findings and conclusions

As a new member state, Latvia has not benefited from Union aid towards increasing its fishing
capacity,272 which may have contributed to the emigration wave of Latvian fishers to other
EU member states.

Approval of the STCW-F convention does not appear to have given any advantage to Latvian
fishers working abroad. Only a few members have signed the agreement, hence it has limited
effect on easing the movement of people; only those states with established training
standards close to the levels set out by STCW-F are likely to have signed it. This suggests
that, to date, it has had limited effect on the improvement of human capital and the working
conditions of fishers.

269 Liepaja Maritime College, http://www.ljk.lv/en
270 Novikontas (undated), About us, http://www.novikontas.lv/en/activities/about-us/
271 Latvian Maritime Academy, http://www.latja.lv/en
272 F & S Fisheries / Maritime Affairs (03/2017), ‘Research for PECH Committee – The management of fishing fleets

in Outermost Regions’, p45.
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6.7.7 Recommendations for actions at EU level

Latvia would benefit from a common European standard on the training of fishers along the
lines of the STCW-F convention. This would facilitate the seasonal movement of Latvian
fishers to other MS by decreasing the administrative burden of such a procedure while also
helping emigrating fishers to guarantee their rights are respected abroad. Latvia’s National
Fishers Network model can be used in other EU MS to provide support for small-scale coastal
fishers. It is an efficient system that does not interfere with the fishers’ interests and provides
direct support.
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6.8 The Netherlands

6.8.1 Fleet and employment data

6.8.1.1. The fishing fleet

The majority of the Dutch fishing fleet specialises in catching pelagic fish, flatfish, shrimp and
shellfish. The fleet consists mainly of cutters (on average > 30 m and < 46 m) and euro-
cutters (< 24 m, < 300 hp), while it also contains eight pelagic freezer-trawlers (> 95 m, >
3000 kW).273 All of these vessels belong to the large-scale fleet, with an average of 347 large-
scale vessels per annum over the period 2013-2017. In addition to the large-scale fleet in
the Netherlands, there is also a smaller segment of small-scale coastal vessels. This small-
scale coastal fleet consisted on average of 177 vessels per annum over the period 2013-
2017.

Table 14: Number of Dutch flagged vessels per vessel type for the period 2013-
2017

Vessel types 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Small-scale coastal fleet (< 12 m static gear) 184 178 171 175 176
Large-scale fleet (> 12 m using static gear & all
towed gear 347 357 344 343 344

Distant water fleet ( EU registered vessels > 24 m
operating in ‘other fishing regions’) - - - - -

Total number of vessels NL 739 735 718 518 521
Inactive vessels NL 208 200 203 0 1
Active vessels NL 531 535 515 518 520

Source: STECF, 2017

6.8.1.2. Economic performance

When looking at the economic performance of the Dutch fishing fleet, it becomes clear that
the past four years have been successful from a financial point of view. Important factors
contributing to these good financial results are:

 Good prices being paid for fish and shrimp;

 Cost reductions (mainly fuel costs) through new fishing techniques (e.g. pulse
fishing);

 Healthy or recovering commercial fish stocks.

However, there are also great concerns about the future of the Dutch fishing industry. Brexit,
the landing obligation, offshore wind parks and the proposed ban of the European Parliament
on pulse fishing will influence the future financial performance of the Dutch fishing fleet.274

273 Ministerie van Landbouw, Natuur en Voedselkwaliteit (2018), Gids van Vissersvaartuigen,
https://www.vissersvaartuigen.nl/media/gidsen/Gids-van-vissersvaartuigen-februari-2018.pdf

274 Rijksoverheid (2017), Vertrouwen in de toekomst; Regeerakkoord 2017-2021,
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/regering/documenten/publicaties/2017/10/10/regeerakkoord-2017-vertrouwen-
in-de-toekomst
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Table 15: Economic performance of the Dutch fishing fleet for the period 2013-
2017

Economic indicators 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Value of landing (Million €) 368.6 374.8 375.0 466.8 405.1

Revenue (Million €) 371.8 384.7 378.6 470.6 408.6

Gross profit (Million €) 48.6 64.8 68.6 140.8 84.5

Net profit (Million €) -5.1 20.7 33.1 108.3 54.4

Source: STECF, 2017

6.8.1.3. Employment

Employment within the Dutch fishing fleet has remained relatively stable over the period
2013-2017 in the cutter sector (see Table 16). However, employment within the cutter
fisheries is still considerably lower than ten years ago (-19%).275 Within the freezer-trawler
sector (large-scale fisheries) employment also remained relatively stable from 439 to 409
crew members between 2013-2016276

Relatively few young people are entering the fishing industry. A representative of an
education institution notes that most young entrants decide to work in the fishing sector
because they have a family background in fisheries and/or live within a fishing community.
Some reasons given by young people for working in the fishing industry are ‘Current high
salaries’ and ‘Family background’. Reasons given for young people not working in the fishing
industry are ‘Tough working conditions’, ‘Culture’ and ‘Better leave arrangements within
shipping sector’.

Another important argument is that a lot of young students prefer to choose a seafarer
education programme instead of the fishery education programme. This is caused by the fact
that a fishing certificate only allows a student to apply for a Certificate of Competency (CoC,
Dutch: Vaarbevoegdheidsbewijs) to work on-board a fishing vessel. A seafaring certificate
enables you to apply for a CoC to work on a merchant vessel. However, in some cases a
seafaring certificate also enables a student to apply for a CoC to work on-board a fishing
vessel. So, the seafaring certificate offers a broader set of employment opportunities
compared to a fishing certificate. As a result, the flow of young people into the Dutch fishing
industry stagnates, especially for the pelagic trawlers.

Data on age distribution, gender, role on board and nationality will be collected by
Wageningen Economic Research from 2018 onwards. However, multiple interviewees
mentioned that there are currently no women known to be employed in active capture
fisheries. One interviewee mentioned that in the past (70s) there were two women who
briefly worked in capture fisheries, but the tough working conditions and the male-dominated
culture caused them to switch to a different job. ProSea had its first female course participant

275 Wageningen Economic Research (2018), Number of crew members in large-scale fisheries continues to decline
due to fleet shrinkage,
http://www.agrimatie.nl/ThemaResultaat.aspx?subpubID=2232&themaID=2264&indicatorID=2868&sectorID=
2861

276 It is important to note that these numbers are based on the number of registered employees in the cao (collective
employment agreement) trawler fisheries. These numbers also include Dutch fishers working on-board vessels
from a different flag state. Non-EU employees working on-board Dutch trawlers are not included in these
numbers. Interview with representative PFA.
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following an education programme to become a fisher in 2016. Most women working in the
maritime sector are employed on sailing vessels or on passenger ships.

Table 16: Employment data per vessel type for the period 2013-2017

Employed
Vessel types 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Small-scale coastal fleet (< 12 m static gear) 383 321 362 371 373
Large-scale fleet (> 12 m using static gear & all
towed gear 1,712 1,694 1,604 1,567 1,614

Distant water fleet ( EU registered vessels > 24 m
operating in ‘other fishing regions’) - - - - -

Total employment 2,095 2,014 1,966 1,938 1,988

Source: STECF, 2017. Total employment in 2015 was estimated at around 2,000 jobs, corresponding to around
1,620 FTEs. 20-25% of the jobs are in the small-scale coastal fleet, while the rest are in the large-scale fleet (cutters
and pelagic trawlers).

6.8.1.4. Accidents at work in fishing

The European Marine Casualty Information Portal lists only one occupational accident
involving a fishing vessel (in 2011),277 but no reports are listed for the Netherlands in the
category of ‘Casualty with ship’.

6.8.2 Legislative and regulatory competences

Based on the various interviews conducted, there seems to be a relatively clear division of
responsibilities between the various Ministries and inspection agencies. Currently there are
three Ministries involved in training and education within the Dutch fishing industry with
regard to health, safety and sustainability. These Ministries are:

 The Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management (Dutch: Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Waterstaat);

 The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en
Wetenschap (MOCW);

 Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (Ministerie van Landbouw, Natuur en
Voedselkwaliteit (MLNV)).

The MOCW is responsible for the creation of a legal framework for education, for the
implementation of education laws and for the provision of financial means to achieve this.278

The Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management is responsible for spatial planning,
traffic/transport and water management in the Netherlands, but more specifically deals with
safe navigation and the protection of the marine environment.279

277 https://bit.ly/2Ko85dl
278 Parlement & Politiek , (undated), Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap (OCW),

https://www.parlement.com/id/vhnnmt7hw7e3/ministerie_van_onderwijs_cultuur_en
279 Parlement & Politiek (undated), Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat (IenW),

https://www.parlement.com/id/vkiphq7ynvjf/ministerie_van_infrastructuur_en
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In addition to these two Ministries, the MLNV is involved. This Ministry is responsible for
among other things the assimilation of the EU’s Common Fisheries Policy into Dutch policy.280

The MLNV is involved in promoting sustainability within the education of Dutch fishers (e.g.
through the online knowledge platform ‘Vist ik het maar’ (www.vistikhetmaar.nl)). They do
this mainly on their own initiative.

The MOCW mainly deals with establishing policy, legislation and rules with respect to
education, while the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management mainly deals with
establishing policy, legislation and rules with respect to training and certification of fishers.
These Ministries set the standards and minimum requirements concerning the education,
training and certification of fishers with respect to health, safety and sustainability.

Both Ministries have their own inspection authorities, namely:

 The Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (Inspectie Leefomgeving en
Transport (ILT));

 The Inspectorate of Education (Dutch: Inspectie van het Onderwijs).

The Inspectorate of Education is responsible for the inspection and review of schools and
educational institutions.281 ILT monitors and encourages compliance with both national and
European legislation and regulations for the protection of the marine environment, and safe
and sustainable transport.282

ILT recognises training courses and inspects training courses, fishing vessels and the crews
on-board fishing vessels for compliance. They also assist the Inspectorate of Education with
monitoring the education institutions offering education programmes to become a fisher.
However, formally provision of education is the responsibility of the MOCW and the
Inspectorate of Education. ILT is only responsible for the training courses. Once ILT
recognises a training course, the training institutions and schools can issue a certificate. With
this certificate, the certificate holder can apply for a CoC at Kiwa. Kiwa283 is authorised to
issue a CoC on behalf of the Dutch Authorities.

Once ILT recognises a certificate, Kiwa284 is authorised to award the legally required certificate
and issue certificates of competency on behalf of the Dutch Authorities.

280 Government of the Netherlands, (undated), Dutch fisheries policy,
https://www.government.nl/topics/fisheries/dutch-fisheries-policy

281 Inspectorate of Education, (undated), Summary profile of the Dutch Inspectorate of Education,
https://english.onderwijsinspectie.nl/inspection

282 Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate, (undated), About the ILT, https://english.ilent.nl/about-the-ilt
283 The minister has designated Kiwa as an Independent Administrative Body for the implementation of various

certication schemes (Kiwa N.V., 2010, Additional Regulations for Statutory Certification Schemes,
https://www.kiwa.nl/uploadedFiles/Nieuws_en_publicaties/Aanvullend%20Kiwa%20Reglement%20voor%20W
ettelijke%20Certificatieregelingen%20ENG.pdf).

284 Kiwa is an independent organisation that provides high-quality certification (Kiwa (undated), Erkenning van het
vaarbevoegdheidsbewijs of bekwaamheidsbewijs, https://diensten.kiwa.nl/vergunningen/erkenning-
vaarbevoegdheidsbewijs).
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Figure 9: Simplified overview of Ministries and inspection/certification
authorities involved, along with their tasks/responsibilities

Some statistics on training, education, certification, accidents and employment disputes of
the workforce are kept in the Central Register of Crew Data (Dutch: Centraal register
bemanningsgegevens) and the Public Register of Manning Certificates (Dutch: Openbaar
register van bemanningscertificaten). ILT has a list of approved training institutions and
courses.285 Statistics on the number of fishers is kept by Wageningen Economic Research,
Kiwa and/or ILT should have statistics on the number and types of certificates that have been
issued.

Reported accidents are recorded by both the Dutch coast guard and ILT. The Dutch coast
guard publishes a monthly report with all the recorded ‘very serious accidents’ in Dutch
waters, including vessels with other flags sailing in Dutch waters. ILT also records accidents,
but they record accidents for all Dutch flagged vessels (also Dutch flagged vessel operating
outside Dutch waters) and all accidents within the Dutch Exclusive Economic Zone. These
data are passed on to the Safety Board (Dutch: Onderzoeksraad voor Veiligheid) and the
European Marine Casualty Information Platform.

The Central Bureau for Statistics should also have statistics on the number of recorded
accidents. Fishers are legally obliged to report specific accidents286 with ILT by telephone
through calling 088 489 00 00.287

The Social Partners Agreement on the Work in Fishing Convention (C188) has been
transposed into an EU Directive (16 November 017), which states that every European MS is

285 See overview of approved training institute,
https://www.ilent.nl/binaries/ilt/documenten/publicaties/2017/05/03/overzicht-erkende-
trainingen/Overzicht+erkende+trainingen+per+12-02-2018.pdf

286 These are fatal accidents, accidents with serious injury or accidents that prevent the fisher from resuming work
within 24 hours. In addition, accidents resulting in serious (environmental) damage must be reported
(Representative PFA, 2018).

287 Nederlandse Vissersbond (2017), Melding arbeidsongeval aan boord, https://www.vissersbond.nl/melding-
arbeidsongeval-aan-boord/
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required to transpose the content of this directive into national legislation within two years
from 16 November 2017. At the insistence of the Dutch fishing industry, Dutch authorities
are currently busy with revising and adjusting the regulations on fishing crew to STCW-F
(training, certification and watch keeping) and C188 ('safe manning') requirements (Member
at EU Sectorial Social Dialogue Committee on Sea Fisheries, 2018).288 The STCW-F
implementation is expected to be a reality in early 2019, while they strive to have fully
implemented the Work in Fishing Convention (C188) by 16 November 2019 at the latest.289

With the implementation of the Work in Fishing Convention (C188) in national legislation,
other Ministries and Inspectorates also became involved. Since this convention is linked to
ILO, it meant that the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Dutch: Ministerie van
Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid) became involved (it is leading the implementation
process) along with the inspectorate SZW. This Ministry is currently leading in the
implementation of the Work in Fishing Convention C188.

According to and interviewee at the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management, there
are also minor roles for the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy (Dutch: Ministerie
van Economische Zaken en Klimaat) and the Ministry of Justice and Security (Dutch:
Ministerie van Justitie en Veiligheid) with the new national legislation on crews on board
fishing vessels.

6.8.3 Policy and regulatory issues

6.8.3.1. Training and education – general

Fishers often have to meet several requirements concerned with education, training,
experience and physical fitness before they can start fishing. Skippers, stand-in skippers,
officers/engineers belonging to the minimum crew (see Table 18, Table 19, and Table 20,
below) need to possess a CoC recognised by Dutch authorities. This certificate states the
qualifications of the certificate holder. These qualifications determine the function one can
have on-board.290 In addition to the Certificate of Competency, fishers are sometimes required
to possess other personal documents, such as a seaman’s book291 (Dutch: Monsterboekje)
and a Medical Fitness Certificate. Most of these documents can be requested from Kiwa. Kiwa
issues the CoC and the Certificate of Proficiency on behalf of the authorities.

There are also several training certificates that (some) fishers need to have, for example:

 Basic Safety Fishery Training (only for fishers with a safety task on the alarm list).

 Medical First Aid (skipper and crew in charge of medical care on board within restricted
sailing area).

 Medical Care and Medical First Aid (skipper and crew in charge of medical care on
board within unrestricted sailing area).

288 Email correspondence from a member of the EU Sectorial Social Dialogue Committee on Sea Fisheries (2018).
289 The EU Directive and the C188 convention differ slightly. An important difference is the application. The EU

Directive applies to employees only, so excluding self-employed fishers. The convention however applies to all
fishers, including self-employed fishers.

290 ILT, (undated), Bemanning visserij, https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/bemanning-visserij.
291 This document is used to register an individual’s work experience. The Medical Fitness Certificate and other

completed training certificates may be registered in the seaman’s book. However, these certificates must also
be present onboard the vessel (Dutch Government, no date) (Employee ILT, 2018)
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 Proficiency in survival crafts and rescue boats other than fast rescue boats (for crew
with a responsibility towards the use of group survival crafts/rescue boats).

Requirements are also imposed on maritime training institutions. Only the certificates of
training and education institutions offering recognised training courses are accepted for a
certificate of competency application.292

Safety training

In the Netherlands, everybody with ‘a safety task on the alarm list’ needs to take a one-off
Basic Safety Fishery Training (4.5-5 days). As the Dutch Government (Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management) will access STCW-F ’95, STCW-F requirements will
apply for crew on-board Dutch flagged vessels from 01 January 2019, which means that the
Basic Safety Fishery Training will be mandatory for all fishers. On the pelagic trawler fleet
this obligation already applies (based on the company policies), including a refresher course,
every 5 years.

Basic Safety Fishery Training includes elements of personal survival, fire prevention/fighting,
emergency response, elementary first aid, prevention of marine pollution and prevention of
shipboard incidents. ILT-approved training courses offered at the various training institutions
approved by ILT are private structures.

Training paths

If you want to become a fisher in the Netherlands, there are four specific educational
programmes that can be followed (SW6, SW5, S4 and W4). All of these educational
programmes are offered at state-controlled schools. These educational programmes are not
related to a specific job/function on board (except for S4 and W4),293 but relate to the size of
the vessel, engine power and area of navigation:294 small vessel/small engine/coastal fishing
requires a different licence compared to a large vessel/large engine/unrestricted sailing area.

This means that every graduate of a fishing school with a SW6 or SW5 certificate is able to
perform the role of skipper, mate/stand-in skipper and engineer/mechanic on board a fishing
vessel, depending on elements already mentioned and additional certificates and experience.
However, a higher level of education will provide the graduate with fewer restrictions on the
validity of the certificate to operate a vessel with a certain size, engine capacity and within a
certain fishing area. The certificate obtained from secondary vocational education determines
which education programme a student can enter to become a fisher. Both men and women
have equal access to enrol for one of the educational programmes to become a fisher.

In the Netherlands the vocational training is at three levels (for skipper, mate/stand-in
skipper, engineer/mechanic):

 (Middle Vocational Education) MBO-2/SW6 (lowest level): small ship/engine, coastal
fishing only. Duration: 2 years.

292 ILT, (undated), Bemanning visserij, https://www.ilent.nl/onderwerpen/bemanning-visserij.
293 A S4 certificate (the S stand for ‘Stuurman’, officer in English) prepares you for an officer function, while a W4

certificate (the W stands for ‘Werktuigkundige’, engineer in English) prepares you for an engineer function.
294 Manning of Sea Going Fishing Vessels Decree (2014), Besluit Zeevisvaartbemanning,

http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0012790/2014-05-03
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 MBO-3/SW5 (middle level): Everything in between the smallest coastal vessels and
the large pelagic trawlers. Duration: 3 years.

 MBO-4/SW4/S4/W4: big ships (> 45 m, incl. pelagic trawlers), unrestricted sailing
area. Duration: 4 years.

Annex 12 contains an overview of the competences that the different diplomas offer. All
education programmes result in a certificate (adhering to STCW-F requirements295) after
successful completion.

In total there are five educational institutions offering the educational programmes to become
a fisher. An overview of these institutions is listed in Table 6. It is possible to opt for either a
part-time (BBL)296 or full-time (BOL)297 education programme to obtain an S4, W4, SW5, SW6
certificate. It is important to note that the education programmes S4 and W4 are only offered
by ROC Friese Poort, STC Katwijk and STC Stellendam. However, the number of students
following the S4 education programme is very low, indicating a preference for the broader
seafarer certificate.

Table 17: List of the five institutions that offer vocational education programmes
to become a fisher in the Netherlands

Institutions Website

ROC Friese Poort Urk https://www.rocfriesepoort.nl/vestiging/urk-lange-riet

ROC Kop van Noord-Holland https://www.rockopnh.nl/

Scalda Vlissingen https://www.scalda.nl/

STC Katwijk https://stc-group.nl/locaties/zuidstraat-katwijk-aan-zee

STC Stellendam https://stc-group.nl/locaties/deltahaven-stellendam

The requirements above apply for staff being part of the legally required ‘minimum crew’
with respect to safe shipping and preservation of the marine environment. Minimal crew
requirements are based on the ship (size), not on the fishing method.298 Redundant staff (e.g.
fish processing) does not require specific education, but they need to have adequate safety
training and medical certificates. An overview of all ‘minimal crew’ requirements is provided
in Table 18, Table 19, and Table 20.

Table 18: Minimum crew on-board fishing vessels < 24 m

Minimal crew Vessel size < 24 m

< 750 kW,
sailing area I

< 750 kW, unrestricted
sailing area

Skipper (Schipper) 1 1

295 Formally incorrect, because the STCW-F has not yet been implemented in the Dutch regulations. It is informally
correct, because the programmes have already been looking at what STCW-F requires.

296 Working and learning (BBL): The students work most of the week and also attend school one or two days a week
(ROC Friese Poort, (undated), ‘We are ROC Friese Poort’, https://www.rocfriesepoort.nl/english).

297 School and internship (BOL): The students attend school (almost) every day and also do internships at companies
or institutions during their studies (ROC Friese Poort, (undated), ‘We are ROC Friese Poort’,
https://www.rocfriesepoort.nl/english).

298 The ship owner/manager must have sufficient people on board to ensure a safe fishing process.
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Stand-in skipper (Plaatsvervangend schipper) 1 1

Deckhand (Gezel) 1 2

Officer/engineer (Stuurman-werktuigkundige) - -

Source: Manning of Sea Going Fishing Vessels Decree (Dutch: Besluit Zeevisvaartbemanning)

Table 19: Minimum crew on-board fishing vessels < 45 m

Minimal crew Vessel size < 45 m

< 1125
kW,

sailing
area I

< 1125
kW,

unrestrict
ed sailing

area

< 3000
kW,

unrestrict
ed sailing

area

< 6000
kW,

unrestrict
ed sailing

area

Skipper (Schipper) 1 1 1 1

Stand-in skipper (Plaatsvervangend
schipper) 1 1 1 1

Deckhand (Gezel) 2 2 3 4

Officer/engineer (Stuurman-
werktuigkundige) - 1 1 1

Source: Manning of Sea Going Fishing Vessels Decree (Dutch: Besluit Zeevisvaartbemanning)

Table 20: Minimum crew on-board fishing vessels < 60 m and > 60 m

Minimal crew Vessel size < 60 m Vessel size > 60 m

< 3000
kW,

unrestrict
ed sailing

area

< 6000
kW,

unrestrict
ed sailing

area

< 3000
kW,

unrestrict
ed sailing

area

> 3000
kW,

unrestrict
ed sailing

area

Skipper (Schipper) 1 1 1 1

Stand-in skipper (Plaatsvervangend
schipper) 1 1 1 1

Deckhand (Gezel) 4 5 5 5

Officer/engineer (Stuurman-
werktuigkundige) 2 2 2 3

Source: Manning of Sea Going Fishing Vessels Decree (Dutch: Besluit Zeevisvaartbemanning)

6.8.3.2. Funding of training and education

Only three interviewees were aware of any government/EU-funds to support training and/or
education. TvK Instructie is currently (2018) involved in an EU-funded project called
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MariGreen.299 Within this project TvK Instructie is trying to develop more advanced safety
training for the fisheries sector. This fund covers 60% of their expenses.

The interviewed representative of the cutter fleet mentioned being aware of the European
Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) offering the opportunity to support training and/or
education in fisheries. However, these funds are not part of the operational programme of
the Netherlands, since they decided to focus on innovation.

6.8.3.3. National standards for the training and certification of at-sea observers

Neither of the employees of Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management and ILT
interviewed knew about any specific standards for the training and certification of at-sea
observers. At-sea observers are considered as crew by Dutch law, so they have a training
requirement (e.g. ship specific training/familiarisation) but lack a certification requirement
(as long as they are not on the ‘alarm list’). Part of the responsibility for the health and safety
of at-sea observers lies with the ship manager and/or skipper. According to the interviewee
of TvK Instructie BV, at-sea observers on a Dutch vessel only need to complete survival
training, while at-sea observers on German vessels need to complete Basic Safety Training.

6.8.3.4. Implementation of international standards

The Netherlands aims to implement the following international standards:

 C188 – Work in Fishing Convention: by 16 November 2019 at the latest;

 STCW-F, 1995: STCW-F implementation is expected to be a reality in early 2019;300

 1993 Torremolinos Protocol: Ratified on 8 April 2002.301

It should be noted that STCW-F 95302 is outdated (1995) and does not specify, prescribe nor
require any detailed content. It is basically an ‘empty standard’ and it does not include
security. Unless STCW-F 95 is updated, and meaningful, mandatory content defined,
subscription to STCW-F 95 as such says little, and does not lead to any (inter)national safety
standard. (See also section 6.8.3.6)

The present lack of a uniform safety standard is a limiting factor for international exchange
of personnel. An option considered is to follow the updated STCW 2010 (i.e. without a fishing
section) and develop for (Dutch) fisheries a dedicated fishery section.

6.8.3.5. Common EU-standards in training, education and certification for fishers
All nine interviewees were asked about the advantages and disadvantages they saw in
common EU-standards on training, education and certification for fishers (with regard to
health, safety and sustainability training). An overview of all the advantages and
disadvantages stated can be found in Table 21.

299 The MariGreen project is focused on the development of innovations for greener and low-emission shipping that
will ultimately reduce the ecological footprint of the shipping industry.

300 Email correspondence from a member of the EU Sectorial Social Dialogue Committee on Sea Fisheries (2018).
301 Ecolex, (undated), Torremolinos Protocol of 1993 relating to the Torremolinos International Convention for the

Safety of Fishing Vessels, 1977 (April 2, 1993), https://www.ecolex.org/details/torremolinos-protocol-of-1993-
relating-to-the-torremolinos-international-convention-for-the-safety-of-fishing-vessels-1977-tre-
001173/participants/

302 International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel
(STCW-F), 1995.
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Table 21: Stated advantages and disadvantages of common EU standards for the
training, education and certification of fishers (health, safety and
sustainability)

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Enables the free movement of labour in
the EU fishing industry (representatives of
cutter fleet; ILT; Ministry of Infrastructure
and Water Management; PFA).

1. Front runners may be slowed down and
become demotivated, while the laggards may
not to able to comply and become excluded
(representative of the cutter fleet; ILT,
Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management).

2. Level playing-field (representatives of
ILT; PFA).

2. Possible differences in interpretation by EU
Member States will make enforcement a
challenge (representative of ILT).

3. Better safety performance EU fishing
fleet (representatives of ILT, Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management;
PFA).

3. Will such a standard be feasible and
acceptable to all fishers (representative of
ILT)

Source: Interviews

6.8.3.6. Free movement of labour

There are fishers from several EU MS (e.g. Polish) and non-EU MS (e.g. Russian and
Peruvian)303 active in the Dutch fishing fleet. Navigation certificates from these countries (as
from most countries) are not acknowledged in the Netherlands, with the exception of the
STCW-certificate for mechanics on-board stern trawlers. The Kiwa website even states that
‘It is not required to get recognition of foreign certificates to work in the Dutch seafishing
sector’.304

According to the representative of the PFA, foreign, non-EU personnel are in principle allowed
on Dutch fishery boats, provided that:

1. The non-EU crew are only allowed to perform work outside the 12 mile zone; or

2. The non-EU crew have a work permit if they need to perform work within the 12 mile
zone of The Netherlands (Dutch: tewerkstellingsvergunning);

3. Adequate certificates are in place.

In the pelagic fleet, this can be avoided if the foreign personnel are not actually working in
the 12-mile zone (e.g. fish processing personnel). For these workers a Basic Safety Fishery
Training is not a legal requirement but is mandatory based on pelagic trawler company
policy.305

303 Russian and Peruvian fishers work on pelagic trawlers, but they fill positions above minimal crew requirements
on-board.

304 Kiwa, (undated), Erkenning van het vaarbevoegdheidsbewijs of bekwaamheidsbewijs,
https://diensten.kiwa.nl/vergunningen/erkenning-vaarbevoegdheidsbewijs

305 This depends on whether these persons have a safety task on the alarm list of the fishing vessel or if they have
a task with regard to the prevention of pollution of the marine environment (Employee ILT, 2018).
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The biggest challenge to getting certificates from other MS accepted/ recognised
is the current lack of an enforceable procedure both at national and EU levels.
Whereas foreign seafarers on Dutch ships can ask Kiwa to recognise a certificate of
competency from a country that is not a member of the EU or European Economic Area
(EEA),306 there is no corresponding procedure for fishers.307

According to a representative of ILT, a request for the recognition of Polish fishing certificates
was received in the past. This turned out to be rather difficult: several times ILT requested
additional documentation from Poland, and when it finally arrived, everything was written in
Polish. It was not therefore possible to accept/recognise the Polish certificates.

Getting Dutch certificates accepted in other (EU-member) states is not a straightforward
process either. According to a representative of an education institution, Dutch fishers
working on board UK- and German-flagged vessels for example need to fulfil several
additional requirements concerning training and education. Every fisher in the UK for
instance, both new entrants and experienced fishers, must complete the ‘1-day Safety
Awareness and Risk Assessment’ course (Maritime and Coastguard Agency, 2010).308

Several interviewees indicated that they would prefer a similar EU-system in place for fishers
as there is for seafarers. The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) plays an important
role in facilitating the acceptance/recognition of certificates of seafarers from EU-MS and of
non-EU countries.309 An EU-agency dealing with the education, training and certification of
fishers from EU MS and non-EU countries would be most welcome, according to an
interviewee at the Ministry of I&W.

Because of the lack of (1) ratified, up-to-date, defined education/ safety standards and the
lack of (2) enforceable procedures for the acknowledgement/recognition of certificates of
competency in fisheries, international exchange of personnel/ fishers is currently a
complicated and cumbersome matter. Ratification of STCW-F would provide a solution to the
first point, although it requires to be updated (see section 6.8.3.4). IMO is currently working
on a revision of STCW-F, but this is likely to take several more years to complete.

6.8.3.7. Bénodet 2000

None of the interviewees was familiar with the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual recognition
of certificates in the sea fishing sector in Europe. Although all interviewees would welcome
an updated version of the report, several had other suggestions/preferences, such as:

 An online database containing all education, training and certification requirements
for fishers per EU MS.

 Establishing an EMSA-agency for fishers, to assist with the recognition of certificates
and promote the free movement of labour.

306 Dutch Government, (undated), Seafarer certificate of competency and seaman's book,
https://business.gov.nl/regulation/seafarer-certificate-competency/

307 The procedure exists as described in Art. 23 of the Manning of Sea Going Fishing Vessels Decree, but is not
enforceable.

308 Maritime and Coastguard Agency, 2010, Training and Certification Requirements for the Crew of Fishing Vessels
and their Applicability to Small Commercial Vessels and Large Yachts,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/440965/MGN_411.pdf

309 EMSA (undated), Standards for Seafarers, http://www.emsa.europa.eu/visits-to-member-states/standards-for-
seafarers.html
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 Facilitation of the exchange of knowledge on the education, training and certification
of fishers between MS.

6.8.4 Training and education institutions in the Netherlands

6.8.4.1. Education

A visit was paid to one of the five education institutions (ROC Friese Poort Urk) in order to
get a better impression of fishing schools in the Netherlands. This fishing school currently
has the highest number of students following an education programme to become a fisher.
An overview of the number of fishers trained from 2013-2017 is presented in Annex 10.

Interviewed stakeholders indicated that, in the past couple of years, there has been a shift
from specific fisheries education to a broader nautical education in the Netherlands. This shift
is partially based on the wish to promote the exchange of workers within the maritime cluster.
The fishing industry is particularly prone to natural variation in fish stocks, thereby influencing
job opportunities within the sector. If fishers receive broader knowledge during their
education, it will make it easier for them to find employment in other sectors like shipping
and the maritime services industry. However, there is also a down side to this development
according to some interviewees: there is a threat that some fishery-specific knowledge is
getting somewhat lost in the education programmes of fishers.

Furthermore, there is a trend that many adult fishers start following an education programme
in order to obtain a certificate. This stems from the fact that certificates are becoming
increasingly important in fisheries. Inspections on the safety of vessels and the personnel on
board vessels (certificates of competency and the positions on board) have increased and
are assessed more rigorously than in the past within the Dutch fishing industry. As a result,
education institutions nowadays also offer online distance learning courses specifically
targeting experienced/adult fishers.

An overview of the syllabus that the various education programmes/certificates offer can be
found in Table 22.
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Table 22: Overview of the syllabus for the SW6 and SW5 certificate

MBO-2/SW6 MBO-3/SW5 MBO-4/S4

Navigation and location Navigation and location Navigation and location

Watch keeping Watch keeping Watch keeping

Radar navigation Radar navigation Radar navigation

Magnetic and gyro
compasses

Magnetic and gyro
compasses

Magnetic and gyro
compasses

Meteorology and
oceanography

Meteorology and
oceanography

Meteorology and
oceanography

Maneuvering and
operating fishing vessels

Manoeuvring and
operating fishing vessels

Manoeuvring and
operating fishing vessels

Construction and stability
of fishing vessels

Construction and stability
of fishing vessels

Construction and stability
of fishing vessels

Handling and stowage of
the catch

Handling and stowage of
the catch

Handling and stowage of
the catch

Fire fighting and fire
prevention

Fire fighting and fire
prevention

Fire fighting and fire
prevention

Emergency situations Emergency situations Emergency situations

Medical care Medical care Medical care

Shipping laws Shipping laws Shipping laws

Communication English English

Life-saving equipment Communication Communication

Search and rescue at sea Life-saving equipment Life-saving equipment

The FAO/ILO/IMO code on
safety on board fishing
vessels

Search and rescue at sea Search and rescue at sea

Engineering
The FAO/ILO/IMO code on
safety on board fishing
vessels

The FAO/ILO/IMO code on
safety on board fishing
vessels

Staff policy and
responsibility for training

Engineering Engineering

Staff policy and
responsibility for training

Staff policy and
responsibility for training

Compulsory parts of the education programmes are an accredited course Basic Safety/Basic
Safety Fisheries for all fishery students, accredited medical first aid (SW6 and SW5) and an
accredited medical care course (SW5 and S4). In addition to the compulsory components of
the education programmes, students are free to choose their own specialisation courses.
Examples of specialisation courses are entrepreneurship, sustainability and electro-
technology (this specialisation has been specifically requested by the fishing industry).

Since 2004 students also follow the 4-day course ‘Fishing with a future’ as part of their
education programme. This course is conducted by the ProSea Foundation and focusses on
sustainable fisheries. It empowers future fishers to protect fish stocks and the marine
environment for future generations and helps future fishers find a balance between planet
(environmental challenges), profit (economic viability), and people (acceptance of your
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business by society – a licence to operate) in shaping their sustainable and successful
businesses. Students receive a certificate for attending this course. An overview of the
general course content can be found in Table 23, below.

Table 23: General course content of the ‘Fishing with a future’ course provided
by ProSea

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

Introduction
sustainability: what
is it? Why do we
talk about it?

Workshop: own
opinion about
important
sustainability issues

Marine
Environment:
lecture and field
trip

The Dutch fleet:
developments, past
20 years and
current trends

Fisheries economy:
how to earn money
with fishing and the
fish supply chain

Workshop Image
and Identity:
acceptance by
society

Fisheries
management:
lecture and
exercises

Game: tragedy of
the commons

People P –
communication
skills (theory and
role-playing
exercises with an
actor)

Environmental
challenges: oil,
marine litter and air
emissions

Workshop: drawing
the ship of the
future

Final assignment:
presentation of
sustainable future
plans

In addition to the theoretical training, students are also required to do internships on board
fishing vessels. According to a representative of the consulted education institution
interviewed, students need to follow an internship of a specific duration on a fishing vessel
before receiving a certificate (the internship duration depends on the level of education). The
education institutions also offer all sorts of facilities to train current and future fishers. The
facilities available at one institution are presented in Table 24.

Table 24: Facilities and installations available at ROC Friese Poort Urk

Facilities

Classrooms

Medical training facility

Fire fighting training facility

Simulator

Engine room

Several bridges of ships

The majority of students are Dutch, although they also had students of Belgian, Curaçaoan
and Brazilian nationality. If students finish the education programme, they receive the
following certificates:

SW6
 Basic Safety/Basic Safety Fisheries
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 Medical First Aid
 Marcom B
 Radar Navigator Operational Level

SW5
 Basic Safety/Basic Safety Fisheries
 Medical First Aid/Medical care
 Radar Navigator Operational Level
 Marcom A

S4
 Basic Safety/Basic Safety Fisheries
 Medical First Aid/Medical care
 Radar Navigator Operational Level
 Marcom A

6.8.4.2. Training

There are several training institutions offering ILT-approved training courses in the
Netherlands. One was visited in the context of this study, TvK-Instructie in Emmeloord. It
provides Basic Safety Training Fishery courses (accredited) meeting STCW-F and the C188
requirements,310 but it has also developed the Advanced Fishery Training course (not
accredited) as part of the European MariGreen project. Besides the Basic Safety Training
courses, it also offers a Refresher Basic Safety Training course with a fisheries component,
but this training is not accredited for fisheries.

The Basic Safety Training Fishery and the Refresher Basic Safety Training courses are
provided at the training centre, while the Advanced Fishery Training is provided on board
fishing vessels in order to apply it to the fishers’ own work environment. An overview of the
facilities/ installations offered by this institution is presented in Table 25:

Table 25: Facilities and installations available at TvK Instructie BV

Facilities

Classrooms

Medical training facility

Fire fighting training facility

Simulator

Vessel for simulation exercises

Machine room

Computerised audio-visual monitoring system

310 There is no obligation in C188 to recognise it, and in addition C188 is not yet implemented in the Netherlands
(Employee ILT, 2018).
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TvK Instructie has all the facilities and installations required to perform the Basic Safety
Training Fishery and Refresher Basic Safety Training according to international guidelines.

An overview of the number of fishers trained from 2014-2017 is presented in Annex 11. Most
of the fishers trained by TvK Instructie BV were experienced Dutch fishers who required
additional training to meet training requirements. They have also trained several Portuguese
(10) and Cape Verdean (5) fishers, who were already experienced fishers but were required
by the ship owner to undertake the training. At-sea observers have also been trained, but
training requirements differ per EU MS.

There are also differences in the duration of safety training, which creates competitiveness
between EU MS. This is especially the case with the training of at-sea observers (mostly
scientists), since they have a relatively high hourly wage, making it more attractive to
conduct safety training of the shortest possible duration.

According to a representativ of TvK Instructie BV, it is more effective to train young fishers
than to train older fishers, because older fishers are more likely to stick to old habits. They
see that the safety awareness in the fleet has increased in recent years, but they also notice
that there is still a relatively large gap between the number of actual accidents and reported
accidents. According to a representative of TvK Instructie BV, most of the accidents occurring
on board are related to fatigue, old habits and lack of awareness. With current good financial
results in the Dutch fishing industry, there is more room for fishers to invest in safety training.

6.8.5 Recommendations

Several recommendations were made by interviewees in the Netherlands:

 Push for a wider adoption of STCW-F in Europe. However, STCW-F generally applies
to vessels of < 24 m only. In practice, this leaves out approximately 90% of all
European fishers. The EU should drive inclusion of smaller vessels in the STCW-F
obligations.

 Make sure there is an adequate specification of STCW-F/Basic Safety training and
refresher training for fishers.

 Try to get greater alignment of the training of fishers and seafarers, to promote the
exchange of workers between these maritime sectors.
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6.9 Poland

6.9.1 Introduction

The main governmental body responsible for legislative issues connected with environmental
health and safety training and education in Poland is the Ministry of Maritime Economy and
Inland Navigation.

The Department of Maritime Education in the Ministry is responsible for maritime education
and qualifications. Furthermore, the department is responsible for supervision of public
educational institutions like the Maritime Academy in Gdynia and Szczecin and maritime
educational units conducting training for crew members of seagoing vessels, and compliance
with the provisions of the STCW Convention.

The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation is the main institution which
provided information for the purpose of this study.

In addition, the case study was based on information delivered by public training institutions
and private companies involved in training and education of fishers.

6.9.2 Fleet and employment data for 2013-2017

6.9.2.1. Fleet composition

Table 26: Fleet and employment in maritime fishing in Poland

Year Small-scale coastal
fleet (< 12m static
gear)

Large-scale fleet (> 12
m using static gear &
all towed gear

Distant water fleet (EU-
registered vessels > 24 m
operating in ‘other fishing
regions’)

Nr.
vessels

Employment Nr.
vessels

Employment Nr.
vessels

Employment

2013 553 1389 200 946 2 137

2014 595 1519 199 1003 2 140

2015 611 1417 192 899 2 147

2016 617 1437 193 903 2 147

2017 605 1397 169 812 No data No data

Source: Results of survey of participants in May 2017 Planning Group on Economic issues (PGECON) workshop.

According to Table 16, employment has decreased, from around 1,000 employees in 2014 to
812 in 2017 for the large scale fleet (approximately 20%). Employment in the small coastal
fleet however appears more stable. During the last three years, decrease in employment was
at the level of 8%.
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6.9.2.2. The economic performance (profitability) of the fleet

Table 27: The economic performance (profitability) of the fleet in years 2013 –
2017

Year Value of
landing (M€)

Revenue (M€) Gross profit
(M€)

Net profit
(M€)

2013 56.5 56.6 9.2 2.3
2014 47.9 48.1 7.9 0.9
2015 48.7 49.6 13.5 5.6
2016 51.2 52.1 16.2 8.3
2017 48.8 49.6 15.7 9.8

Source: Results of survey of participants in May 2017 Planning Group on Economic issues (PGECON) workshop

According to Table 27, in the previous 5 years the value of landing fluctuated between
EUR 48.7 million and EUR 56.5 million and revenue varied from EUR 48.1 million to EUR 56.6
million. No clear tendency has been observed. However, the growth of gross profit and net
profit has been observed in the last 3 years.

6.9.2.3. Social data

Table 28: Number of persons involved in the sea fishing sector 2013 – 2017

Number of fishers 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

a. role on board No data No data No data No data No data

Skipper 22** 7** 6** 44** 15**

Engineer No data No data No data No data No data

Deckhand No data No data No data No data No data

Fisher 144** 249** 256** 236** 169**

Total No data No data 2492 2474 No data

b.nationality No data No data No data No data No data

c. age of fishers No data No data No data No data No data

d. level of education No data No data No data No data No data

e. gender of fishers No data No data Women - 67 Women - 44 No data

1. Small-scale coastal fleet No data No data 1620* 1608* No data

2. Large-scale fleet No data No data 872* 866* No data

3. Distant water fleet No data No data 220 225 No data

Source: Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation and National Marine Fisheries Research Institute.
*estimates; **number of certificates and qualification diplomas issued in sea fishing.

The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation does not have statistical data which
would allow the precise recording of the number of people employed on fishing vessels.

According to the estimated data provided by maritime offices, currently approximately 5,000
people are employed on fishing vessels.
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6.9.3 Issues of legislative competences

6.9.3.1. Policy, legislation, rules

Information regarding the responsibilities of ministries/ bodies/ agencies involved in
legislative issues covering the sea fishing sector is presented in Table 29, below.

Table 29: Responsibilities of authorities involved in legislative issues covering
sea fishing

Areas of legislative competence in
the sea fishing sectors

Ministries/ bodies/ agencies

Health, safety, and sustainability at sea
Establishing policy, legislation, rules Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland

Navigation
Setting standards and minimum
requirements

Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland
Navigation

Monitoring compliance with rules Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland
Navigation

Collecting statistics e.g. on workforce,
training, education, certification,
accidents, employment disputes, etc.

Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland
Navigation - in the field of training and
education
Maritime Offices - in the field of certification
State Commission on Maritime Accident
Investigation - in the field of accidents

Working conditions and employment
Establishing policy, legislation, rules Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland

Navigation, Ministry of Family, Labour and Social
Policy, Ministry of Health, National Labour
Inspectorate

Setting standards and minimum
requirements

Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland
Navigation, Ministry of Family, Labour and Social
Policy, Ministry of Health, National Labour
Inspectorate.

Monitoring compliance with rules Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland
Navigation

Collecting statistics e.g. on workforce,
training, education, certification,
accidents, employment disputes, etc

Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland
Navigation, National Labour Inspectorate

Source: Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation

6.9.3.2. Responsibilities divided between ministries/ bodies/ agencies

The competences of the Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation are related to
work on fishing vessels. Issues of general labour law remain within the remit of the Ministry
of Family, Labour and Social Policy.

The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation is also responsible for the training
and education of fishers, and it supervises marine educational units. The marine educational
units include public secondary schools (technology), post-secondary schools, maritime
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universities, other universities, and training centres founded by the aforementioned schools
and universities as well as private individuals.

The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation supervises marine educational units
by carrying out certification of these units, conducting audits for the purpose of renewal (or
change of scope) of certification as well as by conducting ad hoc audits.

Qualification certificates and diplomas are issued to fishers by the Directors of Maritime
Offices. Maritime Offices are the administrative bodies under the Ministry of Maritime
Economy and Inland Navigation. They issue certificates after completion of training by a
fisher in certified marine education units, and confirmation of fulfilment of other requirements
specified in the Ordinance of the Minister of Transport, Construction and Maritime Economy
issued on August 7, 2013 on training and qualification of crew members of sea-going vessels
(Journal of Laws of 2017, item 167).

According to the Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation there are no
overlapping remits in Poland. In addition, there are no difficulties or general problems with
regards to the training and education and certification of fishers.

6.9.3.3. Responsibilities of training, education, and certification of fishers

The following bodies are responsible for training, education, and certification of fishers:

 Accrediting/ licensing training/ education institutions - Ministry of Maritime Economy
and Inland Navigation;

 Establishing training and education standards for fishers - Ministry of Maritime
Economy and Inland Navigation;

 Monitoring/ validating the quality of training provided by different training and
education establishments - Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation;

 Awarding legally required certificates to fishers – Ministry of Maritime Economy and
Inland Navigation.

Each fisher must have a marine health certificate issued by a licensed doctor with
specialisation in the field of marine and tropical medicine, occupational medicine, and
transport medicine.

All fishers must complete:

 Survival (Personal survival techniques);

 Fire fighting (Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting); and

 Medical (Elementary First Aid)

The above–mentioned training may be replaced by safety training for fishing boat crew
members in national shipping (Safety of Fishing Operations). After completion of such
trainings, Directors of Maritime Offices issue appropriate security certificates at the request
of the interested party.

People who complete their education in the profession of a marine fishing technician in
secondary school, a maritime academy or through training at a certified training centre may
apply for certificates or diplomas confirming their qualifications. Certificates and diplomas are
issued by the Director of the Maritime Office at the request of each person.
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According to article 80, paragraph 1 of the Act issued on August 18, 2011 on maritime safety
(Journal of Laws of 2016, item 281, as amended), the Director of the Maritime Office
responsible for the ship's home port establishes the ship's crew composition necessary for
maritime safety, and confirms it through:

1) issuing a safe service certificate for ships, which are subject to the Convention on Safety
of Life at Sea;

2) making an entry in the safety card or in certificates for ships other than those specified in
the point 1 above.

6.9.3.4. The Social Partners Agreement on the Work in Fishing Convention

According to the available information, the Department of Maritime Economy has started
work on implementation of the directive.311 Implementation should be complete before
November 16, 2019.

6.9.4 Policy and regulatory issues

6.9.4.1. Training, and education, and certification – general

Training, education, and certification

Legal requirements for training and certification are set out in sections IV and V of the
Regulation of the Minister of Transport, Construction and Maritime Economy issued on August
7, 2013 on the training and qualification of crew members of sea-going vessels (Journal of
Laws of 2017 item 167).

Polish law does not distinguish between separate training and certification requirements for
fishers working on small vessels, large vessels and long-distance fleet.

Typical training/ education path taken by young people

Polish regulations do not distinguish between separate training paths for women and men.

The first step is to finish primary school. The next step is to obtain a diploma at a certified
post-primary school in marine fishing techniques, with the possibility of obtaining fisher and
senior sea fisher or 2nd Sea class skipper. The third step is to complete a maritime academy
diploma at an operational level or to complete training at a certified training centre, with the
possibility of obtaining a certificate of 1st class skipper of sea fishing.

The post-primary training is based on public and private education. Training in post-
secondary schools is carried out privately.

Education at university level is implemented by state universities. Private training centres
and centres established by post-primary schools and universities provide training courses.

311 COUNCIL DIRECTIVE (EU) 2017/159 of 19 December 2016 implementing the Agreement concerning the
implementation of the Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 of the International Labour Organisation, concluded on
21 May 2012 between the General Confederation of Agricultural Cooperatives in the European Union (Cogeca),
the European Transport Workers' Federation (ETF) and the Association of National Organisations of Fishing
Enterprises in the European Union (Europêche), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017L0159&from=EN
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The afore-mentioned schools, universities and centres must have the certification of the
Minister responsible for Maritime Economy.

Are there training and/ or education programmes for fishers in the MS? If so, what are they
(subjects/ specialisations/ qualifications)?

Training programmes for fishers were defined in the Regulation of the Minister of
Infrastructure and Development issued on March 24, 2014 on framework training
programmes and examination requirements in sea fishing (Journal of Laws of 2017, item
358). These programmes have been divided, based on the functions performed for:

1. Watch officer on fishing vessels up to 24 m in limited waters. Educational subjects:
Navigation safety, Marine rescue, Marine communication, Marine environment protection,
English.

2. Watch officer of a fishing vessel over 24 m in length engaged in navigation in limited
waters (sea class 2 skipper). Course contents: Navigation, Meteorology, Navigation
devices, Ship manoeuvring, Marine rescue, Marine communication, Navigation safety,
Ship construction and stability, Ship power plants, Sea transport, Health and Safety on
fishing vessels, Ship safety, Maritime law, Marine environment protection, English,
Preservation of raw fish material, Fishing biology, Fishing tools and techniques, Fishing
tactics and echolocation.

3. Skipper of a fishing vessel over 24 m in length, engaged in navigation in restricted waters
(sea class 1 skipper). Educational subjects: Navigation, Meteorology and oceanography,
Navigation devices, Ship manoeuvring, Marine rescue, Marine communications,
Navigation safety, Ship construction and stability, Ship power plants, Ship management,
Health and Safety on fishing vessels, Ship safety, Maritime law, Marine environment
protection, English language, security of raw fish material, fishing biology, fishing tools
and techniques, fishing tactics and echolocation.

4. Skipper of a fishing vessel over 24 m in length, engaged in navigation in unlimited waters
(skipper of unrestricted sea fishing). Educational subjects: Navigation, Meteorology and
oceanography, Navigation devices, Ship manoeuvring, Marine rescue, Navigation safety,
Ship construction and stability, Ship power plants, Ship management, Health and Safety
on fishing vessels, Ship security, Maritime law, Marine environment protection, English,
Protection of raw fish material, Fishing biology, Fishing tools and techniques, Fishing
tactics and echolocation.

The typical education path taken by young people wishing to enter and progress in the fishing
industry is as follows:

 A younger fisher;

 Fisher;

 Older fisher;

 Watch officer;

 Second class skipper;

 First class skipper; and

 Skipper in unlimited navigation.

Additionally, each person on the fishing vessel has to complete the following courses:
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 Survival (Personal survival techniques);

 Fire fighting (Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting); and

 Medical (Elementary First Aid).

The above–mentioned training may be replaced by safety training for fishing boat crew
members in national shipping.

The scope of these training courses is defined in the Regulation of the Minister of
Infrastructure and development on February 5, 2014 on framework training programmes for
members of sea-going crews.

Survival (Personal survival techniques) training - the required minimum duration of training
is 20 hours. The obligatory programme is:

 Introduction;

 Vessel safety equipment;

 Techniques of evacuation from vessels;

 Techniques of rescuing survivors from the sea;

 Evacuation of the ship's crew by helicopter;

 Training in the swimming pool or in open waters; and

 Pyrotechnic signalling.

After completion of the training, the certificate ‘Personal survival techniques’ is issued.

Fire fighting (Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting) training - the required minimum duration of
training is 16 hours. The obligatory programme is:

 Introduction;

 Fire theory;

 Causes of fires on ships;

 Fire prevention on ships;

 Fire detection;

 Construction, use and location of fire-fighting equipment;

 Construction and use of fixed fire-extinguishing systems;

 Organization of fire fighting on the ship;

 Fire-fighting techniques;

 Extinguishing methods; and

 Field training.

After completion of the training, the certificate ‘Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting’ is issued.

Medical (Elementary First Aid) training – minimum duration of training is 11 hours. The
obligatory programme is:

 Introductory information, legal bases;
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 Basics of human anatomy and physiology, important in first aid and saving lives;

 Positions of the injured person, necessary for correct first aid;

 Action in case of unconsciousness;

 Resuscitation;

 Action in the event of bleeding;

 Mastering shocks;

 Action in the event of charring, burns (including chemicals) and electric shock. Grades
and types of burns; and

 Rescue and preparation of the injured person for transport.

After completion of the training, the ‘Elementary First Aid’ is issued.

Safety training for fishing boat crew members in national shipping (Safety of Fishing
Operations) - minimum duration of training is 18 hours. The obligatory programme is:

 Introduction;

 Vessel safety equipment;

 Evacuation of people from the vessel;

 Techniques of rescuing survivors from the sea;

 Evacuation by helicopter;

 Training in the swimming pool or in open waters;

 Types of hazards on the ship;

 Safety and safety methods;

 Hazards;

 Basics of human anatomy and physiology, important in first aid and saving lives;

 Action in the event of unconsciousness, resuscitation, action in case of bleeding,
charring, burns (including chemicals) and electric shock; and

 Fire-fighting protection on the vessel.

After completion of the training, the certificate ‘Safety training for fishing boat crew members
in national shipping (Safety of Fishing Operations)’ is issued.

6.9.4.2. Financing of training

Education in public secondary and public higher education institutions is financed from the
state budget.

Education in private schooling and training in training centres is financed from learners' own
resources.

6.9.4.3. Recent trends in training and education

Information provided in this regard refers to all marine training and education institutions,
not only those providing environmental health and safety, fire fighting or first aid training,
but also all other ’marine’ training e.g. technical, operational etc.).
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According to the Ministry, for the last 10 years the situation regarding the number of certified
marine educational units has been stable. At present in Poland, there are 38 marine
educational units that conduct training in various areas - basic training, specialist training,
qualification training for the highest officer levels in international navigation, etc.

Training is mainly conducted by maritime university and post-elementary schools (public and
private) over a period of several years or training centres (private, established over a number
of secondary schools and colleges) in the course mode.

In addition, training as part of short courses for professional development is mainly
conducted by private entities or centres set up by secondary schools and universities.

6.9.4.4. International conventions

Poland intends to ratify the 2012 Cape Town Agreement on the implementation of the 1993
Torremolinos protocol relating to the Torremolinos International Convention on the Safety of
Fishing Vessels from 1977. Work is ongoing to obtain ratification. However, it should be noted
that irrespective of the ratification of the agreement, Torremolinos regulations are already
implemented in Polish law.

Poland, as an EU MS, was required to transpose into law the provisions of Council Directive
97/70 / EC of 11 December 1997 establishing a harmonised safety system for fishing vessels
of 24 metres in length and over, which made mandatory at EU level the technical regulations
contained in the Annex to Torremolinos protocol.

6.9.4.5. Perspectives on a possible common standard

According to The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation, minimum standards
have been defined in the STCW and STCW-F Conventions and there is no need to create
separate standards.

6.9.4.6. Free movement of labour

The entire system of training and qualification of seafarers in Poland is based on international
standards and is fully certified by the International Maritime Organization (IMO), including
all States Parties to the STCW Convention. This system is embedded into national legislation
mainly through the Act of 18 August 2011 on Maritime Safety, together with executive acts.
In accordance with European Union legislation, all MS must meet the minimum standards for
the training and qualification of seafarers set out in the STCW Convention and in Directive
2008/106/EC on the minimum level of training of seafarers.

Citizens of European Union member states, Switzerland and Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein
(i.e. member countries of the European Free Trade Association - parties to the Agreement
on the European Economic Area), who have acquired in these countries (outside Poland)
qualifications to practise as a sea fisher (regulated profession), can apply for the recognition
of their qualifications in Poland, and work in their profession. Training conducted in other
countries is not recognised in Poland.

The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation is not familiar with the Bénodet
2000 report on the mutual recognition of certificates. The most useful form of mutual
recognition would be an online database.
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6.9.5 Training and education institutions in Poland

Education and training of fishers is carried out by certified marine educational units in public
secondary schools for technology, post-secondary schools, maritime universities, other
universities, training centres established by the above-mentioned schools and universities
and private individuals.

The scope of training which may be conducted by the above-mentioned marine educational
units is specified within the process of certification of the units by the Minister responsible
for Maritime Economy (The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation). Marine
educational units may specialize in various types of safety and specialist training.

The following centres have been certified by the Minister responsible for Maritime Economy
in the field of training in sea fishing:

5. Fisheries Training Centre of the Baltic Maritime University in Szczecin with its registered
office in Kolobrzeg

6. Maritime School in Gdynia

In addition, there are several private training centres offering basic health and safety training
which is required for all persons involved in work at the sea (not only in fishing).

Details of the following three training and education establishments are provided in Annex 8.
Fisheries Training Centre of the Baltic Maritime University in Szczecin - registered office in
Kolobrzeg; Rescue Training Centre in Gdynia LIBRA Marine Training Centre

Based on the available information, the entire system of training and qualifications of
seafarers in Poland is based on international standards and is fully compliant with the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), and the STCW-F Convention.

All courses conducted by state and private training organisations are certificated by a formal
Maritime Office.

Training institutions do not collect statistical data regarding fishers undergoing training.

According to the representatives of training institutions, the number of fishers is decreasing
due to low salary.

6.9.6 Recommendations for actions at EU level

According to The Ministry of Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation, there is no need to
create separate standards of education to those currently in place (e.g. the STCW and
STCW-F).
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6.10 Slovakia (non-maritime case study)

The aim of this case study is to find out how young fishers from Slovakia, which is a non-
maritime MS, enter the sea fishing industry. In particular, the study focuses on the typical
training and/or education path followed by young Slovaks who have joined the sea fishing
industry, or wish to join the sea fishing industry.

Given that there is only limited information about the training of fishers in the Slovak
Republic, the information relates to training in general and does not distinguish between
safety/ sustainability training and technical training.

6.10.1 Training of fishers in Slovakia

Despite the fact that a relatively large number of people from non-maritime states of the
European Union join the maritime fisheries industry, the training and educational path of
such people in their countries of origin has not been well explored. In order to learn how
young people wishing to work as maritime fishers proceed, this paper takes as an example
Slovak Republic and its practices in this area.

At present, the Ministry of Transport is aware of no crew member of a maritime vessel
currently registered in the Slovak Republic; there is no training centre authorised to provide
training, qualification, and watch-keeping services for seafarers on maritime fishing vessels;
and there is nothing known about fishers who are shareholders or joint owners whilst also
employed in the Slovak Republic. Similarly, the Slovak Ministry of Labour has no information
about anybody employed in the area of maritime fisheries abroad, nor would they register
demands for such a job in their employment database.

In Bratislava, the capital city of Slovakia, there is only one Maritime School, which is allegedly
the only maritime school in a non-maritime MS, with the exception of one maritime high
school in Serbia. However, the Maritime School in Bratislava does not provide training for sea
fishers, for several reasons: first of all, there is low demand for jobs in the sea fishing
industry, not only in Slovakia but also in other neighbouring non-maritime MS - young people
from non-maritime states do not want to work in the sea fishing industry, thus there is no
incentive to organise such training or courses. If someone comes to the Maritime School
asking for such training, they are informed about the best and shortest way to get into the
industry, which is by approaching sea fishing companies directly. In such cases, people
generally start to work at the lowest level on a given sea fishing boat. Moreover, the demand
for jobs in the sea fishing industry has been reducing, not only in non-maritime states but
also in the maritime ones.

The reason behind this trend may be the fact that work in the sea fishing industry is physically
very demanding, and the majority of young people do not feel tempted by such a profession,
even for a higher salary. As a matter of fact, during the 20 years or more of the Maritime
School’s existence, there have been only 20 to 30 people interested, including both Slovak
and Czech citizens, who have come to the Maritime School in Bratislava asking for information
about the possibilities of working on sea fishing vessels.

This year, it will be 20 years since the Maritime School’s training centre started to provide
short-term maritime training courses in accordance with the International Convention on
Standards of Training Certification and Watch-keeping for Seafarers (STCW 1978), which
established basic requirements and minimum standards in these areas at international level.
Throughout this time, they have had very few participants who worked on maritime fishing
vessels. However, none of them had vocational maritime education, instead finding work
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directly with maritime fishing companies. In addition, there is reportedly no naval/maritime
officer from Slovakia who works on a maritime fishing vessel. All of them are employed on
maritime commercial vessels, including tankers and cruises ships, or on drilling platforms.

According to the managing director of the Maritime School in Bratislava, no vocational
education or courses related to training of sea fishers exists in Slovakia, Czech Republic,
Hungary or Serbia and probably not in Austria, Switzerland and other non-maritime MS
either. In his opinion, this is mainly due to the fact that young people from non-maritime
countries are not interested in this profession, and the few people who do manifest an interest
in sea fisheries are over 30 years old.

Since there is a lack of education and training institutions, it seems logical that those aspiring
to a profession in sea fishing look elsewhere for alternatives. The most likely choice for young
people from the Slovak Republic is the maritime universities in Poland, since it is the nearest
maritime country with which Slovakia shares a common frontier. Given its geographical
closeness, cultural and language similarity, as well as similar economic conditions in the
country, Poland is likely to be the first choice a Slovak youth would opt for when studying
maritime fisheries.

One of the best-known Polish maritime universities is the Maritime University of Szczecin.
The University offers programmes related to maritime fisheries which students from Slovakia
cannot find at home. Nevertheless, according to the head of the International students and
mobility office, no Slovak student has enrolled in the fisheries-related field of study the
University offers (data available since 2008). On the other hand, several Slovaks as well as
Czechs have been enrolled in either Marine engineering or Navigation programmes, which
are programmes that might be broadly related to fisheries since they prepare students for
seafaring professions, albeit not fisheries as such. The Slovak citizens enrolled in these
programmes were born between 1971 and 1993, the average age being 26. Exact data on
Slovak students enrolled in these programmes can be seen in Annex 9.

6.10.2 Conclusion

The case study of Slovakia suggests that the training of maritime fishers in non-maritime MS
is very limited. Slovakia is reportedly the only one of the non-maritime MS in the region that
has a maritime school. The Maritime School in Bratislava, however, does not offer courses
related to training of maritime fishers. This stems from a low level of interest among young
Slovaks, who do not see maritime fisheries as an appealing job. There have been a few
individuals who were interested in becoming maritime fishers, but these are considered a
rare exception. Since there is no facility for their training, they are advised to go and seek a
job directly with companies working in the maritime fisheries industry abroad.

Some Slovaks interested in maritime issues have decided to study in the Maritime University
of Szczecin in Poland since it is the closest maritime country to their homeland which offers
such an education. Interestingly, according to the data from the Polish Maritime University
of Szczecin, no Slovak citizen has been enrolled in a programme directly dealing with
maritime fishers. Instead, they choose programmes such as Marine engineering or Navigation
programmes. Moreover, the Slovak governmental authorities such as Ministry of Transport
and Ministry of Labour do not keep any records about possible interest or inquiries from
Slovak citizens concerning maritime fisheries.

For all of these reasons, we can conclude that maritime fisheries are of very little interest to
the young people in Slovakia, and the government therefore sees no reason to promote it.
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6.11 Spain

6.11.1 Fleet and employment data for 2013-2017

6.11.1.1. Fleet composition

In 2016, Spain had a total of 9,299 vessels with an average age of 31 years. Since 2013, the
number has decreased (9,871 in 2013 with an average age of 29 years).312 The Basque
Country is the region with the youngest fleet (constant average age of 16 years for the period
in question). In general terms, Spain’s White Paper on Fisheries notes the difficulties of the
sector in partially restructuring the fleet, due to economic problems and the limited number
of subsidies.313

The following table shows the distribution of the fleet per coastal region, for the period 2013-
2016. There are no data available for 2017.

Table 30: Distribution of the Spanish fleet per coastal region, for the period 2013-
2016

Region Fleet

2016 2015 2014 2013

Galicia 4,534 4,562 4,664 4,739

Asturias 262 272 279 292

Cantabria 133 133 138 138

Basque Country 201 201 211 221

Catalonia 763 796 829 869

C. Valenciana 587 588 586 583

Balearic Islands 347 352 360 389

Andalusia 1,486 1,493 1,534 1,575

Murcia 177 188 189 202

Ceuta 23 24 24 27

Melilla 0 0 0 0

Canary Islands 786 800 821 836

TOTAL 9,299 9,409 9,635 9,871

Source: Statistics of Fishing Fleet of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.

312 Source: Statistics of Fishing Fleet of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.
http://www.mapama.gob.es/es/estadistica/temas/estadisticas-pesqueras/pesca-maritima/estadistica-flota-
pesquera/default.aspx.

313 White Paper on Fisheries of Spain, 2007. P. 218.
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6.11.1.2. Employment data

Table 31, below, shows the total number of people employed in Spain in the fisheries sector
for the period 2013-2016. There are no data available for 2017. It is evident that the total
number has considerably decreased.

Table 31: Total number of people employed in Spain in the fisheries sector for
the period 2013-2016

2016 2015 2014 2013

32,508 33,288 34,168 34,031

Source: Economic Statistics on Maritime Fisheries, 2016. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.314

Table 32 shows the distribution of employed fishers (by gender) in the different fishing areas
of Spain, for 2016.315 It is notable that the number of women employed in the sector has
doubled since 2013.

Table 32: Distribution of total employed fishers (by gender) in the different
fishing areas of Spain 2013-2016

Fishing area 2016 2015 2014 2013

F M F M F M F M

North Atlantic area 799 17,285 477 17,981 408 17,718 371 18,817

Mediterranean 127 7,734 34 7,772 65 8,935 20 8,284

Other areas 134 6,431 182 6,846 208 6,837 125 6,413

Total 1060 31,450 693 32,599 681 33,490 516 33,514

Source: Economic Statistics on Maritime Fisheries. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.

Analysing the age of the women and men employed in the fisheries sector in 2016, we
observe that the majority are men, aged between 41 and 64 years. The average percentage
of men and women aged over 64 working in the fishing sector is 0.5% of men and 0.0% of
women. The sector suffers from a progressive ageing of the labour force and the limited
participation of women.316

Table 33, below, shows the distribution by age of women and men employed in the fisheries
sector in the different fishing areas of Spain, for 2016.317

314 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (2016), Economic Statistics on Maritime Fisheries,
http://www.mapama.gob.es/es/estadistica/temas/estadisticas-pesqueras/2016_principales-
resultados_encuesta-economica-pm_tcm30-435933.pdf

315 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (2016), Economic Statistics on Maritime Fisheries,
http://www.mapama.gob.es/es/estadistica/temas/estadisticas-
pesqueras/2016_07_empleo_estratos_sexo_tcm30-121817.pdf.

316 White Paper on Fisheries of Spain, 2007, p. 153.
317 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (2016), Economic Statistics on Maritime Fisheries.
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Table 33: Distribution by age of women and men employed in the fisheries sector
in the different fishing areas of Spain, 2016

Fishing area Men Women
16-24 25-40 41-64 16-24 25-40 41-64

North Atlantic area 3.9% 40.0% 55.9% 0.0% 30.4% 69.6%
Mediterranean 2.0% 37.7% 60.2% 0.0% 57.1% 42.9%
Other areas 2.5% 20.5% 76.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Source: Economic Statistics on Maritime Fisheries, 2016. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.

6.11.1.3. Accidents at work in fishing

The number of accidents in the fisheries sector in Spain remains relatively high compared to
other sectors.318. In 2016, the Committee of Investigation of Maritime Accidents in Spain
(CIAM) received 316 notifications of accidents (256 were serious accidents and 22 very
serious accidents). 246 fishing vessels were involved in these accidents.

The Annual report of Work Accidents in Spain 2016 of the Ministry of Employment reflects an
incidence rate of accidents at work (defined as the number of accidents at work per 100.000
persons in employment) of 7166.According to the report of the National Institute of
Occupational Health,319 most of the accidents that occurred between 2008 and 2013 were
related to failures of the organisation of work – the main aspects to be improved are the
training and qualification of fishers and the design of his/her duties. The second most
important cause of accidents related to personal factors in relation to the fisher, mainly
his/her behaviour and non-compliance with the obligation of training and prevention of
occupational risks.

6.11.2 Legislative competences

In Spain, the main law regulating the fisheries sector is Law 33/2014 on Maritime Fisheries.

The Spanish Constitution establishes that the national-level authorities are responsible for
regulation of maritime fisheries, basic legislation of planning of the fisheries sector and
marketing of fisheries products.320 The relevant regional-level authorities are responsible for
inland water fisheries and aquaculture, legislation for the development of the planning of the
fisheries sector and marketing of the fisheries products.

The following table shows the relevant authorities for fisheries administration.321

318 In 2012, for all activities, the total number of accidents leading to occupational leave per 100,000 workers was
2,848. In the fisheries sector, the total number was more than double: 6,557. Source: Ministry of Employment
(2014), Fisheries sector – analysis of occupational health, p18-19.

319 Causes of very serious maritime accidents in the fisheries sector 2008-2013, Ministry of Employment, 2014, p61.
320 Art. 149.1, paragraphs 13 and 19 of the Spanish Constitution.
321 FAO, Spain’s Country Profile on Fisheries and Aquaculture,

http://www.fao.org/fishery/facp/ESP/es#CountrySector-OrgsInvolved
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Table 34: Relevant authorities for fisheries administration in Spain

Institution

Regional
level

Galicia Regional Ministry of the Sea – Xunta de Galicia

Asturias Regional General Directorate of Maritime
Fisheries – Principado de Asturias

Cantabria Regional Ministry of Rural Development, Fisheries
and Food - Cantabria

Basque Country Regional Department of Agriculture and Fishing –
Basque Country

Catalonia General Directorate of Fisheries and Maritime
Affairs - Generalitat de Catalunya

C. Valenciana Regional Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries,
Climate Change and Rural Development –
Generalitat Valenciana

Balearic Islands General Directorate of Fisheries – Illes Balears

Andalusia Regional Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Development - Andalusia

Murcia Regional Ministry of Water, Agriculture and
Fisheries – Region of Murcia

Canary Islands Regional General Directorate of Fisheries –
Canary Islands

National
level

Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Environment General Secretary of Maritime Fishing

Ministry of Transport General Directorate of Merchant Shipping

Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports

Ministry of Employment
and Social Security Social Marine Institute

Source: Author, based on the websites of the national and regional authorities.

6.11.3 Policy and regulatory issues

6.11.3.1. Training and education – general

In Spain, the public sector provides maritime training and education. There are means of
accessing this education via vocational training or via university education. Access to
university education requires a previous examination, having completed the baccalaureate,
and a minimum age of 18. Training is organised in two categories: Higher Degree and
Intermediate Degree. To access the Higher Degree students should have completed the
baccalaureate; to access the Intermediate Degree students should be aged 16+ and have
completed secondary education. Once this education is completed, the student obtains a
professional qualification for the fisheries sector.322 The professional qualifications are: Fish

322 Regulated by Royal Decree 36/2014.
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Captain, Skipper of deep-sea fishing, Skipper of coastline, Multi-functional Coastal Skipper,
Local fisheries Skipper, Fisher, First Maritime Engineer, and Maritime Engineer.

In addition, to complete and update the education and training of fishers, there are
‘certificates of specialisation’ focused on safety and sustainability issues. Once the fisher
completes the training he/she gets a diploma outlining the contents of the training and the
programme. On this basis, the Social Maritime Institute, the General Directorate of Maritime
Shipping, the Secretary General of Fisheries or the relevant Regional Authority validates the
diploma and issues a certificate.

Since 1987, following the establishment of specialised centres, maritime safety has become
more prominent in the sector through different compulsory training courses for all crew
members of all types of vessels. The 2007 White Paper on Fisheries of Spain states:
‘Nowadays, the training reaches very efficient levels that could be compared to the most
developed countries. The main training courses offered are fire fighting, survival at sea,
search and rescue of people in distress at sea’.323

6.11.3.2. International standards

Spain has adopted several international agreements on safety in the fisheries sector, such as
the STCW-F Convention and the SVF Protocol 93.

6.11.3.3. Relevant Spanish legislation

The most relevant national legislation is:

 Royal Decree 1216/1997 on minimum requirements relating to maritime health and
safety. The Decree establishes the guidelines for the crew on board new vessels (more
than 15 metres in length), and of existing vessels (more than 18 metres in length).
There is no specific legislation for smaller vessels. In Spain, most fishing vessels
belong to the group of smaller vessels. Article 7 establishes that every person in
command of a vessel shall receive specific training on health and safety prevention
and on measures in case of accidents.

 Royal Decree 36/2014 regulating professional qualifications in the fishing sector.

 Law 31/1995 on Prevention of Occupational Risks.

 Order TAS /167/2008, of 24 January, regulating the professional training on maritime
and health issues of the ISM.

 Order PRE/646/2004, of 5 March, regulating the minimum content of specific health
training programmes and the conditions for issuing and harmonising the certificate of
health training of fishers.

 Resolution of 18 June 2013 of the General Directorate of Maritime Shipping, updating
training programmes of fishers and skippers, as well as the certificates of
specialisation that prove professional capacity.

 Order 31.7.92 establishing the requirements of training on maritime safety for fishers.

323 White Paper on Fisheries of Spain, 2007, p. 158.
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 Order FOM/2296/2002, regulating the training programmes of professional degrees
of fishermen and skippers, as well as of the certificates of specialisation validating
professional capacity.

6.11.3.4. Free movement of labour

All the certificates issued by the relevant Spanish authorities are recognised in other
countries. This allows fishers to work on foreign vessels. All the certificates issued by other
MS are recognised in Spain, following verification of the register of the concerned MS.

Recognition of professional qualifications of fishers from different countries varies depending
on the country of origin. If the country of origin of the fisher has adopted the STCW-F, the
Spanish authorities validate the qualifications (only skippers are required to pass a test on
Spanish maritime fisheries legislation).324 If the country of origin of the fisher is an EU MS,
the qualifications are validated and the fisher is required to pass a test on Spanish maritime
fisheries legislation. If the country of origin of the fisher is a third country, it will depend on
the bilateral agreements between Spain and the concerned country.

The initial findings drawing on interview feedback suggest that one of the main obstacles to
the free movement of labour is the poor level of English of the fishers trained. This limits the
possibility for fishers trained in the Spanish centres to find a job on a vessel from a different
country, since English language is always required.

6.11.4 Training and education institutions in Spain

In Spain, the Institutions responsible for training and education of fishers are the Ministry of
Education, Culture and Sports; the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment; the
Ministry of Transport; and the Ministry of Employment and Social Security

The Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports is responsible for the higher education and
vocational training offered to those wanting to work in the maritime/fishing sector. There are
different professional degrees relating to maritime studies and fisheries. Those including
more specifically the areas of safety, health and sustainability include Basic Professional
Degree in Maritime and Fishing Activities; Degree in Sailing and Fishing; Degree in Maritime
Transport and Distant-Water Fishing; Degree in Sailing, Fishing and Maritime Transport.325

The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment (General Secretary of Maritime Fishing –
Secretaría General de Pesca Marítima) and the Ministry of Transport (General Directorate of
Merchant Shipping – Dirección General de la Marina Mercante) are responsible for regulating
the conditions for obtaining and validating professional certificates in the fisheries sector. The
relevant regional authorities also validate the certificates. The General Directorate of
Merchant Shipping is in charge of the registry and control of civil maritime staff; control of
the resources of the vessels; monitoring of the general conditions of adequacy,
professionalism and certificates of the fishers employed on the vessels.

324 Art. 25 Royal Decree 36/2014.
325 Source: Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports, Actividades Maritimo-Pesqueras, http://todofp.es/que-como-

y-donde-estudiar/que-estudiar/familia/logse/actividades-maritimo-pesqueras.html
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The Social Marine Institute (Instituto Social de la Marina (ISM)),326 part of the Ministry of
Employment and Social Security, is the organisation responsible for the training of fishers on
health-related issues, safety and sustainability.

The three ministries mentioned are responsible for preparing the training programmes for
obtaining the relevant certificates; they are also responsible for issuing and harmonising the
Certificate on Health Training, as well as for determining the conditions that the public and
private training centres should meet.

The ISM has several training centres:327

 Institute for Vocational Training on Maritime Fishing of Las Palmas (Instituto de
Formación Profesional Marítimo-Pesquero). The institute offers vocational training in
maritime and fisheries issues. It also provides certificates of specialisation in
professional skills, and training in maritime health.

 National Centres of Maritime Training (Centros Nacionales de Formación Marítima).
There are two centres, one in Galicia (Bamio - Vilagarcía de Arousa, Pontevedra) and
one in Andalusia (Isla Cristina, Huelva). Both centres provide training leading to a
certificate in maritime health. The centres have appropriate facilities for practising
survival and fire fighting.

When required, and when authorised by the ISM, private external centres are also permitted
to provide training.

In order to reach every coastal city, the ISM has 26 ‘Houses of the Sea’ (Casas del Mar)
where it provides training to fishers on several themes related to maritime health, safety and
sustainability.

The following table shows the most relevant courses offered by the three Institutes, and their
respective durations: 328

326 Instituto Social de la Marina, Conócenos,
http://www.seg-social.es/Internet_1/LaSeguridadSocial/Quienessomos/InstitutoSocialdela29421/index.htm

327 Annual report of the Social Marine Institute, 2016. P. 32.
328 Professional Institutes of Las Palmas and Isla Cristina, training offer,

http://www.seg-social.es/prdi00//groups/public/documents/binario/172269.pdf;
http://www.seg-social.es/prdi00/groups/public/documents/binario/192243.pdf
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Table 35: Overview of training courses in Spain

Theme
Course Institute

HoursLas
Palmas

Bamio Isla
Cristina

Maritime
Safety and
Sustainability

International Safety
Management

20

International Aeronautical and
Maritime Search and Rescue

Manual

 33

Oil spill  28
Maritime Search and Rescue   36
Initial Training in Maritime

Safety
   12

Initial Training in Safety    84
MARPOL 73/78329 25

Occupational Risk Prevention  50
Update of the Basic Training

in Safety
17

Advanced Training in
Prevention and Mitigation of

Pollution

  30

Maritime
Health

Advanced Training in Health
issues    40

Update of the Advanced
Training in Health issues   16

Initial Training in Health
issues  22

Certificates
of
specialisation

Fire prevention and fire
fighting   35

Transport of Dangerous
Goods   50

Initial and Advanced Loading
and unloading of oil tankers330   18/65

Initial and Advanced Loading
and unloading of gas tankers   18/65

Initial and Advanced Loading
and unloading of
chemical tankers

  18/65

Training in Protection of the
vessel 26

High level Training in
Prevention and Mitigation of

Pollution
  32

Source: Author, based on the information offered by the three training institutes.

Table 36, below, shows the number of courses and fishers trained through the above-
mentioned training centres on maritime health.

329 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from the Ships 1973 and Protocol 1978.
330 18 hours for initial training; 65 hours for advanced training.
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Table 36: Training statistics on maritime health – Spain 2013-2016

2016 2015 2014 2013

Courses 407 286 286 261
Fishers trained 6214 4603 4292 3961

Source: Annual Report of the Social Marine Institute 2016331

Concerning education and training on safety and sustainability, the mandatory ‘certificates
of specialisation’ that fishers should obtain are:

 Basic training (in safety)

 Advanced training in fire fighting

6.11.5 Findings and conclusions

Education and training in health, safety and sustainability in Spain is well organised and
accessible to fishers. There are training centres in every coastal city and three national
centres that offer specific training using more highly-developed technologies and tools.332

Spanish training centres are well-recognised in other MS.

Nevertheless, the number of accidents in the fisheries sector in Spain remains relatively high
compared to other sectors.

Interview feedback suggests that a good knowledge of the language is necessary to maintain
adequate levels of safety on vessels. Foreign fishers should demonstrate an adequate level
of Spanish, and Spanish fishers should demonstrate an adequate level of English. The
information and guidelines on how to use very complex machinery is most often written in
Spanish, and fishers should be able to understand this.

6.11.6 Recommendations for actions at EU level

The Spanish National Institute of Occupational Health proposes a series of interesting
recommendations at the national level, concerning education and training aiming to reduce
the number of serious accidents in the fisheries sector. Some of the recommendations could
be extrapolated to the EU level, such as:

 ‘Improvement in inter-institutional cooperation aimed at dissemination of information
to avoid accidents in the fisheries sector.

 Consensus regarding the design of the theoretical and practical content of the training
courses.

 Establishment of a periodic retraining programme on health, safety and sustainability.

331 Annual report of the Social Marine Institute (2016), p79
332 However, in this sense feedback from the interview with a training centre suggests that the number of training

centres might not be sufficient to comply with the requirements of the obligatory updating of the training of
fishers. It seems the existing centres might be sufficient for providing the initial/advanced training and practice
to fishers, but not the regular updates, due to lack of adequate facilities, limited number of teachers and
resources. This leads to a situation where private centres offer the same training and charge high fees to the
fishers. This might also lead to the situation of fishers working with certificates that are not up to date.
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 Organisation of training sessions aimed at family members of the fishers, aiming to
improve awareness on health and safety issues.’333

Feedback from the interviews recommends the use of simulators of virtual and augmented
reality in training. This would make specific training on safety, sustainability and health more
accessible to all fishers.

333 Causes of very serious maritime accidents in the fisheries sector 2008-2013, Ministry of Employment, 2014, p62.
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7. CASE STUDY ON TRAINING & CERTIFICATION OF
SCIENTIFIC OBSERVERS ON BOARD FISHING
VESSELS

KEY FINDINGS

 At least 177 observers are currently employed in 11 MS, either on fixed-term or permanent
contracts. Of these, 136 are men, and 41 are women. Observers spend, on average, approximately
70 days at sea annually.

 Training is required for the majority, but not all, sea-going observers;

 General training takes between one and two weeks, and this may be in the form of either
dedicated courses or learning on the job;

 Safety at sea is a strong component of training and courses last three days on average. Fire
fighting, first aid and survival techniques are the most common safety training modules;

 Only a few programmes include training on harassment and conflict resolution;

 Very few safety-related incidents are reported by observers.

7.1 Introduction

Observers on board commercial fishing vessels are usually not specifically recognised when
referring to fishers and fishing vessels’ crew. However, in the EU, as in many parts of the
world, observers are a regular presence in fishing vessels. Observers collect scientific data
while at sea, but in many jurisdictions observers also have an enforcement role, making sure
that national and international regulations are not being breached. In summary, observers
at sea programmes are vital to the provision of scientific advice, enforcement of regulations
and effective fisheries management.

In the EU, through the Data Collection Framework (Commission Regulation (EC) No.
665/2008), a Community framework for the collection, management and use of data in the
fisheries sector and support for scientific advice regarding the Common Fisheries Policy, MS
have to develop at-sea monitoring programmes (usually based on human observers) and
fishing vessels targeted by the programme have to accept the presence of the observer
except in case of lack of space, or for safety reasons. In the twenty three EU MS that have a
sea border, the majority (twenty MS) have ongoing at-sea observers’ programmes. In 2018,
the remaining three MS will start pilot observers’ programmes.

7.2 Overview of ’state-of-the-art’ of training in Member States

At-sea observers’ programmes in the EU are normally run by the national fisheries research
institution, although observers and their training can be outsourced and subcontracted.

There are no common European or national standards for observers’ training on data
collection or on health and safety, with training courses’ curriculum, duration and updating
requirements varying greatly between, and even within, MS. Some MS programmes oblige
their observers to follow the same at-sea safety course and refresher timetables as those of
offshore personnel (working for example on oil rigs), while others follow the minimum
requirements for fishing crew or for sea cruise personnel. Even within MS, different observers’
programmes for specific fisheries or regions have distinct requirements regarding safety
training.
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The requirements for at-sea observers gear and safety tools are also not standardised, with
some programmes providing basic fishing gear (oil skins, boots and gloves) to others
programmes adding specific safety gear such as immersions suits, automatic life vests and
emergency locator beacons, among others.

7.3 Prerequisites to work at sea - case study across EU

Observers are usually young biologists (male and female) in their first job, eager and proud
of the work they do, but perhaps somewhat disadvantaged by the conditions offered by
contractors, and also compared to the rest of the fishing crew. Not only do they have to
endure the same harsh working conditions, they are usually not necessarily welcome on
board, particularly if they have, or are perceived to have, an enforcement role. This can lead
to difficult situations - ranging from stress and inconvenience to harassment - and it is
something that most observers are also not trained for. There are also health issues, from
parasite infestations to lack of adequate sanitary and sleeping arrangements. Nevertheless,
many continue to make a career as observers, moving between programmes in the EU and
also internationally, participating in many of the existing regional fisheries management
organisation programmes, from Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization cod fisheries and
Alaskan pollock fisheries to Pacific tuna fisheries, among others.

7.4 Methods

An online survey was carried out, targeted at the Data Collection Framework National
Correspondents334 (29 persons contacted) and known national observer programme
managers (17 persons), in order to provide an EU-wide view of existing observers’
programmes, their requirements in terms of training and sea safety, and their operation in
the most recent year (2016).

The survey consisted of four parts:

1. General information on observer programmes: how many observer programmes,
names of the programmes, ICES335 area/ fisheries, operators (private company,
government agency, other), number of observers (male/female), duties of observers
(at sea sampling, port sampling, electronic monitoring viewing, others), employment
situation (independent, annual contracts, others), managers contact.

2. Information on training: training required and periodicity, training providers (private
company, government agency, others), training funders (observer, government
agency, private company), duration of training (number of days), content of modules
(species identification, sampling techniques, data recording and reporting, sea safety,
harassment/conflict resolution, others), equipment provided to observer (species
identification books, manual, computer, gps, camera, binoculars, measuring boards,
boots, oilskin, gloves, others).

3. Safety at sea: training required and periodicity, module providers (private company,
government agency, other), training funders (observer, government agency, private
company), duration (number of days), content of modules (first aid, fire fighting,

334 Joint Research Centre (October 2017), National Correspondents For Data Collection,
https://datacollection.jrc.ec.europa.eu/national-correspondent

335 ICES - International Council for the Exploration of the Sea.
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survival techniques, others), equipment provided to observer (life jacket, immersing
suite, personal locater beacons, emergency position indicating radio beacon, others).

4. Operational information in 2016: total number of days at sea sampled, incidents
reported (sexual harassment, intimidation/interference/threats, injuries, others),
vessel refusal (no reason, safety, space, other), observer refusal (space, living
conditions, safety, other).

7.5 Results

There were a total of 23 replies to the survey from 13 observer programme coordinators336

in 11 MS: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany (Baltic Sea and North Sea), Ireland, The
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal (continental Portugal and the Azores), Spain, Sweden, and the
United Kingdom.

7.5.1 Employment conditions

The results of the thirteen analysed observers’ programmes show that 77% are run by
government entities, 15% by private companies, and only 8% by the fishing industry. Of
those run by government entities, the majority are run by state-owned or -funded research
institutes, and the rest by university fisheries departments.

Programmes include on average approximately 15 observers who are hired equally on fixed
contracts or as employees, depending on the programme: in some programmes the
permanent technical staff also observe commercial fishing trips as part of their duties, while
other programmes specifically hire observers primarily to go on board commercial vessels. A
small percentage (<10%) of observers work on a freelance basis.

Observers perform a combination of tasks, including at-sea and port sampling (12%),
electronic monitoring (1%), and research surveys and lab work, among other tasks (25%).
However, in most programmes observers are primarily engaged in observing commercial
fishing trips, which accounts for 62% of their time.

Regarding gender, approximately 77% of observers are men, and there are only two
programmes (in the Iberian peninsula), where female observers constitute the majority.

7.5.2 Training requirements

The majority of programmes (92%) have compulsory training requirements for observers/
staff who carry out duties at sea. The other programmes do, in fact, provide some training.

Not all programmes require training for observers that perform duties at sea, provided either
by private companies or government agencies, although most training courses are funded by
government agencies (80%). General training lasts on average five days, although it varies
from one to 11 days.

General training comprising species identification, sampling techniques, data recording and
reporting, etc., is provided (67%) and funded (77%) primarily by government entities.
General training (excluding safety at sea) lasts from one to two weeks (on average 7.5 days)

336 The number of observer programmes can be counted in different ways. Depending on whether or not the different
fisheries monitored under the same funding and/ or institution are considered independent programmes, there
may be more than 31 different observer programmes.
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depending on whether the observer programme has an in-house training course or if the
observer is trained ‘on the job’ – in the latter case, the new observer is accompanied by an
experienced observer on his/ her first commercial fishing trip.

Observers are usually provided with a manual and a measuring board when they go out to
sea, and are frequently given a knife, scales, computer, oilskin, gloves and boots. Only a few
programmes provide a camera, binoculars or GPS.337

Safety at sea is the most common training that observers are required to undertake, and this
takes between one and five days to complete (three days on average). The majority of sea
safety training is provided by private companies (80%), and 70% is funded by government
agencies. Most programmes include first aid, fire fighting and survival techniques modules in
their sea safety training curriculum. Training on harassment and conflict resolution is offered
in 30% of programmes.

The majority of programmes provide life-jackets (93%) and immersion suits (79%), while
first aid kits and personal locator beacons are required in only 15% and 30% of programmes,
respectively.

7.5.3 Activity in 2016

In total, approximately 816 days were spent at sea in 2016 per sampling programme, with
each observer spending an average of 68 days at sea.

Considering the level of activity on commercial fishing vessels (almost 10,000 days spent at
sea), there has been little reporting of incidents by observers, with only 22% of programmes
reporting any incident, divided between injuries (66%) and intimidation, interference, or
threats (34%).

There were however several occurrences of observers being refused on board vessels, and
this was due to limited space or for safety reasons, or no justification was given. However,
in many programmes observers are entitled to choose the vessels they board for reasons of
safety, space, and living conditions. Therefore, the results of this analysis may not necessarily
reflect the reality in all programmes. Some programmes are moving to a mandatory system
where, when a vessel is assessed to be suitable, refusal to carry an observer may result in a
penalty.

337 GPS – global positioning system.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

KEY FINDINGS

 There is limited ratification of key international conventions by MS.

 The European sea fishing sector is diverse, not only between MS, but also within MS.

 There is considerable diversity between MS in their approach to training and education for
fishers.

 MS rules and requirements are complex, difficult to understand, and therefore lack
transparency. This is a barrier to the free movement of fishers.

 At the same time there is growing demand for the movement of fishers between MS and into
the EU. This, combined with complexity in the rules and recognition of certificates may be
contributing to illegal working and worker exploitation in the sector.

8.1 Conclusions

Fisheries in Europe is highly diverse at a regional or even local level, with respect to traditions,
culture, target species, fishing techniques, scale and level/way of organisation (employer-
employee or in partnerships). It varies from subsistence, artisanal one man-one boat fishing
to oceangoing, via small family/partnership fishing businesses to company owned large
fishing annex fish processing vessels.

Education of fishers among EU MS, both vocational and safety/ sustainability education, is as
diverse as is fisheries itself. It varies from a father to son ‘learning by doing’ approach to
formal, professional (higher) education.

MS have their own objectives, frameworks, education programmes and regulations for
navigational certificates and safety/sustainability, which are generally (very) complex, not
transparent, poorly understood in the sector and aiming at the national situation only.
Requirements depend on many parameters like role on board, size of the vessel, area of
navigation/fishing, sometimes age/year certificates were obtained, national regulations,
commitment to international standards. From the European/international angle it is a very
scattered landscape.

Internationally, the three most relevant conventions specifically dealing with safety and
training in fisheries are currently the Torremolinos Convention 1978 for the Safety of Fishing
Vessels (accompanied by the SFV Protocol 1993 and Cape Town Agreement 2012) dealing
with the technical part of fishing vessels, the International Convention on Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel (STCW-F), 1995 (generic, non-
specific minimum requirements of training and education of fishers) and the International
Labour Organization (ILO) C188 Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 (softer side of labour like
hours of work and rest, repatriation, the content of a labour agreement, medical examination,
accommodation, etc.). Some MS have ratified some international conventions. Smaller
fishing vessels (< 24 metres) are represented to a limited extent in the majority of these
regulations. It is a paradox that these vessels are represented to a limited extent from most
regulations, since they account for more than 80% of the European Union fishing fleet.

Interest in and need for European/ international exchange of fishers/ crew members is
growing significantly in several EU MS. However, at present, free, controlled movement of
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professional fishers between EU MS is cumbersome, uncertain or in some cases even legally
impossible, because of the lack of clear international and internationally recognised
standards. There are indications that concern for undesirable labour or work situations is
justified (i.e. worker exploitation).

The need for fishers/ crew from other countries, including non-EEA countries, appears to be
driven in some MS by the declining interest amongst young people to work in the industry
due to the poor image of the industry, including low status of fishers, exceptionally hard
physical work, low and/ or erratic pay, lack of career advancement opportunities, and lack of
access to social welfare and pensions.

Despite efforts in the past, still too many accidents do happen in fisheries. In all MS and
types of fishery, safety and (social) sustainability are recognised as key issues which should
urgently and significantly be improved. At the same time, in general, existing attitude and
culture amongst fishers is not very open to (changes for the good of) safety/sustainability
awareness. In general, professional attention, awareness and (open minded) interest of
fishers with respect to safety and sustainability in fisheries is lagging behind compared to
e.g. the shipping sector.

It is recognised that, to help the sector to move into the direction of more safety/
sustainability at sea, international, external/ legal pressure and/ or guidance is required.

8.2 Recommendations

The following key themes and recommendations emerge from the country case
studies and other research.

1. There is a need to improve the attractiveness of the industry for young people in the
EU by, for example:

 Making it easier for fishers to move between fishing and other maritime work by
aligning training and certification standards (safety) for fishers with those of the
general maritime sector;

 Developing professional fishing qualifications, recognised across the EU, that enhance
the status of fishers and enable them to progress in their careers, and potentially
move between fishing and other, related, sectors.

2. Training and certification requirements (safety) for fishers vary significantly between MS
and this complicates movement of fishers between MS and may contribute to illegal or
exploitative working situations. Moreover, these differences imply that there may be
differences in actual safety levels between MS. There is therefore a need, not only for a
common standard for the training and certification (safety) of fishers, but also for a
common approach and methodology to ensure common application of any standard
across the EU. This should cover not only initial training and certification, but also
requirements for periodic retraining and certification;

3. Effective application of a common standard for the training and certification (safety) of
fishers would require more uniform definition of vocational certificates for fishery
vessel crews (navigational and fishing), in particular for skippers and other officers.

4. STCW F (analogue to STCW-2010 for shipping) is considered the most relevant
standard, as it is the intended IMO global standard for the training and certification (safety)
of fishers. Its adoption by the EU help to improve standards in fishing internationally.
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However, STCW-F generally applies to vessels of over 24 metres only and there would still
leave out approximately 90% of all European fishers. In the event that STCW-F is adopted
by the EU, the EU should drive inclusion of smaller vessels in the STCW-F obligations.

5. The introduction of a common standard will bring with it significant training and
certification costs for fishers and/ or authorities in some MS. It may therefore be necessary
to allocate funding to help meet the cost of training and certification, which in turn
will facilitate effective application of the common standard.

6. The training and certification requirements for fishers (safety) are currently limited in some
MS. Therefore it is likely that some MS currently lack the education and training and control
systems and capacities that would be necessary to ensure effective application of a common
standards. It may be necessary to support some MS with funding and capacity building
to develop the necessary education and training and control systems and
capacities.

7. Opinions diverge on whether or not existing EU legislation already provides the necessary
common standard for the training and certifications of fishers (safety) of fishers. In the event
that a new common standard is introduced (e.g. STCW-F), it will be important to ensure
clarity, and avoid duplication of, or overlap with, existing EU legislation.

 To the extent possible, a common standard should be based on, and integrated with
existing EU legislation. The opportunity should be taken to clarify and simplify
requirements;

 A simplified guide covering relevant EU legislation should be developed alongside any
new legislation to facilitate understanding of the requirements and opportunities for
all concerned. This would not only make it easier for those working in the sector to
understand the rules, but it would also facilitate monitoring of compliance by a range
of actors including fishers themselves, non-governmental organisations, etc.

8. Some MS currently have very limited, if any, requirements for the training and certification
(safety) of fishers. In order to facilitate and encourage effective application of a common EU
standard, it may be helpful to link safety training and certification with, for example,
sustainability training.

9. There is a need to enhance awareness of safety on board. This could be supported,
for example, by:

 Establishing a European focal point to facilitate the identification of research and
dissemination of work concerning safety, living and working conditions and
ergonomics on board fishing vessels;

 Improving inter-institutional cooperation (at EU level and between MS and EU
institutions and agencies) aimed at dissemination of information to avoid accidents in
the fisheries sector;

 Raising awareness of employers about their obligations under the framework directive
on health and safety at work and the specific directives resulting from it;

 Developing and implementing training aimed at fishers’ family members, with the
objective of improving their awareness on health and safety issues;

10. The situation of fisheries in Europe is highly complex. This study should be considered as
a first step. More in depth study is required on the following topics:
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 Content and details of a safety and sustainability training standard (further
development of STCW-F) which would be effective for all MS;

 Strategy and process to develop such a standard and have it accepted/ adopted;

 Strategy and process to implement the new standard in European fishing;

 What tool is needed to replace the Bénodet 2000 report on the mutual
recognition of certificates in the sea fishing sector in Europe, and if/ how such a tool
will facilitate the free movement of fishers within the EU, and enhance safety
standards.

 The declining interest among young people to work in the sector, and the
longer-term implications for the EU, with a view to developing policy to
address this negative trend, which was noted the Bénodet 2000 report almost two
decades ago. Various reasons for this trend have been put forward, including low pay,
particularly hard physical work, constraints on engaging in normal social life, lack of
career prospects, and lack of access to social welfare.

 The issue of illegal labour in the sector, including exploitation of workers on
fishing vessels. There is considerable movement of fishers between MS and into the
EU, apparently driven by the declining interest amongst young people in the EU to
work in the sector. The diversity and complexity of certification requirements and
cross-validation processes may incentivise some operators to recruit fishers illegally.
Conversely, it seems doubtful that fishers who are recruited illegally (e.g. to bypass
immigration rules) will meet basic safety training and certification requirements. Both
scenarios present safety risks and fishers working illegally on EU fishing vessels are
more vulnerable to exploitation.
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Annex 1 Location of approved IMO STCW Training Providers in
Ireland

Figure 10: Location of approved IMO STCW Training Providers in Ireland

Source: Author based on DTTAS data.338

1: B.I.M. National Fisheries College, Greencastle; 2: B.I.M. Regional Fisheries Centre,
Castletownbere, ; 3: BIM Marine Services Division, Dun Laoghaire; 4: Bow Waves, Galway;
5: Cantwell Keogh & Associates, Ringaskiddy; 6: Chris Mee Safety Engineering, Little Island;
7: Effective Offshore, Falcarragh; 8: First Aim, Gorey; 9: Firstaider.ie, Bray, ; 10: Heartbeat
Safety Ltd, Crookstown; 11: Moher Technologies, Doolin; 12: National Maritime College of
Ireland, Ringaskiddy; 13: Sea & Shore Safety Services Ltd, Dublin; 14: SeaTec Maritime
Training, Westport

338 DTTAS, ‘Marine Notice No. 33 of 2013: Approved Training Course Providers under STCW 78/95’,
http://www.dttas.ie/sites/default/files/MN33of2013-Amended-
Approved%20Training%20Course%20Providers%20UPDATE_0.pdf.
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Annex 2 BIM basic safety training locations January – June 2018

Figure 11: BIM basic safety training locations January – June 2018

Source: Author, based on BIM data
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Annex 3 Ireland STCW Regulation I/10 memorandums of understanding

Table 37: Ireland STCW Regulation I/10 memorandums of understanding

Administrations
Administrations that

recognise Irish
certificates

Administrations whose
certificates Ireland

recognises

Antigua & Barbuda Yes No

Australia Yes Yes

Bahamas Yes No

Barbados Yes No

Belize Yes No

Brunei Yes No

Croatia No Yes

Dominica Yes No

Hong Kong Yes Yes

India Yes No

Isle of Man Yes No

Liberia Yes No

Malaysia Yes Yes

Marshall Island Yes No

Mauritius Yes No

New Zealand Yes Yes

Norway Yes No

Panama Yes No

Philippines Yes Yes

Russia No Yes

Singapore Yes Yes

St Vincent & Grenadines Yes No

Ukraine No Yes

Source: Department of Transport339

339 Department of Transport (24 January 2011), ‘Marine Notice No. 06 of 2011: Administrations with whom Ireland
has entered into Agreements for the Recognition of Certificates of Competency for Merchant Ships’,
http://www.dttas.ie/sites/default/files/corporate/foi-decisions/12948-MARINE_NOTICE_NO__06_OF_2011-
1.PDF.
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Annex 4 Approved IMO STCW Training Providers, Ireland

Table 38: Approved IMO STCW Training Providers, Ireland

Training type Number of
providers340

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in Personal Survival
Techniques STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/I and STCW Code Section A-VI/I
Paragraph 2.1.1

7

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in Elementary First Aid
STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/I and STCW Code Section A-VI/I Paragraph
2.1.3

12

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in Personal Safety and
Social Responsibilities STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/I and STCW Code
Section A-VI/I Paragraph 2.1.4

4

Training for the issue of Certificates in Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting
STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/I and STCW Code Section A-VI/I Paragraph
2.1.2

5

Training for the issue of Certificates in Advanced Fire Fighting STCW
78/95 Regulation VI/3 and STCW Code Section A-VI/3 4

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in Medical First Aid
aboard Ship STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/4 and STCW Code Section A-VI/4
Paragraphs 1 to 3

5

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency for persons in charge of
Medical Care on board Ship STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/4 and STCW Code
Section A-VI/4 Paragraphs 4 to 6

1

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in Survival Craft and
Rescue Boats other than fast rescue boats STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/2
and STCW Code Section A-VI/2 Paragraphs 1 to 4

1

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in fast rescue boats
STCW 78/95 Regulation VI/2 and STCW Code Section A-VI/2 Paragraphs
5 to 8

2

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in Crisis Management
and Human Behaviour STCW 78/95 Regulation V/2 paragraph 8 and
STCW Code Section A-V/2 Paragraph 5

1

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency in Passenger Safety,
Cargo Safety and Hull Integrity on board Ro-Ro Passenger Ships STCW
78/95 Regulation V/2 paragraph 7 and STCW Code Section A-V/2
Paragraph 4

1

Training for the issue of Certificates of Competency in GMDSS Radio
communications STCW 78/95 Regulation IV/2 and Section A-IV/2 5

Training for the issue of Certificates of Proficiency for Ship Security
Officers STCW 78/95/2010 Regulation VI/5 and STCW Code Section A-
VI/5

1

Source: DTTAS341

340 Marine Notice No. 33 of 2013 lists 3 different BIM entities. They are therefore each included here in the number
of service providers.

341 DTTAS, Marine Notice No. 33 of 2013: Approved Training Course Providers under STCW 78/95,
http://www.dttas.ie/sites/default/files/MN33of2013-Amended-
Approved%20Training%20Course%20Providers%20UPDATE_0.pdf.
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Annex 5 Quality and Qualifications Ireland awards in the Fisheries
field of learning

Table 39: Quality and Qualifications Ireland awards in the Fisheries field of
learning

Title Code Level Award Class

Aquaculture 4N3829NFQ 4 Minor

Aquaculture 5M5156NFQ 5 Major

Aquaculture 3N0925NFQ 3 Minor

Aquaculture Hatchery Production 5N5206NFQ 5 Minor

Care of the Catch 5N5071NFQ 5 Minor

Commercial Fishing 5M5125NFQ 5 Major

Finfish Ongrowing Operations 5N5286NFQ 5 Minor

Fish Processing Techniques 5N5205NFQ 5 Minor

Fishing Gear Construction 5N5089NFQ 5 Minor

Fishing Gear Maintenance and Repair 5N5074NFQ 5 Minor

Fishing Vessel Operations 5N5070NFQ 5 Minor

Manual Fish Filleting 5N5330NFQ 5 Minor

Net Mending 3N0927NFQ 3 Minor

Seafood Handling Systems 5N5368NFQ 5 Minor

Seafood Hygiene Management 5N5288NFQ 5 Minor

Seafood Processing 5M5157NFQ 5 Major

Seafood Processing Skills 5N5208NFQ 5 Minor

Seaweed Ongrowing 5N5287NFQ 5 Minor

Shellfish Ongrowing Operations 5N5285NFQ 5 Minor

Shellfish Processing Techniques 5N5207NFQ 5 Minor

Source: Quality and Qualifications Ireland342

342 QQI, ‘Awards’, http://qsearch.qqi.ie/WebPart/Search?searchtype=awards.
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Annex 6 BIM training provision 2013 - 2016

Table 40: BIM training provision 2013 and 2014
Year 2013 2014

Totals 1,602 1,918
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS)
Certificates 178 159

DTTAS Deck Officer (Fishing Vessel) Skipper Full 10 9
DTTAS Deck Officer (Fishing Vessel) Skipper Limited 1
DTTAS Deck Officer (Fishing Vessel) Second Hand Full 49 39
DTTAS Deck Officer (Fishing Vessel) Second Hand Limited 2
DTTAS / QQI Engineer Officer (Fishing Vessel) Class 3 9 9
DTTAS / QQI Engineer Officer (Fishing Vessel) Class 2 11 11
DTTAS / QQI Engineer Officer (Fishing Vessel) Class 1 1
DTTAS / QQI Passenger Boat Proficiency & Commercial
Endorsements 35 45

Navigation Control Course (NCC) (Fishing) 18 20
Electronic Navigation Systems (ENS) (Fishing) 43 25
Safety at Sea 960 1445
Enhanced Safety Training (EST) for grant aided PFD343 with PLB344 7 729
Mandatory 3-day Basic Safety Training 720 602
STCW Personal Survival Techniques (PST) 107 114
STCW Elementary First Aid Onboard Ship (EFA) 126
Fire Prevention and Safety Awareness (FP&SA) 152 111
STCW Marine Fire Fighting 68 31
STCW Advanced Fire Fighting 33 29
STCW Medical First Aid 51 51
Radio Communications 127 79
GMDSS Short Range Certificate Module 1 and 2 76 39
GMDSS Restricted Operators Certificate 8
GMDSS Long Range Certificate 4 2
GMDSS General Operators Certificate 39 38
Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) Certificates and
Skills Training 185 124

QQI Foundation Course in Fisheries Level 3 16 15
QQI Certificates in Fisheries and Aquaculture Level 5 8 8
QQI Work Boat Handling 8
QQI Manual Handling and Slinging & Crane Arm Operation 46 4
QQI Occupational Health & Safety 7
QQI Marine Engineering Processes 53 45
QQI Risk-Based HACCP345 for Seafood Businesses 47 41
QQI Navigation Level 3 9
QQI Seafood Hygiene Management 2

Source: Based on BIM annual reports for 2013 and 2014

343 Personal flotation device.
344 Personal locator beacon.
345 HACCP - Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point.
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The training and education numbers for 2015 and 2016 are presented differently here from
the figures for 2013 and 2014, as the presentation in the BIM annual reports changed with
its 2015 annual report.

Table 41: BIM training completed/ certificates awarded and/ or training
undertaken

Year 2015 2016
BIM Safety Training Cards 705 548
STCW-95 compliant Marine Fire Fighting Certificates 90 102
DTTAS Deck Officer (Fishing Vessel) Certificates of Competency 53 97
DTTAS/QQI Engineer Officer (Fishing Vessel) Class 3, Class 2 and Class
1 Certificates of Competency

12 11

QQI Marine Engineering Processes (inshore vessels) 82 88
Electronic Navigation Systems (ENS) and Navigation Command & Control
(NCC)

61 51

DTTAS/QQI Passenger Boat Proficiency Certificates 53 31
QQI Foundation and Level 3 and Level 5 Awards in Commercial Fishing
and Aquaculture

29 31

ComReg346 Global Maritime Distress Safety System (GMDSS) Radio
Communications certificates

98 127

STCW Medical First Aid for Certificates of Competency 30
Totals 1,183 1,116

Source: Based on BIM annual reports for 2015 and 2016

346 ComReg - Commission for Communications Regulation.
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Annex 7 BIM specialist education and training courses

Table 42: BIM specialist education and training courses

Course Content Duration Cost/ person (€) Qualification

Skippers and Crew

Skipper Full Certificate of
Competency

Navigation 1 and 2; Ship
Construction and

Stability; Meteorology
and Oceanography;

Collision Regulations,

14 weeks full-time
study

200 (plus 130 written
exam fee) Department of Transport,

Tourism and Sport (Fishing
Vessel) Certificates of

Competency are issued
following successful

completion of training, sea
service, written and oral

examinations

Second Hand Full

Chartwork; Navigation;
Fishing Vessel

Construction and
Stability; Meteorology;
Collision Regulations.

16 weeks full-time
study

200 (plus 100 written
exam fee)

Second Hand Limited
Chartwork; Signals;

Meteorology; Collision
Regulations.

12 weeks full-time
study

175 (plus 60 written
exam fee)

Commercial Fishing QQI
Award (Major) Level 5 -

Further Education +
Training

Practical skills in
engineering; Fishing
vessel operations on

MFV347 Lough Swilly; Care
of the catch; Net repair

and construction;
Navigation; Safety skills.

6 months full-time
study

Free of charge for
new entrants

QQI Certificate in
Commercial Fishing (Level

5)

Electronic Navigation
Systems (Fishing) 105 hours training 200 Certificates of Proficiency

issued by BIM under the

347 Motor fishing vessel.
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Course Content Duration Cost/ person (€) Qualification
authority of the

Department of Transport,
Tourism and Sport (Fishing

Vessel)

Navigation Control
Course (Fishing)

Two weeks full-time
study 200

Certificates of Proficiency
issued by BIM under the

authority of the
Department of Transport,

Tourism and Sport (Fishing
Vessel)

E-Learning Navigation +
Stability QQI Award

(Minor) Level 5 - Further
Education + Training

120 hours 200
Completion of the QQI
Module: Navigation and

Stability (C20220)

Marine Engineering

Department of Transport,
Tourism and Sport Class

3 Certificate of
Competency Engineer
Officer (Fishing Vessel)

One academic year at
the National Fisheries
College, Greencastle,
Co. Donegal followed
by one year qualifying
sea service on board a

commercial fishing
vessel.

Department of Transport
Class 3 Certificate of
Competency Engineer

Officer (Fishing Vessel);
Engineering Technology

QQI Award (Major) Level 5
- Further Education +

Training; FAS Mechanical
Engineering Certificates in

Bench Fitting, Milling,
Manual Arc and Gas

Welding

Marine Engineering
Processes QQI Award

Vessel construction; Main
propulsion systems;
Auxiliary machinery;

3 weeks 200
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Course Content Duration Cost/ person (€) Qualification
(Minor) Level 5 - Further

Education + Training
Electrical systems;

Hydraulic and pneumatic
systems; Health, safety
and the environment.

GMDSS Radio Communications

GMDSS Short Range
Certificate (Modules 1

and 2)
3 days 175

GMDSS Short Range
Certificate (Module 2) No courses currently scheduled

GMDSS General Operator
Certificate (GOC) 2 weeks 650

GMDSS Restricted
Operators Certificate

(ROC)
3 days 250

GMDSS Long Range
Certificate (Modules 1,2

and 3)
1 week 325

Source: Based on BIM, http://www.bim.ie/training/
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Annex 8 Details of three training and education institutions in Poland

The information below is based on phone calls with the main educational units at three training and education establishments in Poland:

1. Ośrodek Rybołówstwa Bałtyckiego w Kołobrzegu (Fisheries Training Centre of the Baltic Maritime University in Szczecin with its registered
office in Kolobrzeg)

2. Ośrodek Szkolenia Ratowniczego Fundacja Rozwoju Akademii Morskiej w Gdyni

(Rescue Training Centre Foundation for the Development of the Maritime University of Gdynia)

3. Ośrodek Szkoleń Morskich LIBRA (LIBRA Marine Training Centre)

Generally, the educational units were very busy at the time of the survey and they were not willing to answer questions. Furthermore, the
educational units are generally focused on basic training, which is required by law for all persons conducting any duties at sea (not only for
fishers). The education units do not collect any statistical data (e.g. age, gender, role on board, etc.).Findings and conclusions

Table 43: Summary of the survey of training and education institutions - Poland

No Issue Fisheries Training Centre of
the Baltic Maritime
University in Szczecin -
registered office in
Kolobrzeg

Rescue Training Centre
in Gdynia

LIBRA Marine Training
Centre

1 When was the institution established? June 06, 2013 1990 2012
2 Number of fishers trained by the

institution from 2013-2017, if possible
disaggregated by:
a. Age
b. Gender
c. Nationality
d. Type of training
e. Role on board
f. Size of vessel

In total 53
Basic Safety Training
STCW
All those trained were
Polish citizens

In the last two years
approximately 14-20 fishers
(estimated)
All those trained were Polish
citizens

No information available
All those trained were Polish
citizens
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3 What accredited training/ education
programmes for fishers does the
institution offer? (e.g. for different roles
on board, different vessel sizes).

Basic Safety Training
STCW–F (necessary to
obtain a Sailing Book)
including:
Personal survival
techniques (IMO1.19)
Elementary first aid
Personal safety and social
responsibilities (IMO1.21)
Fire protection - basic level
(IMO 1.20)

Other training:
watch officer on fishing
vessels up to 24 m in
limited waters
watch officer of a fishing
vessel over 24 m in length
engaged in navigation in
limited waters (sea class 2
skipper)
skipper of a fishing vessel
over 24 m in length,
engaged in navigation in
restricted waters (sea class
1 skipper).
skipper of a fishing vessel
over 24 m in length,
engaged in navigation in
unlimited waters (skipper
of unrestricted sea fishing).

Basic Safety Training
STCW(necessary to obtain a
Sailing Book)including:
Personal survival techniques
(IMO1.19)
Elementary first aid
Personal safety and social
responsibilities (IMO1.21)
Fire protection - basic level
IMO 1.20)

Basic safety training in
elementary first aid
(IMO1.13)
Training in first aid
(IMO1.14)
Training in medical care
(IMO1.15)
Basic safety training in
personal safety and social
responsibilities (IMO1.21)
Proficiency in survival craft
and rescue boats other than
fast rescue boats (IMO1.23)
Proficiency in rescue boats
(IMO1.24)
Ship security officer
(IMO3.19)
Basic safety training in
personal survival techniques
(IMO1.19)
Advanced Fire Fighting
Course
Certificate of proficiency in
security-awareness

Basic Safety Training
STCW(necessary to obtain a
Sailing Book) including:
Personal survival techniques
(IMO1.19)
Elementary first aid
Personal safety and social
responsibilities (IMO1.21)
Fire protection - basic level
IMO 1.20)
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Certificate of proficiency for
seafarers with designated
security duties

4 What do these programmes cover?
a) Main subjects, theory and practice,
etc.
b) Are they compatible with ‘blue growth’
smart specialisation logic?

All courses are based on
Regulation of the Minister
of Infrastructure and
Development issued on
March 24, 2014 on
framework training
programmes and
examination requirements
in sea fishing (based on
STCW-F)

All courses are based on
Regulation of the Minister of
Infrastructure and
Development issued on
March 24, 2014 on
framework training
programmes and
examination requirements in
sea fishing (based on STCW-
F)

All courses are based on
Regulation of the Minister of
Infrastructure and
Development issued on
March 24, 2014 on
framework training
programmes and
examination requirements in
sea fishing (based on STCW -
F)

5 What facilities/installations are available
for the training of fishers at the
institutions? (e.g. vessels for exercise,
simulation vessels, etc.).

Life raft
Individual rescue
measuresand
full mission bridge
simulator with 360 °
visualisation, with the
possibility of simulating
different types of fishing
vessel

Life raft
Individual rescue measures

Life raft
Individual rescue measures

6 Is the institution aware of government/
EU funds or support programmes for the
training and/ or education of fishers?

No information available No No information available

7 Which certificate do fishers receive after
completing the training?

Basic Safety Training
STCW issued by Maritime
Office in Szczecin
Generally all courses
mentioned above are
certified by Maritime Office
in Szczecin

Basic Safety Training STCW
issued by Maritime Office in
Gdynia
Generally all courses
mentioned above are
certified by Maritime Office in
Gdynia

Basic Safety Training STCW
issued by Maritime Office in
Szczecin

8 Which European/international/national
requirements do participants meet after
completing the training?

All courses are conducted
according to STCW-F

All courses are conducted
according to STCW -F

All courses are conducted
according to STCW-F
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9 Did you also train fishers from other (EU-
member) States in the last 5 years
(2013-2017)? If yes:
From which countries and how many?
Was this mainly retraining to enable
them to obtain the necessary certificates
in your country, or was it mainly training
ab initio?

Not available No Not available

10 What recent developments in safety,
training and certification on fishing
vessels as opposed to the maritime
transport sector do you see?

Not available Not available Not available

11 Have you heard arguments from young
people about working/ not working in the
fishing industry?

Advantages - no possibility
of earning in another
sector
Disadvantages - hard,
physical work without the
prospect of regular income
(seasonality), difficulty in
getting a job (permanent
crew and lack of
development of the fishing
fleet - a small number of
jobs)

Young people do not want to
work in fishing industries due
to small salary. Usually they
work in fishing industries for
family reasons

Not available

12 What is the typical training/ education
path taken by young people wishing to
enter and progress in the fishing
industry, for work on large vessels and
small vessels? Is it different for men and
women?

According to the
information provided the
typical training is the
standard as required in the
Regulation of the Minister
of Transport, Construction
and Maritime Economy of
August 7, 2013 on the
training and qualification of
crew members of sea-
going ships

According to the information
provided the typical training
is the standard as required in
the Regulation of the Minister
of Transport, Construction
and Maritime Economy of
August 7, 2013 on the
training and qualification of
crew members of sea-going
ships

According to the information
provided the typical training
is the standard as required in
the Regulation of the Minister
of Transport, Construction
and Maritime Economy of
August 7, 2013 on the
training and qualification of
crew members of sea-going
ships
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There is no difference in
the career path for women
and men (Reportedly, it is
not known if women work
at all on fishing vessels)

13 Regarding points 2-12 above, what
trends/ changes has the institution
observed over the past five years?

There is no general interest
in the training offer of the
fisheries sector, with the
exception of the necessary
safety training.
The very small number of
employees in the fisheries
sector taking up training is
due to the necessity of
being physically present to
participate in classes.
Fishers use every moment
for activity in the fishery;
when fishing is impossible,
they carry out repair and
maintenance works.
They do not have time to
participate in training.
In some cases, the
financial element makes it
impossible to use the
training offer of the centre.

Generally, the number of
fishers is decreasing

Not available
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Annex 9 Overview of Slovak citizens studying in the Maritime
University of Szczecin

Figure 12: Number of Slovak students per degree level enrolled 2008-2017

Figure 13: Number of Slovak students enrolled per year 2008 - 2017
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Figure 14: Number of enrolled students by year of birth

Figure 15: Number of students enrolled by age
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Annex 10 Fishers trained at ROC Friese Poort Urk 2013-2017

2017
SW6 SW5 S4

Number of trained fishers: 18 14 0

Number of men: 18 14 0

Number of women: 0 0 0

Number < 30 years: 9 9 0

Number > 30 years: 9 5 0

2016
SW6 SW5 S4

Number of trained fishers: 17 12 0

Number of men: 17 12 0

Number of women: 0 0 0

Number < 30 years: 8 8 0

Number > 30 years: 9 4 0

2015
SW6 SW5 S4

Number of trained fishers: 24 21 1

Number of men: 24 21 1

Number of women: 0 0 0

Number < 30 years: 7 14 0

Number > 30 years: 17 7 1

2014
SW6 SW5 S4

Number of trained fishers: 14 13 6

Number of men: 14 13 6

Number of women: 0 0 0

Number < 30 years: 9 7 2

Number > 30 years: 5 6 4

2013
SW6 SW5 S4

Number of trained fishers: 4 5 0

Number of men: 4 5 0

Number of women: 0 0 0

Number < 30 years: 2 4 0

Number > 30 years: 2 1 0

Total fishers trained (2013-2017) 77 65 7

Total fishers trained < 30 years
(2013-2017)

35 42 2

Total fishers trained > 30 years
(2013-2017)

42 23 5
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Annex 11 Fishers trained at TvK-Instructie 2014-2017

2017
Basic Safety

Training Fishery
Basic Training

Refresher Fishery

Number of trained fishers: 41 16

Number of men: 41 16

Number of women: 0 0

Number < 30 years: 19 3

Number > 30 years: 22 13

2016
Basic Safety

Training Fishery
Basic Training

Refresher Fishery

Number of trained fishers: 39 50

Number of men: 39 49

Number of women: 0 1

Number < 30 years: 10 7

Number > 30 years: 29 43

2015
Basic Safety

Training Fishery
Basic Training

Refresher Fishery

Number of trained fishers: 72 9

Number of men: 71 9

Number of women: 1 0

Number < 30 years: 10 0

Number > 30 years: 62 9

2014
Basic Safety

Training Fishery
Basic Training

Refresher Fishery

Number of trained fishers: 11 0

Number of men: 11 0

Number of women: 0 0

Number < 30 years: 1 0

Number > 30 years: 10 0

Total fishers trained (2013-
2017) 163 75

Total fishers trained < 30 years
(2013-2017)

40 10

Total fishers trained > 30 years
(2013-2017)

123 65

Total women trained (2013-
2017) 1 1
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Annex 12 Competences offered by different diplomas in the Netherlands

Certificate

Position on board SW6 SW5 S4

Skipper
(schipper)

Fishing vessel of <
45 m, engine

capacity < 1125
kW, sailing area I

Fishing vessel of <
24 m, engine

capacity < 750 kW,
unlimited sailing

area

Fishing vessel of <
24 m, engine

capacity < 750 kW,
sailing area I

Fishing vessel of <
60 m, engine

capacity of < 3000
kW, unlimited
sailing area

Fishing vessel > 60
m, > 3000 kW,
unlimited sailing

area

Additional
requirements

- MARCOM B
- 24 months
seagoing service

- MARCOM A
- Certificate radar
observer
- 36 months
seagoing service

- MARCOM B
- 12 months
seagoing service

- MARCOM A
- Certificate radar
navigator
- 36 months
seagoing service, of
which at least 12
months as stand-in
skipper

- MARCOM A
- Certificate
proficiency in
survival crafts and
rescue boats other
than fast rescue
boats
- Certificate radar
navigator
- 36-month
seagoing service on
board fishing
vessels > 24 m, of
which at least 12
months as stand-in
skipper.
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Certificate

Position on board SW6 SW5 S4

Stand-in skipper
(plaatsvervangend

schipper)

Fishing vessel of <
45 m, engine

capacity < 1500
kW, unlimited saling

area

Fishing vessel of <
45 m, engine

capacity < 1125
kW, saling area I

Fishing vessel of <
60 m, engine

capacity of < 3000
kW, unlimited
sailing area

Fishing vessel > 60
m, > 3000 kW,
unlimited sailing

area

Additional
requirements

- MARCOM A
- Certificate radar
observer
- 12 months
seagoing service

- MARCOM B
- Age of > 18 years

- MARCOM A
- Certificate radar
observer
- 12 months
seagoing service

- MARCOM A
- Certificate
proficiency in
survival crafts and
rescue boats other
than fast rescue
boats
- Certificate radar
navigator
- 24 months of
seagoing service

Officer/engineer
(stuurman-

werktuigkundige)

Fishing vessel of >
24 m, engine

capacity of < 3000
kW, unlimited
sailing area

Fishing vessel of >
24 m, engine

capacity of > 3000
kW, unlimited
sailing area

Additional
requirements

- MARCOM A
- Certificate radar
observer
- Age of > 18 years

- MARCOM A
- Certificate radar
observer
- 12 months
seagoing service
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Annex 13 Overview of courses offered by the Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre

Table 44: Overview of courses offered by the Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre

Course Title Number
of Days Price Description

Basic safety training 6 310 BGN348 Consists of 4 parts: personal safety and social responsibilities, elementary
first aid, personal survival techniques, fire prevention and fire fighting.

Proficiency in survival craft
and rescue boats, other
than fast rescue boats

4 330 BGN Includes the mandatory minimum requirements for training and issue of
certificates.

Specialised training for
personnel on passenger
ships

2 90 BGN

Proficiency in medical first
aid new standard in force 4 250 BGN

Developed for training officers to provide first aid to seafarers sailing on
board ship.

Update proficiency in
medical care on board ship 2 150 BGN

For masters and other persons in charge of medical care to improve existing
skills and knowledge in order to render first aid and medical assistance to
sick and injured on board ships until expert attention is available.

Bridge team management 3
Upon

agreement with
the Company

To understand bridge team management, near miss, incidents and accidents
and to be able to use effective communication methods, perception,
inquisitive technique, active listening, team balance, assertiveness and
flexibility.

348 BGN – Bulgarian lev.
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Course Title Number
of Days Price Description

Proficiency in medical care
on board ship 5 330 BGN n/a

Shipboard safety officer 3 360 BGN

Proficiency for Ship Security
Officer 2 160 BGN

Mandatory for all seafarers  who will be required to perform the duties of
Ship Security Officer on board ship, and includes the obligatory minimum
requirements for training and certification in compliance with Rule VI/5 para
1 and Table A VI/5 para 1 of the Code to Convention STCW 78.

Proficiency in fast rescue
boat - according to the
national standard of
MARAD349

3 420 BGN

Training for seafarers  to launch and take charge of a fast rescue boat, and
comprises the mandatory minimum requirements for training and issuing a
certificate in accordance with the Section A-VI/2 para.5-8,Table A-VI/2-2 of
STCW 78,as amended, IMO Model course 1.24  and Directive 2008/106/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council.

Proficiency in security
awareness 1 70 BGN

Mandatory for all seafarers at support level, including all persons who are
not at management and operational level (such as apprentice officers), who
will work on board ships following the regulations of the International Ship
and Port Security ISPS Code, and who during performance of their routine
duties will not be additionally entrusted with duties aiming to achieve
security of the ship.

Crew resource management
simulator course 3 n/a

10 exercises, of which 6 are joint exercises performed on the most advanced
Full Mission simulators Ship Bridge “Polaris” and Engine Room “Neptune”
equipped with the latest software, and including thorough debriefing.

Bridge team and resource
management 5 600 BGN

Theoretical and practical training, refreshment and update of knowledge and
skills of students in ”Maritime Navigation” in University and Secondary school
and the trainees in vocational qualification courses, and seafarers holding
competence OOW,350 chief officers and masters of various types of ship on

349 Executive Agency Maritime Administration.
350 Officer of the watch.
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Course Title Number
of Days Price Description

management of bridge team and resources, through intensive use of an
interactive full mission maritime ship bridge simulator.

Engine resource and team
management new 5 680 BGN

Training for refreshing and updating the knowledge and skills of ship
engineers who are holders of certificates for chief engineers, second
engineers, watchkeeping engineers and electrical engineers.

Proficiency for seafarers
with designated security
duties

2 160 BGN n/a

Marine environmental
awareness 2 85 BGN For deck officers and engineers with minimum watchkeeping officer

(engineer) capacity and also electrical engineers.

Advanced training on
liquefied gas tanker
operations

7 500 BGN n/a

Advanced training in fire
fighting 4 330 BGN To prepare the trainees to meet the minimum standards of competence in

advanced fire fighting

Source: Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre351

351 Bulgarian Maritime Training Centre, ‘Courses’, http://www.bmtc-bg.com/brief_course_description.
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Annex 14 The Bénodet 2000 report

Reproduced with the permission of Europêche and ETF
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Unlike the maritime transport sector, there is no single EU standard for
the training and certification of fishers relating to health and safety on
board. Member State safety training and certification requirements for
fishers are complicated and vary significantly between Member States.
This complexity is an obstacle to the free movement of fishers and it
makes it harder to comply with statutory training and certification
requirements. It may be contributing to illegal labour, and worker
exploitation in the fishing sector.
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